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 Preface

 This Report of the Nomenclature Section of the XIII International
 Botanical Congress is presented not merely as an official record of five
 days of deliberations and decisions. It is also a document in the history
 of nomenclature. The bare account of decisions taken, as published in
 'Taxon' (30: 904-911. Nov. 1981), cannot convey the spirit of the dis-
 cussions, the arguments for and against certain actions, or the often ex-
 tensive debate preceding selection of words to express a desired amend-
 ment.

 It is our hope that taxonomists who were not able to be present at
 the Section meetings will gain much pleasure and information from
 reading this report, as will those who were among the participants and
 can now relive the events. There is a remarkable camaraderie in all of

 these sessions. Botanists who undertake the serious task of dealing with
 proposed changes to the Code may disagree very strongly with one
 another as to the best course, yet they rarely if ever get really mad at
 each other and they accept the results once a decision is made. (At least
 until the next opportunity for amendment comes around!) One of the
 major benefits of these sessions at each Botanical Congress is to give the
 fullest opportunity to exchange points of view and discuss them.

 This report, then, which is more complete than was possible for
 some previous ones, should be studied by all botanists concerned with
 nomenclature. They will learn almost as much as those who were pre-
 sent, and they will see that our decisions are seldom capricious (Section
 members would surely not agree on exactly which decisions if any are
 indeed whimsical!). As different persons study the published proposals,
 the need for amending many of them, in order to make them do what
 we want (and not allow extraneous undesirable consequences), becomes
 apparent. However, haste in making changes or accepting
 loosely worded proposals can have serious results. Let this be a warning
 - or at least a word of urgent advice - to those who are so bold as to
 make yet further proposals before the next Congress: Prepare them
 very carefully, for they will be subjected to intense scrutiny as to word-
 ing and effect. And submit them in ample time for publication and full
 consideration. Last-minute proposals, including new ones and amende-
 ments from the floor, are often necessary but are far less desirable than
 carefully drafted ones published in advance.

 It can be seen why the preliminary mail vote is exactly that: prelimi-
 nary and only advisory. By improvements in wording or other altera-
 tions, a clearly unacceptable proposal may be made to work. Further-
 more, a proposal thought to be deleterious to the Code and the princi-
 ples of nomenclature may sometimes, upon thorough discussion, turn
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 Nomenclature in Sydney

 out to be not so bad after all, with perhaps a little change in wording.
 In those few instances when a proposal was accepted despite a strongly
 negative mail ballot, one may be certain that the members of the Sec-
 tion considered very seriously the objections raised, salvaged some good
 points, and produced a text that may be quite different from what was
 originally proposed. For it is the Nomenclature Section, consisting of
 all registered members of the Congress who wish to participate, which
 takes official action on all proposals.

 It is gratifying to see that so many younger botanists are newly parti-
 cipating in nomenclatural affairs, as the middle and older generations
 hand on their duties or leave the scene completely. Frans Stafleu found
 himself unable to attend this Congress - the first one during 30 years in
 which he did not participate. Of course we sorely missed his masterful
 guidance in the arts of nomenclature, and we also missed a number of
 former colleagues whose careers have come to a close. At least we are
 grateful for Frans' active consultation with the Editorial Committee,
 and his continued role in other nomenclatural business.

 For making possible this extended publication, and doing so as
 quickly as possible. I must finally express a special word of profound
 thanks to the Botanischer Garten und Botanisches Museum Berlin-

 Dahlem and its director, Werner Greuter, who served so capably as vice-
 rapporteur for the Sydney meetings and who now succeeds me as rap-
 porteur for the next Congress. The Report is based on notes made by
 the rapporteurs, on written submissions by those who spoke at the
 sessions, and especially on a full set of excellent recorded tapes, which
 Werner painstakingly transcribed so that as many important points as
 possible could be extracted accurately. May all readers find the results
 interesting and educational!

 Edward G. Voss
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 THIRTEENTH INTERNATIONAL BOTANICAL CONGRESS

 SYDNEY 1981

 NOMENCLATURE SECTION

 Bureau of Nomenclature

 President: R.C. Rollins

 Vice-Presidents: Hj. Eichler, H. Hara, I.A. Linczevski*, R.D. Meikle
 Recorder: A.E. Orchard

 Rapporteur-General: E.G. Voss
 Vice-Rapporteur. W. Greuter

 FIRST SESSION

 Monday, 17 August 1981, 10:10- 11:10 a.m.

 (Chair: Rollins)

 The chairman welcomed the participants and introduced the other
 members of the Bureau.

 The rapporteur then asked the delegates to stand for a moment of
 silence in memory of botanists active in nomenclature and other
 distinguished taxonomists who had passed away since the 1975 Con-
 gress in Leningrad:

 Monique Aymonin
 C.E.B. Bonner
 A.A. Bullock

 Nancy Burbidge
 J. Damboldt

 J.E. Dandy
 Th. Eckardt
 P.A. Florschiitz
 H.A. Gleason

 M.L. Green (Mrs. Sprague)
 E. Hulten
 J. Hutchinson
 G. Kriissmann
 H.J. Lam

 * Unable to be present.

 G.H.M. Lawrence
 H.E. Moore
 P.A. Munz

 J. Raynal
 Ch. Sauvage
 J.M. Schopf
 G. Schultze-Menz
 R. So6

 C.H. Steinberg
 J.A. Stevenson
 Vivi Tackholm
 R. de Vilmorin
 Luella K. Weresub

 R. van der Wijk
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 Nomenclature in Sydney

 The chairman then requested formal approval of the Leningrad
 Code as the basic document for the discussions of the section meetings.
 A motion to this effect was seconded and unanimously approved.

 Voss pointed out that this was the first Congress since World War II
 where the previous rapporteur-general, Frans Stafleu, was not in
 attendance. In this role (1964-1979), and also as a secretary of IAPT
 since 1950, secretary (1951-1969) and chairman since 1969 of the
 editorial committee, Stafleu had contributed essentially, in the past,
 to the preparation and smooth procedure of the nomenclature sessions.
 The bureau of nomenclature intended to send a telegram of greetings
 to Stafleu on behalf of the section (applause).

 Voss further explained that the rapporteurs' comments, as published
 in the Synopsis of Proposals, were the result of the amalgamation of
 two sets of draft comments prepared independently by the vice-rappor-
 teur and himself. Their purpose was not so much to advise on the
 desirability of the proposals but on their consequences and implications.

 The nomenclature section in Leningrad had authorized the appoint-
 ment of four ad hoc special committees to report to the present section
 on particular problems, which three of them did: the Committee on
 Romanization of Authors' Names, the Committee on Typification of
 Generic Names, and the Committee on Autonyms. Their reports were
 included in the 'Synopsis of Proposals'.

 The Bureau, at a 9:00 meeting immediately before the session, had
 recommended that the proposals on App. I, dealing with the names of
 hybrids, be considered fust. These provisions had, in the past, been
 dealt with rather hurriedly at the end of the sessions. Then, considera-
 tion would follow of the other proposals one by one in the sequence of
 the portions of the Code that they affected.

 Voss then explained the voting procedure. He drew attention to the
 advisory nature of the mail ballot whose results had been distributed
 to the section members at registration. The final decisions were made
 by the section, either by a show of hands or, where required, by a
 show of voting cards or a formal card vote, by use of one of the num-
 bered tickets of each voting card enabling an exact count of the per-
 sonal and institutional votes.

 The whole proceedings of the section were to be recorded on tape.
 Speakers were urged to always use the microphone and to identify
 themselves each time. They were also encouraged to hand in their
 formulated remarks, in summary, on sequentially numbered sheets
 of paper.

 Rolins read a message from Linczevski who regretted to be unable
 to attend for medical reasons and conveyed his wishes for successful
 work of the section. He then moved from the chair that a 60 % ma-

 jority of the votes cast should be required for the adoption of any pro-
 posal to modify the Code.

 8
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 L.A.S. Johnson opposed this. The 60 % requirement placed a pre-
 mium on conservatism, which had bedevilled nomenclature for years.
 There wasn't anything wrong with a simple majority being required
 in order to make a change.

 Margadant was in favour of a requirement of a majority of 60 %
 or even more, to prevent sweeping changes like some introduced in
 Leningrad. For works like the 'Index muscorum', it was a tremendous
 waste of time to have to go all over again the whole literature.

 Rollins explained the reasons behind the tradition of the 60 %
 rate. We needed clearcut decisions taken here, by a solid majority.
 and without equivocation. Cronquist supported this, drawing
 attention to the stability requirement in the preamble to the Code.

 Greuter suggested addition of a special provision, as already
 introduced in Leningrad, in the case of competing proposals.
 There, a 60 % majority would first be required to decide a change,
 then a simple majority to choose between the options.

 Fosberg opposed Johnson. Really bad provisions in the Code would
 easily obtain a 60 % vote for their modification; those that were not
 really bad should be maintained.

 Faegri suggested a distinction between proposals receiving less
 than 50 % of the votes and thereby rejected, and those receiving be-
 tween 50 % and 60 % of votes, to be listed as 'not accepted' and to be
 considered as pending.

 The motion by the chair, as amended by Greuter's suggestion, was
 read again: 'That a 60 % majority of the votes cast be required for the
 adoption of proposals to modify the Code; but that in the case of com-
 peting proposals on the same matter, a 60 % majority be first required
 to decide a change, then a simple majority to choose between the
 options.' This motion was put to the vote and carried.

 The chair then moved that the editorial committee be empowered

 - to change, if necessary, the wording of any article or recommenda-
 tion, and to avoid duplication;

 - to add or remove examples;
 - to place articles and chapters of the Code in the most convenient

 places, but to retain the present numbering insofar as possible;
 - and, in general, make any editorial modification not affecting the

 meanings of the provisions concerned.

 Fosberg asked to have it re-emphasized that only the wording may
 be changed by the editorial committee, not in any way the meaning.
 The rapporteur commented that the editorial committee had been
 very sensitive, in the past, to criticism received for its trespassing its
 mandate. In some cases it had happened that the section had adopted
 proposals that were contradictory, and some interpretation had to

 Englera 2 - 1982  9
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 Nomenclature in Sydney

 be made when editing the Code of what the section had actually
 intended. However the editorial committee certainly pledged that it
 would abide by the emphasis of its purely editorial role, which was al-
 ready expressed in the motion. Thereupon, the motion was carried.

 The chair appointed Lack and Maslin as tellers; and a nominating
 committee with Cowan as chairman and Lourteig, Almborn and Hiepko
 as members, to produce lists of candidates for committees and posi-
 tions. The rapporteur invited all section members, and in particular the
 secretaries of the various special committees, to submit suggestions fo:
 nominations - bearing in mind that all the committees were wtorking
 committees, not honorary committees, and that members were expec-
 ted to respond to correspondence. An active membership of commit
 tees would be even more important in the future, under the more
 stringent criteria for committee action that the General Committee
 intended to enforce.

 Baer moved that, for future meetings, a printed agenda be provided
 to all registered section members, listing procedural and other matters.
 Rollins: "you may well be asking the impossible"; there was no oppor-
 tunity for a meeting of the Bureau far enough in advance of the sessions
 to decide on an agenda. Baer objected that no actual meeting of the
 officers was required for this purpose; the section should be enabled
 to adopt or, if required, to modify a formally submitted agenda. He
 maintained the motion, and it was seconded. Demoulin opposed the
 motion as unnecessary; there was a logical sequence for the section's
 deliberations, which was the sequence of the provisions in the Code;
 major departures from that sequence - as the proposed transfer of
 the hybrid provisions to the beginning - could still, if the section
 so wished, be voted upon. The chair gave additional explanations
 on the way in which the botanical congresses were organized, and
 on the interaction between the section's work and IAPT. The motion
 was defeated.

 The session adjourned for meetings of the General Committee and,
 subsequently, the various special committees.

 SECOND SESSION

 Monday, 17 August 1981, 2:35 - 5:35 p.m.

 (Chair: Rollins)

 Rollins explained that the Code was not a document of law. Botanists
 had avoided creating a judicial body making decisions on their behalf.
 The Code should be as simple as possible, so that anyone engaged in
 systematic botany could interpret its intent. It should be regarded as a
 statement of principle and not try to deal with every single small
 loophole. Everyone was expected to adhere to it voluntarily, since there
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 was no body or mechanism to enforce its rules. The Code had therefore
 to reflect a general consensus. Proposals for modification of such a
 historical document should be judged in the light of a fairly conserva-
 tive attitude, and not be favoured unless they were acceptable to a clear
 majority.

 Appendix I

 Steam, as chairman of the Committee for Hybrids, introduced the
 subject. There existed two systems of naming hybrids, either by names
 of Latin form govered by the 'botanical' Code, primarily devised for
 hybrids found in the wild, or by names of kinds produced by the plant
 breeders, dealt with by the 'horticultural' Code. It was essential that the
 two should be in step. The Committee for Hybrids had considered
 suggestions by horticultural colleagues and redrafted the Appendix in
 order to make it satisfactory to both the botanists and the plant bree-
 ders, avoiding revolutionary innovations but trying to improve its
 clarity. This draft, by Yeo, had now again be considered by the special
 committee, together with a number of people interested in hybrids,
 and approval was recommended.

 Yeo introduced and explained the package Prop. A. Problems with
 the rules for the naming of hybrid entities below the rank of species
 had originally led to the present draft. While only one rank (nothomor-
 pha) was available for taxa subordinated to interspecific hybrids,
 hybrids between infraspecific taxa of a single species could be named at
 various ranks, depending on the rank of the parent taxa. Other defi-
 ciencies and inconsistencies of the Code were also pointed out, partly
 resulting from the lack of an adequate terminology for hybrid taxa.
 The proposed draft would achieve three things: (1) to put general
 matters first, and to deal with special provisions concerning individual
 ranks in descending order, as did the main body of the Code; (2) to
 provide terms for hybrid taxa at all ranks, formed by adding the prefix
 notho- to the normal terms denoting the rank, which led on to the
 handy 'umbrella term' nothotaxon; (3) to remove existing restrictions
 on the number of ranks available below the species level. The term
 'nothomorpha' would therefore be abolished. Art. 50 was designed to
 allow an interchange between names applied to hybrids and those
 applied to non-hybrid taxa, and made clear that the names published
 for hybrids belong to the same body of nomenclature as those of non-
 hybrids. The draft would make the layout of the Appendix and the
 operation of its rules as similar as possible to the rest of the Code.

 Meikle, when dealing with the hybrids of infraspecific taxa of dif-
 ferent species of Salix, had experienced that the provisions of Appen-
 dix I simply did not work. He had been forced to the use of cultivar
 names. The same kind of problem arose in the genus Mentha. The
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 Nomenclature in Sydney

 situation would be greatly improved by the adoption of Yeo's propo-
 sals, especially Prop. A.

 D'Arcy asked whether the new use of the prefix notho-, when this
 prefix already occurred in existing names, would cause conflict. Steam
 replied that he could not see any such possible conflict.

 Bates, while recognizing the need for a modification of Appendix I,
 stressed that hybridity was an extremely complex subject, involving far
 more than the naming of hybrids that had originated in the wild. He
 saw the need for much more general discussions among the parties
 concerned, including students of agronomy, genetic engineering, etc.,
 and requested that the proposal be either referred to a special com-
 mittee or rejected.

 The chair made clear that these proposals had been considered by
 the Special Committee for Hybrids and asked for an explicit statement
 of the opinion of that committee. Steam specified that proposals X and
 Y, that had received little support in the mail vote, were also rejected
 by the Committee for Hybrids.

 The rapporteur asked whether adoption of the present proposals,
 while improving the situation for botanists, would make things any
 worse for agronomists. Bates denied.

 Connor asked whether the proposals had been referred to the Inter-
 national Commission for the Nomenclature of Cultivated Plants.

 Yeo stated that the opinion of the Committee for Hybrids was 4 in
 favour, 3 against, 1 unknown. Meikle reported the opinion of the last-
 mentioned committee member, Brickell, who was in general agreement
 with Yeo's proposals since they would improve the situation for the
 taxonomist while not seriously affecting horticulturists and dendrolo-
 gists. Yeo added that of the group of 8 that had been meeting at lunch
 time, 6 were in favour of the proposals.

 Greuter explained that Prop. A, being itself a package, included
 some of the later proposals (B, C, I, J, K and V). If Prop. A was
 accepted, no action on the latter proposals was required, unless one
 wanted to bring them up again as separate issues in order to reject
 them. By this mechanism, anyone favouring the package as a whole but
 disagreeing with one or other of the individual issues would still be able
 to say so at a later stage.

 Prop. A (44 : 27 : 32: 6)* was then voted on and accepted.
 Faegri spoke against Prop. G, and Fosberg against Prop. H. The

 chair ruled that Prop. B to Y would be dealt with one by one in order.

 Prop. B (45 : 25 : 24 : 6): no action; included in Prop. A.

 * Mail vote is indicated in parentheses for each proposal.

 12
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 Prop. C (31 : 33 : 30 : 6) was also included in the package of Prop.
 A. Nicolson asked for clarification on what exactly was to be deleted,
 and why. Yeo explained that hybrid formulas in the form of, e.g., Salix
 aurita X caprea (rather than S. aurita X S. caprea) were sometimes con-
 fusing and their use should not be encouraged by the Code. Since no
 one formally moved to reject Prop. C, the chair stated that no action
 was required.

 Some confusion arose as to the interrelation of the various proposals,
 and on procedural matters. Steam expressed the view of the Commitee
 for Hybrids that upon acceptance of Prop.A, the other proposals
 already included in it as listed in the Rapporteurs' comments (i.e.,
 Props. B, C, I, J, K, and V) should be considered as automatically
 withdrawn.

 Greuter urged that the proposals be considered and acted upon in
 sequence so that the Editorial Commitee could base its work on a clear
 record. The two next proposals, D and E, were alternative wordings
 with, basically, the same intent. Prop. D, by Yeo, was supported by
 a majority of the Commitee for Hybrids; Prop. E was included in Yeo's
 report on behalf of its proposer, Hanelt. Acceptance of D could be
 taken as implying rejection of E.

 Fosberg reverted to Prop. C. The proposed deletion would eliminate
 the option that 9 out of 10 people using hybrid formulas followed.
 After a clarifying statement by the Rapporteur Fosberg moved, in
 essence, that Prop. C be rejected and the adopted text of Prop. A be
 modified accordingly. Green objected that there was no need to bother
 with Prop. C, since the section had now voted an entirely new
 Appendix I which did not include the text that Prop. C wanted to
 delete. Voss explained that, if Fosberg's motion was accepted, the cor-
 responding text from the old Appendix I would be added to the new
 version. Fosberg's motion was voted upon and defeated.

 Props. D and E were then open for discussion. Yeo explained that
 Prop. D simply wanted to make optional instead of mandatory the
 placing of names in a formula in alphabetical sequence. This was a
 matter of recommendation, not ruling. Nicolson observed that Props. D
 and E were so similar that both could be accepted and referred to the
 Editorial Committee. Pedley pointed out, however, that Prop. E did not
 provide for a way of indicating the female parent.

 Prop. D (40: 30: 23 : 5): Accepted.

 Prop. E (30: 34: 28: 4): Rejected.

 Prop. F (49 : 21: 23: 4): Accepted.

 Englera 2 - 1982  13
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 Prop. G (34 : 36: 23 : 5).
 Faegri objected to the proposal. Greuter pointed out that it dealt

 with a purely typographical matter on which most authors, and even
 many journal editors, had little influence since spacing was the type-
 setter's responsibility; most likely, many journals would be unwilling to
 conform to such a recommendation.

 Voss drew attention to the fact that the new edition of the 'Interna-

 tional code of nomenclature for cultivated plants' was explicit in this
 respect, and that it was desirable that both codes be in conformity.
 Demoulin thought that, should the printer alter the spacing of the signs,
 this could be corrected on the proofs. Steam, while agreeing that from
 an editor's point of view it would be unwise to make this an obligatory
 rule, was strongly in favour of introducing it as a recommendation, as
 proposed. So was McNeil.

 Prop. G was accepted.

 Prop. H (29 : 34 : 28 : 6) had meanwhile been considered by the
 Committee for Hybrids which did not favour it; it was rejected.

 Prop. I (37 : 32 : 24 : 5), Prop. J (41 : 29 : 24 : 5) and Prop. K
 (44 : 28 : 24 : 5) were already incorporated in Prop. A. Yeo offered to
 send an improved wording of the last example in Prop. K, on X Leuca-
 denia, to the Editorial Committee. No action.

 Prop. L (40: 23 : 34: 5).
 Connor was in favour of simplicity. The proposal should say: 'The

 nothogeneric name of a bigeneric (and later: of a trigeneric) hybrid is a
 condensed formula', and end at that point. Technicalities such as the
 number of syllables in a name etc. etc. should not be incorporated.

 L.A.S. Johnson believed that the endosement by the Code of such
 'names' as X Agropogon was deleterious to the more serious concern of
 nomenclature, viz. the naming of 'real' genera. The Code should dis-
 courage, in general, the naming of hybrids and should encourage the use
 of formulas instead.

 Upon a question by Faegri, Yeo explained that no change was en-
 visaged with respect to names of nothogenera involving 4 or more pa-
 rent genera, ending in -ara.

 Prop. L was accepted on a show of cards.

 Prop. M (35 : 23 : 34 : 5), Prop. N (32 : 27 : 34 : 4) and Prop. O
 (33 : 26 : 34 : 4) were included in Prop. L, so that no action was re-
 quired.

 Prop. P (30 : 32 : 33 : 4) was opposed by Brummitt. Its intent,
 apparently, was to save the two nothogeneric names X Gastrolea and

 14
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 X Aleptoe which were used by some people but were contrary to the
 present rule. This rule should be kept consistent throughout and not be
 weakened in order to allow exceptions for two favourite names of a few
 people. The proposal was rejected.

 Prop. Q (25: 18 21 : 39): Editorial Committee.

 Prop. R (34 34: 23 : 4) was, as stated by Yeo, largely covered as
 to intent by the adopted Prop. A. The chair therefore asked for rejec-
 tion to clear the situation. Margadant opposed the proposal on the
 (erroneous) assumption that it would allow an exception to the rule
 that later homonyms are always illegitimate. Rejected.

 Prop. S (33 : 33 : 22: 6).
 Yeo explained that Mr. Greatwood, international registrar for orchid

 hybrids, felt that such a recommendation would help him to enforce
 what might appear to most to be common sense. Greuter advised
 against including so far-fetched details into the Code. Rejected.

 Prop. T (23: 17 : 20 : 42): Editorial Committee.

 Prop. U (25: 16 : 20 : 41) was supported by Nicolson who consi-
 dered the present text of Art. H.8 as incomprehensible. Editorial Com-
 mittee.

 Prop. V (34 : 23: 24: 17), already included in the text of Prop. A:
 Editorial Committee.

 Prop. W (40 : 25 : 24 : 4) had, as Yeo explained, become irrelevant
 following the adoption of Prop. A. Ruled as rejected.

 Prop. X (21 : 48 23 4): Rejected.

 Prop. Y (17: 18: 19: 46): Editorial Committee.
 The chair then announced that the proposals would now be consi-

 dered one by one in the order in which they appeared in the 'Synopsis'.
 It also ruled that, as at previous congresses, proposals that had received
 a negative vote of at least 75 % in the mail ballot would be considered as
 automatically rejected unless they were brought up again from the
 floor.

 Principle IV

 Prop. A (30 : 72 : 2 : 36): Deferred for consideration in the general
 context of autonyms (and subsequently rejected. - see p. 32).

 Englera 2 - 1982  15
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 Article 3

 Prop. A (98: 72 : 0: 2).

 Demoulin strongly opposed this proposal. While agreeing that a uni-
 form use of terms, in the three biological codes, was desirable, he
 thought that this should be achieved by taking the best from each.
 Even if the word 'phylum' were used in the bacteriological and
 zoological Codes he would prefer the generalized use of 'division' in-
 stead - but in fact it was not, and its use was only a bad habit of the
 zoologists. 'Phylum', he felt, was an inappropriate term since it sugges-
 ted a phylogenetic unit, although nomenclature should be independent
 of phylogenetic considerations. To call such a heterogeneous group as
 the fungi a phylum would be an absurdity.

 Thomas warmly supported the proposal, especially from the point of
 view of the teacher. Botanists are first of all biologists. The use of dif-
 ferent terms in botany and zoology was very confusing to students.
 Irrespective of its origin, the term 'phylum' was simply a name to be
 applied to a taxonomic category.

 Frodin, while recognizing the need for uniformity, was worried by
 the phyletic connotations of the term 'phylum'. He asked for some
 information on the historical background of the terms 'division' and
 'phylum'

 Fosberg pointed out that there was some use of the term 'phylum' in
 botany, e.g. by algologists, for an additional category between division
 (or subdivision) and class. There was no objection to such a procedure.

 Silva confirmed that, historically, phylum was a different rank from
 division. E.g., Wettstein and Pascher had a category 'Stamm' (phylum)
 subdivided into 'Abteilungen' (divisions).

 Papenfuss had fought for many years for a formal recognition of the
 term 'phylum', which he kept using in his publications in deliberate
 violation of the Code. Division was, he felt, an absolutely meaningless
 word.

 Demoulin added two precisions. Feldmann, in his treatment of algae,
 had also used the term 'phylum' for a category of higher rank than the
 'embranchement' (division). The mail vote on the same question ahead
 of the Leningrad Congress had been overwhelmingly negative.

 Greuter admitted that the appropriateness of a term to denote a
 taxonomic category was a question of taste. Terms currently used in
 common language, such as 'division' and, at the lower levels, 'form',
 often led to ambiguity. The Code was using the expression 'subdivisions
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 of genera' and, worse, 'subdivisional epithet', in a sense quite unrelated
 to the recognized category of subdivision. The use of 'phylum' would
 avoid these incoherences. On the other hand, taxa of any rank ought, in
 the long run, to match as closely as possible the inferred natural phyletic
 units.

 Yeo pointed out that the use of 'phylum' as 'division' was not the
 major inconsistency between zoology and botany. Worse was the use of
 the same termination, -idae, at different ranks: family in zoology, sub-
 class in botany.

 Faegri, recognizing that terms coinciding with common words might
 cause difficulties, asked whether we should not get rid of the 'family' as
 well? He considered it as excellent, from a pedagogical point of view,
 to maintain certain inconsistencies on terminology: they taught
 students that such terms were man-made, standing for conceptual con-
 structions, and did not represent the TRUTH.

 L.A.S. Johnson, as one of the proposers, was pleased to be for once
 on the same side as Cronquist. The term 'phylum' was gaining general
 acceptance in textbooks, whereas 'division' was a perfectly meaningless
 word. Certainly the division between botany and zoology was a histori-
 cal absurdity.

 Voss had not, in his teaching experience, found students to be con-
 fused by the parallel use of 'phylum' and 'division' - at most they were
 amused. By accepting the proposal one would, in effect, render the ac-
 curate work of those who had attempted to follow the Code incorrect.

 Silva reiterated that the premise underlying the proposal was erro-
 neous: it assumed that 'phylum' and 'division' were different terms
 applied at the same rank, which they were not historically. The propo-
 sal would alter the principal rank, as specified in Art. 3.1, from 'divi-
 sion' to 'phylum'. 'Division' could then be optionally used for an inter-
 polated category. However, the proposed new Note to Art. 3 could not
 be put into effect because this would often be contrary to the facts.

 Margadant suggested that action should be postponed to the next
 Congress, so that the use of the term 'phylum' and 'division' for diffe-
 rent categories could be elucidated. He was particularly opposed to the
 'Note' at the end of the proposal.

 On a card vote (228 yes, 177 no), Prop. A failed to reach the requi-
 red 60 % majority and was therefore rejected.

 Prop. B (38: 26: 64: 8) had received the unanimous support
 (10: 0) of the Committee for Fungi and Lichens. Hawksworth pointed
 out that consideration of this was not dependent on later decisions on
 Art. 59. Accepted.
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 Nomenclature in Sydney

 Prop. C (9: 21 : 105 : 4) had received a split vote by the Committee
 for Fossils (7 : 7). Chaloner asked for an opportunity to reconsider it at
 a committee meeting in Sydney. Action was postponed till after the
 presentation of the Committee report (when Prop. C was rejected - see
 p. 106).

 Prop. D (7 : 23 : 104: 5) not favoured by the Committee for Fos-
 sils (0 : 12, 2 abstaining), was similarly postponed (and rejected - see
 p. 106).

 New Recommendation 4A

 Prop. A (53 : 101 : 0: 2): Rejected.

 Article 6

 Prop. A(114 :41:3: 7).

 Brummitt, while supporting the proposal, brought up a further,
 complementary point. He suggested addition of a new Note, under Art.
 6.3, to the effect that "A name which was legitimate when published
 cannot later become illegitimate". The Code did not explicitly say
 whether or not lectotypification could make earlier names illegitimate.
 He would have thought that, according to general practice, it should
 not. This was submitted as a new proposal.

 Parkinson pointed out that all the rules of the Code had a retroactive
 effect unless expressly limited, and that there was no such limitation
 with respect to lectotypification.

 The chair directed the discussion back to the original proposal (A).
 Brummitt's new proposal would have to be dealt with separately later.

 Margadant objected to the proposal as a sweeping change of the
 rules. McNeill replied that he could see no such problem. The proposal
 did not want to change the rules at all, but to make explicit a previous-
 ly implicit aspect.

 Demoulin enquired on the relationship between the proposal and
 Art. 72, Note 1. Brummitt replied that there was no such relationship.
 To Parkinson's comment on his new proposal, he retorted that, accor-
 ding to the Code (Art. 63), legitimacy or illegitimacy was determined at
 the time of publication. Voss emphasized the same point.

 Cronquist observed that Prop. A, far from merely confirming the
 present situation, would in fact introduce an intolerable complication.
 It would eliminate the retroactivity of the rules with regard to legitima-
 cy. It would make it necessary to go back to the edition of the Code
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 that was in force at the time a particular name was published in order
 to determine its legitimacy.

 McNeill suggested that Cronquist's point, which was valid, might be
 taken care of by the editorial committee. Clearly the intent of the pro-
 posal was that legitimacy was to be determined according to the current
 Code.

 Fosberg brought the discussion back to the question of the retro-
 active effect of lectotypification and its potential effect on the legiti-
 macy of a name. A tremendous number of names had never been typi-
 fied.

 McNeill questioned that subsequent lectotypification could make
 legitimate a formerly illegitimate mane. The reverse situation (a lecto-
 typification of a name that would retroactively threaten the legitimacy
 of another name - as again explained by Parkinson), should be more
 adequately dealt with in the context of Brummitt's additional proposal.

 Nicolson thought the proposal to be uncontroversial. It dealt with
 the status of names that were superfluous when published. Should it be
 possible to use such names if the name that caused their superfluity
 later became unavailable?

 Greuter observed that the philosophy 'once illegitimate, always ille-
 gitimate' had been inherent to the Code throughout its many editions.
 It was actually surprising to find that it was nowhere spelt out. A slight
 modification of the wording of the proposal should take care of Cron-
 quist's point: addition of the words "according to this Code", after
 "A name which..."

 Korf drew attention to the fact that many were unhappy with the
 rule, that nomenclaturally superfluous names were illegitimate rather
 than simply 'wrong'. Art. 63 ought to be changed.

 The chair stated that there was no objection to the Greuter amend-
 ment, and put Prop. A, as modified, to the vote. Accepted.

 Brummitt introduced his new proposal, to add a Note to Art. 6.3:
 "A name which was legitimate under the present Code when published
 cannot later become illegitimate".

 Greuter objected that such a Note would not resolve the problem.
 The ambiguity was in the present Art. 63, and would still be there if
 Brummitt's proposal was accepted. The problem was: could a name
 become retroactively 'illegitimate when published' through lectotypifi-
 cation. This question was known to be controversial. Art. 63.1, relevant
 here, spoke of 'inclusion of the type' without specifying whether this
 meant holotype only, or also lectotype.

 Brummitt would have thought it possible to say, for any name,
 whether it was legitimate or not when published. He did not see the
 problem.
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 Nomenclature in Sydney

 THIRD SESSION

 Tuesday, 18 August 1981, 9:35 a.m. - 1:10 p.m.

 (Chair: Rollins)

 Article 6 (continued)

 Brummitt had thought that his new proposal on Art. 6.3 was simple
 and uncontroversial. Prolonged discussions last evening had proved that
 this was not so. He saw no possibility of getting a quick agreement, and
 therefore unhesitatingly withdrew his proposal - with the hope that
 somebody would give it some thought before the next Congress.

 Prop. B (32: 27: 1: 94): Editorial Committee.
 Prop. C was the first bringing up the question of autonyms. This was

 to be debated in context, in a general discussion. First, however,
 Art. 11 Props. B and C should be dealt with, since their adoption would
 render superfluous any further debate on autonyms.

 Discussion on limitation of priority to the principal ranks

 Art. 11 Prop. B and C had both been heavily defeated in the mail
 vote. They were, however, brought up again from the floor for discus-
 sion, by L.A.S. Johnson.

 Cronquist said that many taxonomists, using only one infraspecific
 category, called it subspecies, but others called it variety, and some used
 both. It would be a major upset to remove the rule of priority at
 varietal level. He was less concerned with subfamilies, subgenera,
 sections etc., but saw no need for a change: Rules should only be
 changed when there was a compelling reason.

 L.A.S. Johnson clarified that Art. 11 Prop. C (contrary to B) would
 not affect the infra-subspecific ranks such as variety. He announced the
 intent to withdraw the related Art. 32 Prop. B even if one of the propo-
 sals on Art. 11 should pass. He pointed out that removal of the opera-
 tion of the priority rule from ranks above family did not cause a ripple
 and had saved a great deal of argument. At the ranks here concerned,
 the literature was obscure and confusing, the names were of conflicting
 forms. The circumscriptions often varied enormously at the infrafami-
 lial and infrageneric ranks, so that names were meaningless without
 reference to a particular classification. This would lead many, including
 himself, to simply disregard the provisions of the Code when this suited
 better the practical needs. "If the Church won't marry you, you can live
 in sin - and it's just as much fun". The proposers wished that people
 who did the sensible thing would not be in conflict with the Code. At
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 the lower levels, below subspecies, the case was not so strong, but there
 again there were no convenient indices. Varieties could of course still
 be used without being subject to the principle of mandatory priority.
 The literature on subspecies being less confused and obscure, they were
 not included under the proposed exemption.

 D'Arcy disagreed. He conceded that working outside of the Code
 was a useful pragmatic approach which all were free to follow. "In fact,
 this is what we all do in practice". Adoption of one of the proposals
 would however lead to many different names being used for exactly the
 same taxon. He drew attention to the 'Gray Index', listing names at all
 infraspecific ranks for American plants, although unfortunately not for
 other parts of the world.

 L.A.S. Johnson insisted on the fact that nothing, in the proposal,
 kept those who wished to apply the principle of priority from doing so.

 Fosberg believed that the proposers were mixing taxonomy with
 nomenclature. Our system of nomenclature based on typification
 worked if applied correctly. Adoption of one of those proposals would
 seriously weaken, and eventually destroy, the Code. Rather, our bota-
 nical organizations should promote extensive programmes of indexing
 of infrageneric and infraspecific names, and their typification, since the
 production of appropriate indices could remedy most or all of the
 difficulties mentioned by the proposers. He did not much approve of
 work done outside the Code.

 Margadant stressed that we were trying, in nomenclature, to prevent
 chaos by applying the Code, however difficult this sometimes was;
 acceptance of one of these proposals would lead to complete chaos and
 arbitrariness.

 Demoulin supported the proposals and, although despairing to have
 them passed, mentioned two points in order at least to discourage
 attempts to extend priority to the ranks above family. (1) Last year at
 ICSEB II a meeting on zoological nomenclature concluded unanimously
 that introduction of priority and typification at the higher levels was
 most undesirable, and (2) many mycologists did already keep away
 from the mess linked to infrageneric categories and used the non-offi-
 cial category 'stirps'.

 Briggs expressed her hope that, should funds become available in the
 field of botany, they might be spent on the increase of knowledge
 rather than on massive indexing as suggested by Fosberg. The proposers
 seeked to strengthen the Code by minimizing the existence of provi-
 sions which were extensively ignored.

 McNeil emphasized the point that, when parts of a Code were dis-
 regarded, the whole Code was brought into disrepute. He believed that
 Johnson's statement, that names at ranks between family and genus and
 between genus and species were only used in practice in association
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 with a particular taxonomic treatment, was perfectly correct. One
 would do the Code a service by voting for Art. 11 Prop. B.

 Art. 11 Prop. B and Prop. C were both rejected.

 General discussion on autonyms

 Brummitt spent a few minutes trying to explain what the whole
 autonym question was about, since the relevant proposals appeared to
 be the most difficult to understand of all that were before the section.

 There was a fairly fundamental disagreement between himself and
 Greuter on this, which he had tried to analyze. The definition of a
 name. in Arts. 6 and 21, was limiting to one the number of infraspecific
 (or subdivisional) epithets in any one name. This was a fundamental
 point, and a peculiar divergence between the nomenclatural system and
 the - fully hierarchical - taxonomic system. An example of the practi-
 cal effect of this was that transference of a variety from one subspecies
 to another, within the same species, did not necessitate a new combina-
 tion. There were two possible approaches regarding autonyms: one
 could hang them on the taxonomic system, as proposed by him, or on
 the nomenclatural system, as favoured by Greuter. He detailed the
 example of Tephrosia purpurea, where subsp. purpurea included no
 varieties, and subsp. leptostachya comprised var. delagoehsis and var.
 leptostachya. Under the present rule, validation of T. purpurea var.
 delagoinsis created the autonym var. purpurea, although no such varie-
 ty existed. Worse, the status of var. leptostachya was cast into doubt,
 since it was not automatically established (as under the Code then in
 vigour) but had to fulfil the normal requirements for valid publication
 under the present Code. The same applied to many pre-1969 names
 intended as autonyms, which had never been properly indexed and
 might or might not be valid names under the present rule, leaving us
 with a very difficult bibliographic problem and considerable nomencla-
 tural complications. The same issue had been addressed by Reveal and
 Broome, but the solution they proposed was very cumbersome and had
 received little support. The introduction of the Wood and Webster rules
 in 1969, whose implications were not properly understood at that time,
 had led to a very complicated situation - even the members of the
 Committee on Autonyms had been in disarray over the interpretation
 of the present Code, although they had it sorted out eventually. An
 earlier statement, by Greuter, that recognition of the single-epithet
 nomenclatural system made it immediately apparent that the genera-
 lized autonym rule could not work, had led to a proposal (Art. 21 Prop.
 B) to change accordingly the definition of a name. He, Brummitt, now
 agreed with the rapporteurs' comments in that adoption of this propo-
 sal would have further repercussions, and he and his co-proposer,
 Chater, therefore wanted to formally withdraw the proposal. They
 would instead submit a definite wording for the general proposal
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 (Art. 19 Prop. E) to eliminate the Wood and Webster limitations,
 which, for the portion dealing with the infraspecific ranks (Art. 26.2),
 should read: "The first valid publication of a name of an infraspecific
 taxon which does not include the type of the correct name of the
 species automatically establishes the name of another taxon at the same
 rank which includes the type of the name of the next higher taxon in
 the classification adopted by the author in that publication. The name
 thus automatically established (autonym) has as its final epithet the
 final epithet of the name of that next higher taxon". The italicized por-
 tion was, they believed, essential to make the generalized autonym rule
 operational in conjunction with the nomenclatural system as presently
 defined.

 Brummitt gave the updated, final committee vote on Art. 19 Prop.
 E as 4 in favour, 1 against, and acknowledged heavy further support of
 the proposal from outside the committee. He urged the section to take
 the last chance to get rid of this complication in the Code, inflicted on
 us by the acceptance of the Wood and Webster proposal in 1969.
 [ Cronquist: "You guarantee: it is the last chanceS" - Brummitt:
 "It will not be raised, by me at least, at any other Congress'].

 Greuter stated that among the few points of agreement in the auto-
 nym question between himself and Brummitt were the appreciation
 that the matter was utterly complex, and the conviction that it was
 unwise to bring into the Code provisions that one did not properly
 understand. The basic mistake had been, he thought, the very introduc-
 tion of autonyms into the Code - when nobody yet realized all the
 implications. But now that they existed, one had to live with them.
 Brummitt had only spoken to one of the issues at stake: the so-called
 generalization of autonyms. Three options involving a basic change had
 been proposed, leaving the present state - with a possible clarification
 of the wording - as the fourth option. Short designations of these, for
 convenience, might be as follows: (a) 'coordinate status' (basically Art.
 19 Prop. D, Art. 22 Prop. A, and Art. 26 Prop. A); (b) 'generalized use'
 (basically Art. 19 Prop. E - also affecting Arts. 22 and 26); (c) 'priora-
 bility' (basically Art. 19 Prop. C, also affecting Arts. 22 and 26); and
 (d) the status quo. As suggested by the chair, these options should be
 discussed and acted upon in sequence, the reason being that a positive
 vote on (a) would render superfluous discussion of the other issues.

 Greuter went on explaining the 'coordinate status' model, giving in
 effect priority at the subordinate ranks to names validly published at
 the basic ranks: family, genus, and species. A full range of names of
 autonym form would automatically be validated every time a name of a
 family, genus or species was validly published. Such autonyms would be
 priorable and available for use and for transfer of their epithet to new
 combinations. (Zoological nomenclature had a rather similar system,
 except for the fact that names in the basic ranks had no privileged
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 status.) The disadvantage of the 'coordinate status' rule was that it
 constituted a major departure from the present Code, and would entail a
 significant amount of name changes - estimated independently by
 Brummitt and himself to be 15-20 % of the names now believed to be
 correct, except at the basic ranks where no change would ensue. In one
 concrete example (a flora of Kythera), about one half of the changes
 would require new combinations, the other half leading back to exis-
 ting, often still familiar combinations. This compared rather favourably
 to a change of no less than 30 % of names, at the same levels, needed for
 the purpose of writing that flora in conformity with the present rules
 - and there was no guarantee that the changes then proposed were
 final, because of the lack of indices at the secondary ranks and of the
 impossibility of weeding through the whole extant literature in each
 case. As to the advantages: names at the 3 main ranks were, for most
 plants, fully indexed, their source of validation was reliably known,
 many had been typified or were relatively easy to typify. Under the
 'coordinate status', all these, often fairly old, names would also be
 available at the other ranks - while presently there were no 'safe'
 names at these ranks, no indices, hardly any typification done. In the
 older European literature, specimens were seldom cited under new
 infraspecific taxa, so that typification was hazardous. With names of
 subdivisions of genera, complete chaos was due to the fact that a majo-
 rity of them were not validly published in the place where they had
 first been proposed, appearing as monomials rather than binomial
 combinations there - and hell knew who had first used them in a

 binomial form. Existing inventories of such names had simply ignored
 the problem, assuming that publication of such names as monomials
 was valid - which was simply not true. The question of rank, also, was
 often controversial and difficult to decide, even more so at ranks higher
 than genus where evidence from the termination of the name, the term
 denoting its rank, and the hierarchical sequence, was often conflicting.
 While these considerations would still be valid for names originally pub-
 lished at secondary ranks, under the coordinate status rule the problems
 would be greatly reduced. Last not least, the 'coordinate status' rule as
 proposed tied neatly and without difficulty into the existing Code and
 had no undesirable side-effects. It was perfectly transparent, easy to
 apply, and the change it brought about would be compensated, in the
 short run, by increased security and gain in efficiency in nomenclatural
 work.

 Cronquist said that both the present situation and the 'generalized
 use' of autonyms, as originally introduced in Stockholm in 1950,
 presented difficulties, but he would rather live with the present ones
 than face the prospect of change back and forth at each consecutive
 congress. In 1969 the use of autonyms was restricted following Wood
 and Webster's proposals, because some unforeseen problems had deve-
 loped in the general application of the autonym principle. There were
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 problems also with the Code as we now had it, but they were not any
 more serious than those we had got out of by adopting Wood and
 Webster. As to the 'coordinate status' option, Cronquist foresaw a
 bibliographic nightmare, since the simultaneous creation of potentially
 synonymous names at the same rank would require unlimited library
 resources and time in order to find out which name was to be preferred
 under the first reviser's rule.

 Greuter thanked Cronquist for bringing up this important point,
 which however had missed the target. The objection was perfectly valid,
 and he shared Cronquist's apprehensions, but they concerned the 'prio-
 rability' option. There the simultaneous creation of two priorable
 names at one and the same rank was foreseen. Under the 'coordinate
 status', only one name was validated at each subordinate rank. [Fol-
 lowed, upon requests from the audience, an explanation of how each
 option would work in practice].

 Cronquist, having better understood the proposals, had another ob-
 jection. He had been trying all along to follow the existing rules; the
 'coordinate status' rule would require a great number of changes now,
 and he resented having the Code shifted out from under him after he
 had done the work.

 Margadant asked for the difference between the 'coordinate status'
 and the 'status quo'. Greuter explained that the main, fundamental dif-
 ference was that, under the 'status quo', autonyms had not the status
 of valid. priorable names.

 McNeill, while like most present reluctant to support a proposal
 involving a significant number of name changes, yet believed that the
 'coordinate status' rule was so much more straightforward than any of
 the other options that it deserved support. In combining, say, Planta
 europaea (1753) and P. americana (1805) as varieties under a single
 species, we were almost certain to end up with a var. appalachica, or
 even var. albiflora, as the oldest varietal epithet applying to the Ameri-
 can taxon, although calling it var. americana would be so much more
 sensible. This the 'coordinate status' would achieve, admittedly at the
 expense of displacing names that were now in the literature - but
 mostly very inappropriate names.

 Fosberg asked whether the 'coordinate status' proposal also nmpllea
 the creation of lines of autonyms starting with the names of infraspeci-
 fic taxa that did not include the type of the name of the species.
 Greuter replied that this was not so - at least not under the proposals
 as submitted. It would be technically possible to 'generalize' the 'coor-
 dinate status' rule, but there was little to be gained by this.

 Brummitt observed that McNeill, in order to support the 'coordinate
 status', had just pinched his speech for the next option, 'priorability'.
 He would have chosen exactly the same example to illustrate the advan-
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 tage of the 'priorability' rule. The 'coordinate status' rule, achieving the
 same effect, would have been excellent had it been introduced from
 the start, in 1950 or even earlier. Now it was 30 years too late; its intro-
 duction would mean that not a single name published after 1753, at the
 subordinate ranks, would be safe. This would lead to general instability
 and chaos, and should be a non-starter. Whereas the statement that
 intraspecific names are not indexed was true for Europe, where the
 situation was indeed fairly chaotic, these names were fully recorded in
 the Americas thanks to the Gray Herbarium card index. The doubtful
 promise of future stability through the 'coordinate status' rule was
 unlikely to be kept in our life-time.

 Voss remarked that as of Leningrad he had been in favour of some
 change in order to prevent the absurd inappropriateness that sometimes
 followed from the application of the present rules - but he was not
 now: The Code stated that inappropriateness was not a reason to reject
 a name. We had to live with the Code as we had it. One could argue
 for stability - but why not begin with what we had right now? Rules
 in the Code were retroactive, and so was the Wood and Webster
 amendment, creating problems for names published in the interim
 period. But if we made a change of any kind now it would also be retro-
 active and create similar problems.

 D'Arcy stressed that one of the canons of nomenclature, for a very
 long time, had been that a name had no priority outside its rank. The
 'coordinate status' would give some names priority at subordinate
 ranks. We were not therefore talking only about autonyms, but about a
 fundamental change in the way in which priority operates.

 The chair asked for an informal opinion on whether the section
 wanted to change the autonym rule or whether there was a general
 feeling that the status quo should be maintained, perhaps with the addi-
 tion of some clarifying statement. On a show of hands, the majority
 was definitely in favour of making some change.

 Cronquist asked whether this meant that we now had to adopt one
 of the proposals, or whether, if none gained a 60 % majority, we were
 nevertheless left with the status quo. The chair and the rapporteur
 replied that the latter was the case. These were not alternative pro-
 posals, but different though interrelated issues.

 Steam, along with many others, felt disquieted because he knew not
 the full implications of what was being considered. It would be impor-
 tant that the proposed procedures be applied to a considerable number
 of genera with infraspecific taxa, so that one could appreciate the
 effects and changes involved. It was what came out in the wash that
 really mattered. None of the proposals had been sufficiently backed by
 this type of experience. He suggested to keep the status quo until the
 next congress and ask the proposers to work out the consequences of
 their proposals on a defined set of genera.
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 Brummitt pointed out that the special committee in their delibera-
 tions did consider examples, during the past six years. He felt it to be
 essential not to delay the decision any further. The rapporteur suppor-
 ted this view,

 Nicolson wished that the 'priorability' option be further discussed.

 Bruinmitt affirmed that the proposals on 'coordinate status' and that
 on 'priorability' were true alternatives. They should be voted on along
 the model '60 c for a change, then simple majority for the choice
 between the options'.

 Cronquist disagreed. A technical majority for a change might be
 compounded from groups, each of which would prefer the status quo if
 they could not have their particular change. Any proposed change must
 get its own 60 % majority. The chair agreed and so ruled.

 Demoulin asked Brummitt to clearly state once again the reasons
 why a change was required. He said that 'coordinate status' was a new
 solution for an old problem, and that this was unanimously favoured by
 Belgian botanists working on the European and African flora. 20 %
 change was a low cost for such a beautiful, elegant system. They would
 also be prepared, if the 'coordinate status' should fail, to support the
 'generalized use' and 'priorability' issues, which however would imply a
 heavier bibliographic burden.

 Faegri agreed with Steam, that comparative treatments of the same
 examples under different options were desirable, and had not yet been
 effected. He also stressed that there was no committee report to go by,
 since a report split down the middle was of no help to the section.

 Meikle thought the trouble with the 'coordinate status' proposals
 was that they had come too late. They would involve digging too many
 generic and specific synonyms out of the dustbin, and would upset a lot
 of work that had already been done - not to any good purpose. He had
 always taken a rather cool attitude toward the 'generalized use'. The
 introduction of the autonym rule in 1950 might well have been a regret-
 table decision, but the Wood and Webster proposals, while bringing
 back the priority principle to a very limited degree, made confusion
 worse confounded. In the circumstances he would lend his support to
 the 'generalized use' proposal as the best way out of an unfortunate
 situation.

 Nicolson thought that the whole value of autonyms was that they
 were formula names, with no need to care for authorship, date and
 place of valid publication. He opposed any form of priority for auto-
 nyms.

 L.A.S. Johnson feared that the procedures were loaded in favour of
 the status quo -- although there was nothing to be said for the status quo
 except that it was the status quo. He encouraged those feeling like him to
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 vote, as the case might be, for more than one of the proposals. He
 would vote for the 'coordinate status' in the first place but, if this
 failed, was quite prepared to vote for the 'generalized use'.

 Brummitt proceeded to explain the 'priorability' option, which was
 an alternative to the 'coordinate status' option but an issue entirely
 independent of the 'generalized use', by writing the well-known exam-
 ple of Heracleum sphondylium on the blackboard. It was the same
 situation as explained earlier by McNeill for a hypothetical 'Planta euro-
 paea': under the present rule, an epithet originally created for a minor
 variant (H. sibiricum subsp. lecokii) had to be taken up for the whole
 taxon (H. sibiricum when treated as a subspecies of H. sphondylium).
 The 'priorability' proposal would rule that the validation of H. sibiri-
 cum subsp. lecokii, in 1860, simultaneously validated the autonym H.
 sibiricum subsp. sibiricum, whose epithet would then be available for
 transfer under H. sphondylium. Under the 'coordinate status' option,
 the subspecific epithet sibiricum dated back to 1753 when H. sibiricum
 was validated - which would also solve the problem, but at the cost of
 nasty side-effects. The main objection to the 'priorability' option that
 had validly been raised was that it led to the creation of two names of
 equal priority. But then, prior to 1950, who in their right minds would
 have validly published ghe name H. sphondylium subsp. lecokii, citing
 in synonymy subsp. sibiricum? No one, in all the cases known to
 Brummit, had been so perverse in such a situation. In reply to a ques-
 tion by Papenfuss, Brummitt confirmed that, under his proposal, the
 name H. sibiricum subsp. sibiricum, although validly published, would
 be cited without an author.

 On the request of V. Jones, Greuter again explained the effect of the
 'coordinate status' option by also using the Heracleum example. His
 main apprehension, with the 'priorability' rule, was that first revisers'
 actions, with names of equal priority, were almost impossible to trace,
 had never been indexed, and were indeed very unsuited to be recorded
 bibliographically. One had to screen the whole literature in every indi-
 vidual case. He did not share Brummitt's optimism, in this respect. As
 to authors' citations following autonyms, this was a different issue, ad-
 dressed in an independent proposal, but he thought that if autonyms
 were to be treated as validly published some kind of authority should
 indeed be cited.

 Henderson feared that priorable autonyms might, upon transfer,
 displace the real autonym. Would not H. sphondylium subsp. sibiricum,
 if treated as coinciding with the typical subspecies, displace H. sphon-
 dylium subsp. sphondylium?

 Brummitt explained that this was not so under the proposed wor-
 ding. On the question of the first reviser's action, which was theoreti-
 cally sound, it had hardly any effect in practice. Even after 1950, the
 odds that someone had used H. sibiricum subsp. lecokii and explicitly
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 included subsp. sibiricum as a synonym were 1 against 10 000; he did
 not know any example of such a thing having happened.

 Fosberg asked Brummitt to work out the Heracleum example accor-
 ding to the 'generalized use' proposal.

 Greuter explained that this did not apply there since a single infra-
 specific rank was involved, while 'generalized use' referred to situations
 with more than one subordinate rank. Brummitt's last statement would

 declare it as extremely unlikely that anyone, after 1950, had followed
 the Code!

 Fosberg felt that the only way to avoid the use of author citations
 after autonyms was maintenance of the status quo in the priority
 question.

 Korf believed that adoption of the epithet of a variant of a taxon
 for naming the whole taxon, as lecokii for H. sphondylium subsp. sibi-
 ricum, was offensive to the proper understanding of typification and of
 dates. When adopting 'priorability', one should make sure that the use
 of the epithet referring to the larger concept be automatically enforced,
 thereby also avoiding the difficulty of having to find out who was the
 first reviser.

 Brummitt, in calling for a vote, urged that it be kept in mind that
 'generalized use', applying to situations involving at least three ranks,
 was an issue entirely independent of the 'priorability'/'coordinate
 status' alternative. He would have preferred to deal with 'generalized
 use' first.

 The chair called for a vote on the 'coordinate status' package (Art. 19
 Prop. D. Art. 22 Prop. A, Art. 26 Prop. A). These were rejected on a
 card vote (123 yes, 304 no).

 Pending the count of the votes, Brummitt, following a suggestion by
 Chapman, wrote the earlier Tephrosia example illustrating 'generalized
 use' on the blackboard (see p. 22). He brought up again the question of
 validity of infraspecific names that had been intended as autonyms
 under the pre-1969 rule. Greuter explained that such names, in order to
 be validly published, must appear in print and, from 1953 onward, be
 accompanied by a full and direct reference to the basionym under
 Art. 33.2. Brummitt added that a further complication arose if the
 higher ranking taxon was at the same time newly described: was one
 Latin description, in such a case, sufficient to validate the names at
 both levels, although they did not refer to the same taxon?

 Prior to the vote on the next issue, 'priorability' (Art. 19 Prop. C),
 Brummitt recorded the final vote in the Committee on Autonyms,
 which was 3 in favour, 2 against. In reply to a question by L.A.S. John-
 son, Greuter recommended against accepting either Art. 19 Prop. C or
 Art. 19 Prop. E, and specifically warned against adopting both which
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 would have most deleterious consequences. On a card vote, Art. 19
 Prop. C was rejected (168 yes, 263 no).

 Greuter objected to an immediate vote on Art. 19 Prop. E. The
 result of the previous vote was to be known beforehand, since its out-
 come had an immediate bearing on the effect of the 'generalized use'
 option. The chair ageed and called for further discussion while the
 count was going on.

 Demoulin announced a new proposal, from the floor, in case the
 'priorability' proposal should have failed. This was intended to take
 care of the main objection raised against the proposal. The chair in-
 structed him to wait for the result of the previous vote before intro-
 ducing such a motion.

 In reply to a question by McCusker, Greuter tried to explain his
 former statement on the undesirable combined effects of 'priorability'
 and 'generalized use'. In the Tephrosia purpurea example, publication
 of var. delagoinsis, under subsp. leptostachya, would create the valid
 and priorable var. leptostachya as an autonym, but not the autonym
 under the species name, var. purpurea. The latter would be inadvertent-
 ly created as a priorable name, through the first explicit use of the name
 T. purpurea var.delagoensis without mention of a subspecies - which,
 after all, was the real name of the taxon according to our nomenclatural
 system. Were we, each time, to find out who first used that name? It
 might be the editor of the journal when compiling the index, or the
 'Kew record', or 'Biological abstracts', or just anyone. Without priorabi-
 lity autonyms were just formulas, and it did not matter so much when,
 where and by whom they were first established.

 Nicolson agreed that if you had 'generalized use' with 'priorability'
 you had a can of worms. Without 'priorability', the 'generalized use'
 might still be a clearer, better solution than the status quo.

 The rejection of the 'priorability' proposal having been announced,
 Demoulin introduced his motion, which took up an earlier suggestion
 by Korf. It consisted of the full text of the rejected Art. 19 Prop. C,
 with an additional sentence: "An autonym will automatically acquire
 priority over the name of equivalent rank which has established it". The
 chair, upon Cronquist's advice, accepted this as an entirely new propo-
 sal, to be acted upon after the 'generalized status' proposal had been
 disposed of, at the beginning of the afternoon session.

 Brummitt explicitly welcomed the new proposal. With respect to the
 'generalized use', he observed that the reason behind Wood and Web-
 ster's proposal had been that they were reluctant to change their
 nomenclature if they changed their taxonomy - but this was a normal
 thing to happen.

 Margadant stated his strong opposition to the 'generalized use'. It
 had been a great relief when, at Seattle, the autonym rule had been
 restricted.
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 Greuter asked for some clarification with regard to Brummitt's
 newly formulated text of the 'generalized use' proposal. There had been
 little time for himself and others to study it and its possible implica-
 tions. Might there not be some difficulties to find a suitable wording for
 the ranks between family and genus? And how was the formula "the
 classification adopted by the author in that publication" to be under-
 stood? Did the exact wording of the text count, or the author's in-
 tent? If it was the wording, there might appear to be different classifi-
 cations in the same work, in different paragraphs, depending on the
 context, each leading to the establishment of a different autonym. If it
 was the intent, there would almost certainly be difficulties of interpre-
 tation.

 Brummitt replied that the proposed wording had been deliberately
 chosen. The words 'in that publication' implied that what appeared in
 writing mattered, but that one would have to consider the whole publi-
 cation as one unit, with a single classification, irrespective of the pos-
 sible use of different forms of a name. He could see no problem there.

 Fosberg enquired whether, in the Tephrosia purpurea example, the
 creation of var. delagoensis did not simultaneously create two auto-
 nyms, one under subsp. leptostachya, one under subsp. purpurea.
 Brummitt answered that this was not so. [Voice from the audience:
 "but it would perhaps be a good idea!"]

 On a card vote, Art. 19 Prop. E, as formulated by Brummitt, was re-
 jected (178 yes, 250 no).

 FOURTH SESSION

 Tuesday, 18 August 1981, 2:30- 5:45 p.m.
 (Chair: Meikle)

 General discussion on autonyms (continued)

 Demoulin observed that the new proposal on autonym priorability
 was presented by Korf and himself, who were not members of the
 Committee on Autonyms, in the hope to reconcile the divergent options
 'coordinate status' and 'priorability'. There had been a majority favou-
 ring a change, but none of the particular changes proposed had gained
 sufficient support. He would now like to hear, after the lunch-time dis-
 cussions, whether the specialists felt that such a reconciliation was
 possible and whether the new proposal could overcome the main objec-
 tion raised against 'priorability'.

 Greuter thanked the proposers for their suggestion. Together with
 the rejection of the 'generalized use', the new proposal took care -
 completely as far as he could see - of his main objections against the
 'priorability' principle and had apparently allowed Brummitt and him-
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 self to find common ground again. He recommended that all those who
 disliked the implications of the status quo, as exemplified by the Hera-
 cleum case, and found some kind of priorability of autonyms accep-
 table, vote for the proposal. The Editorial Committee would presumab-
 ly have to slightly change the wording, to read "... take precedence over
 any name of equivalent rank...", because several new names leading to
 the same autonym were sometimes published simultaneously.

 Bates brought forward a friendly amendment to the proposal, to be
 incorporated by the Editorial Committee, to permit the author to
 choose between either the autonym or the name which established it.

 The chair ruled the amendment to be out of order, since it virtually
 reduced the new proposal to Art. 19 Prop. C which had already been
 rejected.

 Parkinson suggested an editorial amendment to the new text, to
 replace 'name' by 'epithet'. The chair retorted that names, not epithets,
 had priority; no such change was needed.

 Brummitt reiterated his endorsement of the new proposal and ex-
 pressed his contentment to be on the same side as Greuter.

 The Demoulin-Korf proposal was accepted by a clear majority on a
 show of cards.

 Principle IV Prop. A was ruled as rejected consequent to the rejec-
 tion of Art. 19 Prop. E.

 Article 6 (continued)

 Prop. C (68 : 60: 1: 11) was withdrawn by Brummitt in the light of
 previous decisions on autonyms, who recommended adoption of Prop.
 D instead.

 Prop. D (57 : 64: 1 : 12), briefly introduced by Greuter as being a
 formal definition which corresponded to the present and previous,
 implicit nature of autonyms, was accepted.

 Prop. E (60: 70 : 2: 8), as explained by Voss, had been made in
 order to correct an oversight by the Editorial Committee, after the
 Seattle Congress, which had allowed that autonyms be referred to as
 names - meaning validly published names. Now that autonyms had
 acquired valid status, Greuter explained, the proposal was superfluous.
 Withdrawn.

 Article 7

 Prop. A (33 : 27 : 69 : 7) had the unanimous support (10 : 0) of the
 Committee for Fungi and Lichens.
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 Greuter remarked that, obviously, the text of the proposal was based
 on the Seattle Code, not on the Leningrad Code. Reference to organ-
 genera, which had been suppressed in Leningrad, should be deleted
 from the proposal.

 Hawksworth explained that the Leningrad Code was not available in
 time to serve as base to the IMC 2 proposals, formulated at the Inter-
 national Mycological Congress in Tampa. They would obviously need
 consequent editorial attention. The present proposal was essentially a
 cross-reference and did not prejudice decisions later to be taken on Art.
 59.

 Chaloner requested that the Editorial Committee replace the redun-
 dant reference to 'plant megafossils and plant microfossils' by 'plant
 fossils'.

 Demoulin suggested that the entire proposal might just be referred
 to the Editorial Committee. The chair preferred a clear vote of accep-
 tance or rejection. The proposal was accepted.

 Prop. B (10: 131: 1: 6), while heavily rejected by the mail vote,
 was brought up again for discussion by Silva. This and the following
 proposal, plus Art. 63 Prop. A, had been made to do justice to cases
 like Iridophycus, published as an avowed substitute of Iridaea, an ille-
 gitimate later homonym, but with a type different from the lectotype
 of Iridaea. Now that Iridaea had been conserved and the two types were
 considered not to be congeneric, both names would be available for use
 except for the provision of automatic typification of nomina nova. The
 latter term was used in four places in the Code (Art. 7.9, 33.2, 33 Note
 1; Guide Types, 2), but was nowhere clearly defined. He, Silva, could
 agree with part of the rapporteurs' comments on his proposal, but
 would like to have an example of a legitimate nomen novum replacing
 a legitimate name. (Greuter: Phragmites communis, to replace Arundo
 phragmites). In the latter case, Silva thought, the nomen novum did not
 replace a legitimate name, but forestalled the formation of an inadmis-
 sible name. He wanted to amend his published proposal by adding a
 definition, under Art. 6, to read: "A nomen novum is a name published
 to replace an illegitimate name or to apply to a taxon whose name is
 legitimate in its original position and rank but whose epithet would
 form an inadmissible name if used in the position and rank assigned by
 the author of the nomen novum."

 Although the proposal sounded reasonable on the surface, Cronquist
 was uneasy on whether he had grasped all its possible implications.
 Since he had no problems with the use of the term nomen novum as
 presently defined, he would vote against the proposal.

 Silva said that, if the term nomen novum could not be defined, we
 would better eliminate it. He volunteered an example: Chloromonas
 adriatica Schiller (1925) renamed Chiamydomonas schilleriana Gerloff
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 (1940) because of the prior existence of a different Chlamydomonas
 adriatica Schiller (1925).

 Greuter stated that the present definition of a nomen novum, as
 implicitly given in Art. 7.9, was: "a nomen novum is an avowed substi-
 tute for an older name". This should suffice.

 Parkinson observed that the important question was whether a name
 declared as nomen novurn upon publication, but holotypified indepen-
 dently from the name purportedly replaced, was yet automatically
 typified by the type of the latter name.

 Prop. B was rejected.

 Prop. C (14: 71 4 : 59): Rejected.

 Prop. D (7 : 114 : 2 : 10): Action deferred till after decision on Art.
 14 Prop. C and Art. 63 Prop. D (and proposal eventually rejected - see
 p. 109).

 Prop. E (14: 135 : 1 : 0): Consideration postponed till after discus-
 sion on generic typification (when the proposal was rejected - see
 p. 49).

 Recommendation 7A

 Prop. A (16 58 : 56 : 5), not favoured by the Committee for Fungi
 and Lichens (4: 5, 1 abstaining).

 Hawksworth, as a member of the IMC committee which had formu-
 lated this proposal, and Art. 9 Prop. A-C, Rec. 9A Prop. A and Rec. 9B
 Prop. A also relevant here, made a few general points. The question of
 living types was an emotive issue, particularly with yeast taxonomists,
 and had already caused the departure of bacteriologists from the 'Bota-
 nical Code'. Mycologists in microbiological laboratories had used living
 cultures as types for at least 70 years, and it was doubtful whether any
 yeast described in the last 30 years was validly named under the present
 rule. The use of freeze-dried ampoules had by now reduced the risk of
 cultures changing with time. The stress of the present proposals, which
 were the result of a compromise, was on dried material anyway. Non-
 acceptance would encourage mycologists to follow some algologists in
 designating descriptions or figures as nomenclatural types and, by frus-
 trating the needs of some users, would make the Code to appear out-
 dated and irrelevant, flouted by those who would be expected to
 adhere to it. Incidentally, nobody in the Committee for Fungi
 and Lichens was working on yeasts.

 The chair directed the discussion to the main proposal of the pack-
 age, Art. 9 Prop. C.
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 McNeil declared that the mycological group in Agriculture Canada,
 mainly working on chytrids, had explicitly briefed him 6 years before
 to vote for living cultures. Their opinion would hardly have changed
 since.

 Fosberg felt that much of the opposition against living type cultures
 came from the fear that these might lead to the acceptance of living
 types for higher plants. Hawksworth replied that the proposed Rec. 7A,
 not apparently limited to fungi, could apply only to the extent to
 which living type cultures were allowed under Art. 9 Prop. C, which
 concerned fungi alone.

 Cronquist was concerned by the phraseology of the proposed Rec.
 7A. A recommendation was by definition hortatory, yet the proposers
 used the mandatory 'must'. And who was to determine what was a
 'major' culture collection? What would be the consequence of divergent
 opinions on this?

 Demoulin, from a reluctant supporter, had become an opponent to
 living type cultures. As had recently been noticed with cell cultures
 used by molecular biologists, there was a great risk of cross-contamina-
 tion, and many standard cultures of, e.g., algae were not any longer
 what they were supposed to be. This added to the risk of death and of
 mutation. Furthermore, even paleontologists could now extract a lot of
 sophisticated biochemical information from fossils, certainly less well
 preserved than a lyophilized herbarium preparation. The proposed Rec.
 9B should be strongly supported instead: cultures made in conformity
 with that recommendation could still be termed 'type cultures', if this
 was a psychological advantage, as long as the holotype was a preserved
 specimen. Additionally, the announced proposal to set up a special
 committee on typification should be favoured, since such a committee
 was not restricted, in its considerations, to the problems presented by
 fungi.

 Margadant was inclined to favour the proposal but was hesitative
 about the words 'in the describing author's opinion'. He furthermore
 moved an amendment, to replace the word 'type' by 'isotype', which
 would maintain the obligation of having a dried holotype.

 Hawksworth observed that the choice to be made was not primarily
 between a dried type culture and a living type culture but, in practice,
 between a living type culture and typification by a description.

 Christensen drew attention to the fact that the proposed amendment
 was in conflict with Art. 7.6. Under the present Code, it was always
 possible to indicate, at the same time, where the holotype had been
 deposited and in which culture collections living subcultures (vivae
 proles) were maintained. Thereupon, Margadant withdrew his amend-
 ment.

 Art. 9 Prop. C was rejected.
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 Rec. 9B Prop. A was open for discussion. Korf encouraged his
 phycological colleagues to amend the proposed text to include the
 algae, too.

 Veldkamp, assisted by Voss, proposed an amendment on behalf of
 Gams, to add the words 'or algal' after 'fungus'.

 Walker felt that the proposed wording was loose. Obviously, not
 any kind of living cultures ought to be deposited, but cultures prepared
 from the same material as the dried holotype. He formally moved an
 amendment to that effect, and his motion was seconded.

 The chair solicited an exact wording of the proposed amendment.
 Greuter suggested that the original proposal, having the unanimous
 support of the Committee for Fungi and Lichens, be voted first, and
 the amendments then treated as new, supplementary proposals. McNeill
 asked for a comment from the Committee for Algae. Faegri drew the
 attention of the Editorial Committee to the fact that some other plants
 could not be preserved as dried specimens, as provided for in Art. 9.3;
 these, too, might be maintained as living cultures.

 M. Borowitzka moved that a special, interdisciplinary committee of
 mycologists and phycologists be set up to study the proposal. This
 motion was seconded and carried.

 The rapporteur suggested that the special committee, which was to
 report back to the section at this Congress, should consider a wording
 that would exclude large marine algae and higher fungi that were hardly
 if ever grown in cultures.

 Rollins urged the immediate set-up of the committee, still fearing
 that it might be unable to report at this Congress. Hawksworth saw
 little point, from the mycological side, in having such a committee,
 since the matter had been debated for 10 years by the mycologists and
 there was a unanimous, supporting statement by their committee. The
 algologists could step in later if they wished. Silva, speaking on his
 personal behalf, believed that a recommendation such as the proposed
 one would receive wide support among phycologists; the Committee for
 Algae had not, however, yet considered it.

 Walker gave a formulated version of his proposed amendment: to
 replace the words 'living cultures', in the original proposal, by: 'a living
 culture prepared from the holotype specimen before preservation'. This
 was seconded and carried.

 V. Jones insisted that permanent typification of microorganisms was
 a common problem of mycologists, phycologists and lichenologists. A
 combined special committee of workers in these fields would be advan-
 tageous.

 McCusker moved an amendment to the proposed recommendation,
 to replace the word 'fungus' by 'microorganism'. Hawksworth objected.
 He would hope that the recommendation could apply to Agaricales and
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 Aphyllophorales which can be grown in culture and can be very large.
 The motion, having been seconded, was defeated.

 Demoulin moved again the original Veldkamp-Gams amendment,
 to add 'or algal' after 'fungus'. This motion was seconded and carried.

 Rec. 9B Prop. A was accepted as amended. (The earlier decision to
 set up a special committee had thereby become immaterial).

 The chair ruled that Rec. 7A Prop. A was implicitly rejected by
 rejection of Art. 9 Prop. C.

 Recommendation 7B

 Prop. A (87 : 15: 1: 52): Editorial Committee.

 New Recommendation 7C

 Prop. A (10: 101: 29 : 3): Implicitly rejected by rejection of
 Art. 9 Prop. C.

 Article 8

 Brummitt qualified Art. 8 as highly contentious, and Prop. B, of
 which he was co-author, as particularly highly contentious. The only
 possible solution was probably the set-up of a Special Committee on
 Lectotypification. Prop. A was particularly difficult and should be ade-
 quately discussed. First, it aimed to get rid of the clause that "a choice
 of a lectotype or neotype may be superseded if it can be shown that it
 was based upon a misinterpretation of the protologue". Second, it
 introduced the option to designate a lectotype 'either directly or indi-
 rectly'. This was to be seen in context with Prop. B, that lectotypifica-
 tion should take precedence over the residue method. The first-named
 issue was to affect directly the forthcoming discussion on generic typi-
 fication. He, jointly with Meikle and McNeill, had therefore drafted and
 distributed a new proposal, similar to the relevant part of Prop. A, that
 the part of Art. 8.1, after the semi-colon, should read: "it may also be
 superseded if it can be shown that it is in serious conflict with the ori-
 ginal description and another element is available which is not in con-
 flict with that, or was made arbitrarily". The important point, how
 'misinterpretation of the protologue' should be defined, had been sub-
 ject to serious discussion within the Committee for Spermatophyta in
 cases such as lpomaea, Relhania, Bombax, and Bignonia. In practice,
 the interpretation used consistently by that committee was that 'proto-
 logue' was equivalent with 'original description'. This was what the
 proposed change would effectively rule, and coincided with the thrust
 of Prop. A.
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 Greuter stated that the mail vote on Prop. B showed a fairly heavy
 support for the establishment of a Committee on Lectotypification, an
 option which had been suggested but not formally proposed by
 Brummitt and others. The reasons for setting up such a committee had
 since gained in weight, because on top of the 5 proposals listed in the
 'Synopsis' the rapporteurs had received a whole bundle of comments,
 suggestions and additional proposals by Leach and others. He therefore
 formally moved that a special committee be authorized by the section,
 study all questions relevant to lectotypification and in particular to
 Art. 8 and to report at the next Congress. All relevant proposals that
 were not now accepted would be referred to that committee for consi-
 deration.

 Brummitt, while also in favour of such a committee, urged an im-
 mediate decision on his new proposal in view of its bearing on the
 generic typification problem. His request was supported by McNeill as
 secretary of the Committee on Generic Typification. As Art. 8 was
 presently worded, only one of the options worked out by that com-
 mittee could really work. Adoption of the proposal would permit a
 balanced choice between the two basic options, under Art. 10.

 Upon a question by D'Arcy, McNeill confirmed that the present,
 deliberate wording emphasized the importance of the original descrip-
 tion as opposed to the whole protologue. He himself queried the
 wisdom of this, and would not oppose an amendment back to 'proto-
 logue'. Brummitt insisted on the reasons for maintaining 'description';
 the protologue could refer to, e.g., geographical distribution, which
 should not be taken into account in such cases.

 Nicolson brought up the question of the word 'arbitrarily' which,
 according to Prop. C, should be replaced by 'based on a largely mecha-
 nical system'. He believed this to be a marvellous clarification, which
 could be voted now. The question of what constituted a culpable mis-
 interpretation of the protologue was very difficult. If a lectotype was to
 be rejected although it was included in the protologue, it had to be
 contrary to some definite part of the protologue, and this part should
 be given more weight than the others. He would have accepted 'discor-
 dant with major elements of the protologue', but 'description' might
 express pretty well what was meant by that.

 The chair suggested that the new proposal by Brummitt et al. might
 be considered in the context of Art. 10, and put the motion to establish
 a Special Committee on Lectotypification to the vote. This was accep-
 ted, and the General Committee was charged with the set-up proce-
 dure.

 Brummitt insisted that action be taken now on his new proposal,
 and declared that he and his co-proposers were quite happy to accept a
 repeatedly suggested amendment and replace 'original description' by
 'protologue'. This was now to be the new, amended proposal.
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 Greuter referred to Prop. C, which consisted of two halves. The first,
 to replace 'arbitrarily', was an improvement in wording and could by
 now be referred to the Editorial Committee. The second, however, was
 much more far-reaching, and was at any rate a provision that was out of
 place in an example as suggested. The chair ruled that an 'Ed. Cor.'
 vote on Prop. C would instruct the Editorial Committee to take care of
 the first half, and refer the second half for consideration by the Special
 Committee.

 Reverting to the new proposal by Brummitt et al., Henderson won-
 dered about the appropriateness of the word 'serious' which was not
 definite enough. Could it not be deleted? McNeill thought that this
 would be dangerous, since there was hardly any description without at
 least some discrepancy with the type material.

 Papenfuss wondered whether this rule would affect typification by
 conservation, as in the case of Ulva where the type, by the proto-
 logue, was U. intestinalis (now Enteromorpha) while the conserved type
 was U. lactuca. The rapporteur replied that, by conservation, anything
 was possible.

 The new proposal by Brummitt et al. was accepted.

 Prop. A (12 : 112: 29: 2): Rejected - to go to the Special Com-
 mittee on Lectotypification.

 Prop. B (30: 58: 69: 2): Rejected - to go to the Special Com-
 mittee on Lectotypification.

 Prop. C (47 : 49 : 52 : 4): Editorial Committee - and second half to
 the Special Committee on Lectotypification.

 Prop. D (42 : 23: 4: 79): Editorial Committee. Fosberg pointed
 out that the first lectotypification of Vaccinium was by Britton &
 Brown, not by Hitchcock & Green as the proposal had it.

 Prop. E (30 : 29 : 3: 83): Editorial Committee.

 Article 9

 Prop. A (13 :66: 58 :3), opposed (1: 9) by the Committee for
 Fungi and Lichens: Rejected.

 Prop. B (15 : 63 : 60 : 3), opposed (1: 9) by the Committee for
 Fungi and Lichens: Rejected.

 Prop. C (13 : 66 : 59 : 2), opposed (1: 9) by the Committee for
 Fungi and Lichens: Rejected by previous action - see p. 35.

 Prop. D (23 : 103 : 16 : 2): Rejected.
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 Prop. E (26: 39 : 12 : 70): Editorial Committee.

 New Recommendation 9A

 Prop. A (14: 66 : 53 :3), opposed (1: 9) by the Committee for
 Fungi and Lichens: Ruled as rejected by rejection of Art. 9 Prop. C.

 Prop. B (4 : 136 : 9 : 3): Ruled as rejected.

 New Recommendation 9B

 Prop. A (66 : 16 : 54 : 4), favoured (10 : 0) by the Committee for
 Fungi and Lichens: Accepted (as amended) by previous action - see
 p. 37.

 Article 10

 Prop. A (6 : 153 : 3: 1). At the request of Parkinson, decision was
 deferred till after deliberation on the other proposals on Art. 10, when
 it might serve as a useful compromise should no agreement have been
 reached. Later rejected - see p. 48.

 McNeill, as secretary of the Committee on Generic Typification,
 drew attention to the published committee report and to three further
 papers on the subject that had since been published in the May issue
 of 'Taxon': by Wilbur, by himself, and by Meikle and Brummitt. The
 latter included a new proposal. A substantial majority of the committee
 had felt that a change in Art. 10 was essential. It had produced two
 major strategies by which this change might be accomplished. The
 problem basically rested with the provision: "The type of a name of a
 genus... is a species", as applied to a situation where the author of a new
 genus had designated his 'type species' by a name which in reality
 belonged to a species that did not match the generic description. An
 example was Odontonema, where Endlicher had described material
 belonging to 0. bracteolatum and possibly 0. nitidum, but had desig-
 nated his only included species as 0. lucidum, now placed in Justicia as
 J. lucida. A similar case was that of Seetzenia, where R. Brown had a
 deliberately broad circumscription, naming the single included species
 S. africana (S. Africa) but basing his description largely on N. African
 material now placed in S. orientalis. Two schools of thought existed at
 the moment: those who, by analogy with Art. 55.2, thought that the
 type should be the species as cited by the author (sometimes called the
 'pragmatic' approach), and application of the generic name be ultimate-
 ly determined by the type of the name of that species; and those who
 proceeded by analogy with Art. 9.2, selecting that element as the type
 which best fitted the original description (which had been referred to as
 the 'idealistic' approach). The latter approach raised the question of
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 whose species was the type, meaning whose circumscription. A species,
 unlike a specimen, was not a single element and did not fit the Code's
 definition of a type as 'that element'. Species circumscriptions were
 sometimes controversial, whereas a type should not change with chang-
 ing taxonomic opinions. The three alternative approaches produced by
 the committee, and the new Brummitt and Meikle proposal being a
 substantial revision of one of these approaches, all rested on a change
 from the 'type species' concept to, ultimately, typification of a generic
 name by a specimen (or equivalent element). The difference between
 the approaches lay in the way in which this specimen was selected. Two
 of the approaches maintained the present pattern of citing a species as a
 generitype, by specifying that the type specimen would normally be the
 type of a specific name - exceptions being allowed by conservation
 only. The third approach abandoned the necessity of this link with a
 species name, any specimen studied by the original author becoming a
 potential generitype, but still provided that the type specimen of a
 cited specific name would normally be the generitype except if conflict-
 ing with the original description.

 Greuter gave an overview over the proposals (except Prop. A). They
 all basically rested on Prop. B. From there, three alternative approaches
 had been formulated: (1) Props. C and D, (2) Prop. E, and (3) the new
 Brummitt and Meikle proposal, to replace Prop. F presumably to be
 considered as withdrawn (Brummitt agreed). It seemed sensible to con-
 centrate, first of all, on Prop. B which was a constituent part of the two
 first options, and was subjacent to the new Brummitt and Meikle pro-
 posal - at least as a basic option - with which it could easily be com-
 bined by the Editorial Committee should the need arise. One also, pos-
 sibly, might get out of the way Prop. E at an early stage, since it had
 received so little support in the mail vote.

 Prop. E was immediately put to the vote and rejected.

 Prop. B (6 : 153 : 3: 1) was then open for discussion.
 On a question by Brummitt, Greuter confirmed that the text of

 Prop. B could easily be combined, by the Editorial Committee, with the
 new Brummitt and Meikle proposal if the latter should pass. In particu-
 lar, Prop. B also covered the family names, an issue which was plainly
 skipped by the new proposal. Walker observed that he, and many Aus-
 tralian botanists, had not yet received the May issue of 'Taxon'. The
 chair promised that photostat copies of the new Brummitt and Meikle
 proposal would be available at the next session.

 Parkinson, a member of the former subcommittee F of the Inter-
 national Mycological Association which had dealt with the same set of
 problems, found himself in complete agreement with McNeil as to the
 analysis of the present wording of the Code though disagreeing over
 what should be done about it. He drew attention to an apparent con-
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 flict between Prop. B, ruling that the type of a generic name was a
 specimen, and Art. 2.1 as combined with 7.2. He stated that the 'ele-
 ments' of genera were species, while specimens were not. The conse-
 quences of this were not easily seen, but should be considered very
 carefully.

 Fosberg agreed with Parkinson: a genus was composed of species,
 and the present method of lectotypification of a genus was to select a
 species. He failed to see the necessity to introduce a basic change into
 the Code for no useful purpose, since the present wording was perfectly
 satisfactory. If a particular species was selected as type, its type. in turn,
 determined the application of the generic name.

 Greuter would never have doubted that a specimen qualified as an
 element of a genus - even less so here in Australia where he had to con-
 tent himself very frequently with attributing a specimen to a genus!

 Hawksworth felt that the question boiled down to whether or not
 we wanted to legislate bad taxonomy. Should we provide special rules
 for authors who misapplied their names, or should we stick to a rigid
 system and use conservation where desirable?

 Demoulin put forward the example of Cristella, described by
 Patouillard as belonging to the Holobasidiomycetidae whereas the type
 of the name he used for the included species, C. cristata, proved to
 belong to the Heterobasidiomycetidae. To accept the latter as the type
 of Cristella he would call not 'pragmatism', but 'automatic absurdity'.
 Nomenclatural decisions, in typification, should not override taxo-
 nomy. We should either leave the Code as it stood, or clarify it in a way
 that allowed to retain names in the sense of the original author - other-
 wise we could abolish the requirement of providing a description when
 publishing a new name.

 Voss remarked that two different issues were being mixed up. The
 one relevant to Prop. B, which we should be discussing, was whether
 the most appropriate type for a generic name was a specimen or a
 species. The other was, what to do with a misapplied name used for a
 type species. There might be good reasons for having specimens rather
 than species as generitypes - but that in itself did not solve the second
 problem. He suggested that a simple solution to that might be a mere
 note, stating: "If there is doubt or disagreement as to the species which
 an author considered to be the type of a generic name, the application
 of the name may be fixed by conserving it with a designated type". Or,
 the other way round: "If there is doubt..., lectotypification may desig-
 nate an explicit specimen or other element, the type being the species
 to which that element belongs". Would this not obviate the need of
 defining that the types of generic names were specimens?

 Walker had never experienced problems in the application of Art. 10.
 A specific epithet stood forever with the type of its name. The applica-
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 tion of this epithet to a specimen belonging to a different species was
 simply an error. Erecting a new genus on a specimen thus misnamed was
 yet another error.

 Greuter insisted on keeping the two levels of action distinct. The
 first, to be settled before one came to 'serious business', was: what,
 technically, was the type of a name of a genus. Prop. B dealt with this
 and could, if adopted, accommodate both basic issues. Discussion of
 these should be left for afterward. Most previous comments were rele-
 vant to the second level, which was not yet open for debate. Prop. B
 would effectively rule what almost everyone had kept doing under the
 present Code - but was not written there. The appendices of the Code,
 for example, yielded ample proof of the fact that one had implicitly
 considered the type of the name of a genus to be, not a species, but the
 type of a name of a species: when the types of two generic names were
 given as taxonomic synonyms, the generic names themselves were given
 as taxonomic (not nomenclatural) synonyms, although a single species
 was involved in their typification. The present wording of the Code was
 incompatible with this practice. The Committee on Generic Typifica-
 tion had concluded without dissent that, in view of the inherent illogi-
 cality of the present wording, the solution represented by Prop. B
 should underlie any new philosophy of Art. 10 with respect to the
 'misapplied type species name' question.

 Henderson felt that the proposed change was a change of philosophy.
 A genus was a group of species, not of species names, therefore the type
 must be a taxon not a name. Logically and ultimately, typification of
 generic names hinged on a specimen, but the real type still was a species.

 Brummitt, while foreseeing a great debate on the question of 'misap-
 plied type species names', happened to agree with all the committee
 members, that one must change the definition of the type of a generic
 name. Reasons for this could be found in the application of Art. 63.
 How could illegitimacy of generic names be determined if their types
 were to be species? The only reasonable issue was to restrict the type of
 a generic name to a specimen. This should be decided first so that the
 discussion could revert to the main issue.

 Demoulin asked Voss to present a formal proposal corresponding to
 his earlier suggestions, which he would like to support.

 Parkinson thought that the reason for rejecting the present rule was
 that 'species' was understood as a biosystematic, phylogenetic or meta-
 physical entity. However, under the Code, 'species' meant a taxonomic
 group with a definite rank, position and circumscription - namely
 those accepted by the author who introduced the generic name. The
 'content' of such a species was the assemblage of specimens which the
 validating author happened to have in front of him.

 Papenfuss presented an example (the algal genus Agardhiella) and
 asked which effect adoption of Prop. B would have in this case. Greuter
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 explained that it had no effect at all, since the relevant proposals were
 those to be dealt with later on; but discussion of these proposals was
 only possible after clarification of the definition of the type of a name
 of a genus.

 Parkinson observed that a name was not an 'element' of anything, it
 was merely a label. Greuter pointed out that there was a misunderstan-
 ding there: it was now proposed that generitypes should by types of
 specific names, which were usually specimens, not the names themselves
 as he had unsuccessfully proposed in Leningrad. The advantage of
 Prop. B was that it did in no way invalidate previous lectotypification
 nor, in general, alter the established habit of citing generitypes, which
 had always been done in the form of specific binomials.

 Brummitt referred to the concrete example of Calanda and Otoce-
 phalus (Taxon 30 : 502), to illustrate the reasons for Prop. B.

 McNeill felt that the debate to that point bore out the need for the
 proposed change. Fosberg and Walker on one side, Demoulin on the
 other, had expressed quite different interpretations of the meaning of
 the present wording. The committee had considered proposals along the
 lines suggested by Voss, but none of those met the requirement of pre-
 cision. The committee had also examined over 50 concrete examples,
 about 20 of them in great detail, a few of which had been published.
 He, McNeill, could therefore affirm that the proposed change did pro-
 vide a base on which to resolve the conflict, especially after the adop-
 tion of the new proposal on Art. 8. Once Prop. B had been voted,
 either of the proposed approaches to the 'misapplied type species name'
 problem would lead to a clear, unambiguous situation.

 Voss explained that his position was based not on precision, but on
 logic. The type of a generic name ought to be an example of what the
 generic name applied to, i.e., a species not a specimen.

 Steam considered that a type of a description was that on which the
 description was based, which could be a specimen or an illustration.
 The name associated with the description was not relevant. In Bentham
 and Hooker's 'Genera plantarum' a number of new genera had been
 described, based on specimens not then assigned to a named species.
 Their application posed no problem, since the specimens were in the
 Kew Herbarium. Rafinesque had published several new genera whose
 descriptions were entirely based on illustrations in the 'Botanical regis-
 ter' and the 'Botanical magazine', as e.g. Ipheion.

 At the request of Demoulin, Greuter explained how Prop. B could, if
 the section so decided, be combined with the new Brummitt and Meikle
 proposal. The new definition of a generitype would then be modified
 by the addition of a qualifying clause, reading in essence: "Where desig-
 nation of any of the types of the names of the included species would
 be supersedable under Art. 8.1, a specimen or other element used by
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 the author in describing the genus may be selected as the lectotype of
 its name".

 L.A.S. Johnson voiced that matters of philosophy and semantics did
 not really matter. Some of the statements made were unacceptable to
 him, as descriptions being based on specimens (they might be based on
 all sorts of things), taxa being defined by circumscription (one would
 have to define 'circumscription' first), and names being based on 'ele-
 ments'. Not just 'elements' were needed, but fixed points, to determine
 the application of names. The committee had studied scores of exam-
 ples and hard cases, and had produced a practical, not philosophical,
 solution. This should be supported.

 Prop. B was put to the vote and accepted.

 FIFTH SESSION

 Wednesday, 19 August 1981, 9:05 a.m. - 12:20 p.m.

 (Chair: Rollins)

 Article 10 (continued)

 Meikle suggested that the new proposal by Brummitt and himself,
 published in the May issue of 'Taxon', be referred to as Prop. 'G'. The
 chair had no objection.

 Greuter noted a general opinion that, although many had strong feel-
 ings one way or other, the most important goal was clarification. A
 decision for one of the conflicting options was needed. The two issues,
 Props. C and D on the one hand and Prop. 'G' on the other, should
 therefore be treated as alternatives, requiring a 60 % majority to decide
 to make a change, and a simple majority to choose between the op-
 tions. The main discussion could take place after the first vote, pro-
 vided that more than 60 % would favour the principle of a change, and
 could be fairly brief since by now most had made up their mind and
 would not change it.

 Korf moved that a change be made. The motion was seconded and
 carried.

 Demoulin asserted that to give preponderance to the named species
 over the described material, as would Props. C and D, would be the
 same as to rely on the cited collection number of a type specimen of a
 specific name even if it was a typographical error.

 Greuter asked a few questions concerning Prop. 'G', which had not
 been considered by the rapporteurs nor submitted to the mail vote. The
 wording of the proposal would apparently make it possible to select as
 type an included specimen that was made the type of a subsequently
 validated specific name. An even more serious difficulty resided in the
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 fact that Art. 8.1, as now amended, still referred to a 'conflict with the
 protologue' (not 'description') so that, as it seemed, Prop. 'G' could not
 achieve the desired effect - at least not unambiguously.

 Parkinson explained the effect of proposals C and D in the case of a
 specific example, Picrodendron. Prop. C had the same effect as the
 present Code, making Picrodendron a junior synonym of Allophylus
 (Sapindaceae) typified by P. arboreum (= Allophylus cobbe). Prop. D
 would allow for conservation of Picrodendron with a Macfadyen speci-
 men as conserved type, taxonomically belonging to P. juglans (Euphor-
 biaceae or 'Picrodendraceae') - but citation of P. juglans as generitype
 would be inaccurate.

 McNeill observed that the effect of the Leningrad Code, in cases like
 Picrodendron, was controversial and Parkison's view on this not gene-
 rally accepted - this was why a change was needed. He invited Greuter
 and Brummitt to explain the effect of the alternative proposals in a
 model case like Pierodendron or Odontonema.

 Brummitt explained that, under Prop. 'G', P. arboreum (the cited
 name of the only original species of Picrodendron), meaning its type
 specimen, was considered the lectotype of that generic name. This
 lectotype could be rejected under Art. 8.1, because it was in serious
 conflict with the protologue, specifically with the original description.
 In place of the rejected type, another specimen - not necessarily the
 type of a specific name - could be selected as generitype. This would
 be the Macfadyen specimen from Jamaica on which the generic descrip-
 tion was based.

 Greuter agreed that Brummitt's was one possible interpretation of
 the consequences of Prop. 'G', but others might maintain that the type
 specimen of P. arboreum, being included in the protologue, could not
 possibly be contrary to that protologue - although admittedly contrary
 to the original description. Some uncertainty, therefore, apparently
 remained. Prop. C would, without ambiguity, rule that the type of P.
 arboreum typified Picrodendron. Prop. D would permit conservation of
 Picrodendron, without loss of priority, with the Macfadyen specimen as
 conserved type.

 Brummitt added a clarification on Prop. 'G': under the second sen-
 tence of the proposed Art. 10.1, virtually no generic name would have a
 holotype - a notable exception beeing Reedrollinsia for which a holo-
 type specimen had been designated. This was deliberate intent, because
 any type could thereby be rejected under Art. 8. In view of Greuter's
 comment, he now slightly regretted to have accepted to substitute 'pro-
 tologue' for 'original description' in his proposal on Art. 8.

 Greuter, feeling suddenly uneasy, asked whether the elimination of
 generic holotypes would not have unforeseen consequences on deter-
 mining illegitimacy under Art. 63. Brummitt hoped that this difficulty
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 might be circumvented thanks to the adoption of Prop. B the day
 before - but the question needed some more thought.

 Cronquist stated that both the possible unforeseen consequences just
 mentioned and the whole need to change Art. 10 reflected the unfore-
 seen consequences of another rule that had been inserted into the Code
 a couple of congresses ago, which effectively declared that black was
 white and white was black: the provision that a superfluous name was
 automatically typified by the type of the name that ought to have been
 adopted under the rules, regardless of the author's clear intent.

 Nicolson made a plea for Props. C and D which reflected the policy
 of the 'Index nominum genericorum' and at the same time opened the
 escape of conservation on other type material. It was good to be able to
 rely on what appeared on the printed pages of the protologue.

 McNeill, while believing that, broadly, either alternative could work,
 thought that in practice those proposals which would keep continuity
 with the past and cause the least disturbance to ING and all the litera-
 ture of the past were Props. C and D. With these, generitypes would still
 be referred to as binomials in the usual way, irrespective of the real
 type being a specimen - even with the not too few genera that did not
 include any validly named species upon publication. None of the latter
 would have types under Prop. 'G', they would all have to be lectotypi-
 fied anew.

 Voss wondered whether Prop. D was at all necessary. Were not the
 present provisions on conservation sufficient? McNeill explained the
 cause of the need for this particular clause: it provided the only excep-
 tion to the rule that generitype specimens had to be types of species
 names.

 Brummitt objected to the statement that Props. C and D were the
 route that was going to maintain traditional usage. They would lead to
 much inconvenience and delay in having to submit conservation pro-
 posals in cases like Picrodendron. Nearly all the cases of this kind were
 monotypic genera, and there was a great reluctance to conserve such
 names. We could do all the conservation work that would be required
 upon adoption of Props. C and D in five minutes, by adopting Prop. 'G'
 instead.

 Margadant, having convinced himself that conservation of a generic
 name with a type specimen was possible under Prop. D, expressed his
 support of the latter. Under Prop. 'G', anyone could muddle with the
 typification.

 Korf feared that, under Prop. 'G', the door would be opened to a
 change of the type of many generic names. He favoured Props. C and D
 as providing a clear and fair solution.

 On a card vote, the package with Props. C and D (288 votes) was
 preferred to Prop. 'G' (107 votes).
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 Fosberg protested this vote as being contrary to proper procedure. It
 deprived those who objected to both proposals of a chance to express
 this objection. The chair replied that the section had voted for a change
 with a 60 % majority; those opposing both proposals would have voted
 no on that occasion.

 McNeil thought that the vote would be out of order if there were
 more than two competing proposals, but with a simple alternative it
 was perfectly all right.

 Brummitt suggested that a way out might be not to withdraw Prop.
 F as he originally intended. He was, however, quite prepared to accept
 the verdict of the vote.

 The chair felt that the only way back would now be to reverse the
 previous decision on Prop. B, if this was the will of the section. L.A.S.
 Johnson suggested that the vote be cancelled and replaced by a simple
 majority vote on Prop. 'G'. Meikle expressed the willingness of the pro-
 posers to withdraw Prop. 'G' upon its defeat by the card vote, in order
 to simplify the situation. Demoulin asked once more that the rappor-
 teur should formally present, as a new proposal, his suggestions of the
 other day - which Voss declined since they had become irrelevant
 upon acceptance of Prop. B. Cronquist asked whether Prop. E had been
 irrevocably rejected - which the chair confirmed. McNeill suggested
 that, at the end, the section should be asked to confirm by a vote the
 action taken, in order to make sure that justice was done to all. Baer
 seconded L.A.S Johnson's proposed solution as being consistent with
 the procedure agreed to at the beginning of the meeting. The chair ruled
 that, Prop. 'G' being now withdrawn, the section was to be asked to
 confirm the verdict on Props. C and D by another vote.

 Prop. C (64: 84 :5 :2) and Prop. D (71 : 79 :2: 2) were there-
 upon both accepted.

 Prop. E (35: 112 : 2 : 2): Rejected by previous action - see p. 41.

 Prop. F (39: 110: 2: 2): Rejected (the earlier withdrawal having
 been withdrawn).

 Prop. A was ruled as rejected; Prop. 'G' had been withdrawn.
 McNeill raised a question related to the former Art. 10.2, that had

 been brought to the attention of the Committee on Autonyms by the
 rapporteur: The present text did not clearly spell out what the types of
 suprafamilial names ultimately based on generic names were. He and
 Voss proposed an addition to the paragraph, to read: "For such a name,
 the type is the same as that of the generic name on which it is based".
 In the past, there had been examples such as the newly proposed
 subclass Zingiberidae whose type was stated to be the Zingiberales.
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 Although Cronquist did not see the significance of the proposed
 addition, the chair - there being no further dissent - ruled that it was
 referred to the Editorial Committee.

 Art. 7 Prop. E was ruled as rejected consequent to rejection of
 Art. 10 Prop. E.

 Article 11

 Prop. A (32 : 29 : 6 : 85), recommended (10 : 0) by the Committee
 for Fungi and Lichens, was opposed by Traverse speaking for the chair-
 man and secretary of the Committee for Fossil Plants who preferred the
 present wording. They could however agree to the proposal after an
 amendment, suggested by Greuter, to insert the words 'for certain'
 before 'fossil plants'. The proposal thus amended was put to the vote
 and accepted.

 Prop. B (17: 135 : 0 : 2) and Prop. C (20: 130: 0: 4): Rejected by
 previous action - see p. 22.

 Article 12

 Prop. A (54: 84 : 0 : 4): Withdrawn.

 Article 13

 Prop. A (34: 19 : 68 : 6), recommended (10 : 0) by the Committee
 for Fungi and Lichens, would need editorial attention. As pointed out
 by Gams in a letter to Voss, the correct (genitive plural) forms were
 'anamorphosium' and 'holomorphosium' (not '-ia'). Greuter felt that
 'names of anamorphs' would be more easily understood by the com-
 mon of mortals than nomina anamorphosium. Would such an editorial
 change be acceptable to mycologists? Hennebert confirmed that the
 meaning was identical, the latter just being a Latin translation of the
 former. It might even be wise to add parenthetically, after 'anamorphs',
 the words 'imperfect states' that were used in the current Code. There-
 upon, Prop. A was accepted.

 Prop. B (5 : 74 : 50 : 3), opposed (0: 10) by the Committee for
 Fungi and Lichens :Rejected.

 Prop. C (42 : 28 : 60 : 3), recommended (7 : 2, 1 abstaining) by the
 Committee for Fungi and Lichens.

 Pegler wanted it placed on record that widespread concern and dis-
 trust had been expressed over this proposal on its publication. He now,
 after discussions, felt less worried, but solicited the fullest assurance
 from the special committee that in the case of generic names threatened
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 by the proposal, the necessary conservation procedure would be under-
 taken without any delay.

 Korf had received a list of 19 potentially threatened generic names,
 contained in a privately circulated proposal by Dennis et al., and was
 going to document and prepare the necessary conservation proposals
 forthwith. In reply to a question by the rapporteur, he confirmed that
 two additions to the text of the proposal would be brought up, as in
 the report published in the May issue of 'Taxon', but these were really
 different issues and should be dealt with afterward.

 Prop. C was accepted.
 Korf introduced a new proposal (published in Taxon 30: 472), to

 insert before the last sentence, in the newly adopted Art. 13.1 (d), the
 following provision: "In citation of such names, a colon (:) is placed
 between the originating and adopting author". The Committee for
 Fungi and Lichens overwhelmingly recommended the proposal.

 Voss observed that this provision did not belong here, but after Art.
 46 dealing with citation. If placed in an article it would be mandatory,
 contrary to other provisions on citation which were optional recom-
 mendations under Art. 46. The present Code, in such cases, recommen-
 ded the use of 'ex', having got rid of the former 'per'. Could this not be
 maintained?

 Korf did not insist on having this as a mandatory provision, but the
 use of 'ex' would be misleading. Such names were validated by the first
 named author, and only sanctioned or approved by the second named
 author.

 The new proposal, modified to the status of a recommendation to be
 appropriately placed by the Editorial Committee, was accepted.

 Korf then submitted a second new proposal (also published in Taxon
 30: 472-473), to insert before the last sentence, in the newly adopted
 Art. 13.1 (d), the following provision: "Typification of such names is
 based on the protologue of the adopting author". This would provide
 the opportunity to select a type, different from that used by the
 originating author, on the base of Persoon's or Fries's special books.

 Hawksworth thought this sentence to be quite superfluous. Under
 the existing Code, one had anyway to select a type in accordance with
 the protologue. Under the new provision of Prop. C, if e.g. Fries used a
 former name in a different sense, the former name would be treated as
 an earlier, rejected homonym, and the Fries name treated as new, with
 a new type.

 Greuter feared that, if this was inserted for fungi as a special rule,
 some might conclude that for the names of other plants, validated by a
 later author from an earlier source, typification worked the other way
 round. This, however, was a controversial question which would no
 doubt be dealt with by the Special Committee on Lectotypification.
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 Margadant felt that, in view of the important change just made
 dating the starting point of fungal names back to Linnaeus, there was
 nothing to be said against a special rule regarding typification by the
 later adopting authors.

 Demoulin explained the very special nomenclatural case of 'privi-
 leged status', which was already granted in the extant Code to the later
 volumes of Fries's 'Systema' and had now been extended to vol. 1 of
 the 'Systema' and to Persoon's 'Synopsis'. The present, additional pro-
 posal seemed to be flexible enough to result in a minimum of change,
 despite some danger of abuse.

 The second new proposal was also accepted.

 Prop. D (6 : 15: 107 : 3) had not been favoured by the Committee
 for Fossil Plants (3: 4, 6 undecided).

 Chaloner, speaking on behalf of the Committee for Fossil Plants,
 stated that the proposal had again been considered at meetings in Syd-
 ney. A need for further information was felt, and action on the propo-
 sal should be deferred until the next congress. The committee report to
 be presented later would include a formal recommendation to that
 effect. Decision was postponed (and the proposal eventually rejected,
 to be further examined by the Committee for Fossil Plants - see p. 106).

 Article 14

 Prop. A (51: 105 : 4: 2): Withdrawn.
 Nicolson introduced a new 'housekeeping' proposal, having noted a

 conflict between the approach of conservation that was used in Appen-
 dix II on family names, and the provisions of Art. 14 as applied in
 Appendix III on generic names. Listed family names in App. II were
 defined as generally conserved against unlisted names. As pointed out
 by Silva in his inventory of names of families of living algae, there was
 no legal base for such a policy under Art. 14. On the other hand, there
 were no rejected names in the present App. II. Rather than re-writing
 completely App. II, a statement should be added at the end of Art.
 14.3, to read: "... except for conserved family names which are to be
 retained over unlisted names".

 Voss saw no problems arising over the proposal. The conflict had
 been with us for a very long time, in fact since the list of conserved
 family names was introduced in Amsterdam in 1935. The present
 policy of App. II was deliberately accepted there.

 Korf noted that several generic names listed in App. III were not
 conserved against any rejected name, but conserved to retain a specific
 type. Was this permitted under Art. 14? McNeill replied that provision
 for this was made in Art. 48.2. Korf's problem might be solved by
 adding a cross-reference under Art. 14.
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 Greuter confirmed that it was perfectly in order, in App. III, to list
 conserved names without corresponding rejected names. The situation
 in App. II, however, was clearly illegal, as seen when comparing the first
 sentence of the introduction to App. II with the present Art. 14.2-3.

 Hawksworth suggested that, while tidying up the Appendices, it
 would be appropriate to get rid of the outdated section VIII A, Liche-
 nes, and unite it with the fungi, particularly in view of the new deci-
 sions taken on Art. 13.

 Silva found it quite unacceptable to patch up sloppy work that had
 been put into the Code somehow, and was contrary to the Code, under
 the pretext that it was too much work to do it right. Family names
 could be handled in exactly the same way as generic names, each case
 being taken on an individual basis. He had personally investigated 957
 family names of algae, far more than there were in the higher plants.

 The new proposal by Nicolson was accepted.

 Prop. B (114 : 36 : 0 : 7), as introduced by McNeill, was uncontro-
 versial and essentially a bookkeeping proposal. The Code nowhere
 explicitly ruled on the status of names thus conserved - although, in
 order to be used, they must clearly be legitimate. Accepted.

 Prop. C (6 : 150: 0 : 0): Ruled as rejected.

 Prop. D (59 : 100 : 2: 1).
 Voss introduced the discussion by reading out the text of a resolu-

 tion passed at the Seattle Congress, in 1969, in the context of the estab-
 lishment of the Committee on Stabilization. That Committee had

 issued several published reports, and its business had diminished lately.
 Nicolson observed that ING had listed c. 60,000 generic names, of

 which about one sixth were 'good'. Conservation of generic names had
 been going on for a long time and was still a very active area. His reason
 for opposing the conservation of species names, in the past, was that
 there were an estimated 500,000 'good' species names and probably six
 times more synonyms, any of which could cause problems, and he was
 scared by these numbers. He wanted therefore to move an amendment
 to restrict the conservation of species names in order to make it accep-
 table, by adding a sentence to the end of Art. 14.1 as modified by Prop.
 D, to read: "Conservation of species names is restricted to names of
 major, notably economic, importance".

 Greuter, while fully aware of the need for the conservation of
 species names, was also aware of the need of using this opportunity
 with restrictions - the more so since he knew by experience that
 dealing with conservation proposals, for the special committee members,
 meant hard work. Two categories of species names, he thought, should
 be admitted for conservation under Art. 14: those of plants of major
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 economic importance and those to replace the names presently rejected
 under Art. 69. He took it that, should Art. 69 be deleted, the section
 would reconsider the possibility of disposing of confused names under
 Art. 14. Pending a decision an Art. 69, he and his co-proposer McNeill
 accepted the amendment moved by Nicolson. He further suggested that
 Nicolson, as nomenclatural editor of 'Taxon', should propose guidelines
 for the use of future authors of proposals, not merely at the species
 level, so that (a) these authors would know exactly how to proceed,
 and (b) the editor of 'Taxon' would have authority to refuse the publi-
 cation of formally inadequate proposals. This would save much work to
 the committees, and printed space in 'Taxon'. The section would no
 doubt be willing to instruct the General Committee to issue such guide-
 lines.

 McNeill mentioned the case of the common soft wheat, probably the
 world's most important economic plant, where even the Code said (in
 an example under Art. 57.2) that the correct name was Triticum aesti-
 vum - but the Code was wrong. Kerguelen had discovered that an earli-
 er author to combine T. hybernum L. (1753) and T. aestivum L. (1753)
 was Merat in 1821, in a French local flora, who chose the name T.
 hybernum for the combined species. Unless we accepted species conser-
 vation, we would have to ask the millions of users of the name of
 common soft wheat to change it from the one that we had told them
 was right, to T. hybernum. The single cogent argument against conser-
 vation of species names, the law of numbers, was taken care of by
 Nicolson's amendment. Were we to reject the proposal, the credibility
 of the rules of nomenclature with the users of plant names would be
 seriously jeopardized. Users would then define their own, stabilized
 names and disregard the Code.

 Fosberg did not for a minute believe that Nicolson's restrictive
 amendment would be effective. In the earlier editions of the Code, such
 as the Vienna one, there were clear instructions as to what generic
 names could be proposed for conservation, but these had been not only
 disregarded but forgotten. If the proposal was accepted, the section
 should also provide for a bureau to handle the flood of proposals that
 would come in, and provide to finance such a bureau.

 Cronquist had always in the past opposed the conservation of speci-
 fic names, not as a matter of principle but for the same pragmatic
 reasons that Fosberg had just outlined. At the same time, he was no
 more eager than anyone else to change the name of Triticum aestivum.
 If Nicolson and the proposers would still further tighten the rule,
 restricting it to names of 'major economic importance' (omitting 'notab-
 ly'), he would be prepared at least to rethink his position.

 Greuter was somewhat worried by too restrictive a wording. Would
 widespread, important weeds and pests qualify as being of 'major eco-
 nomic importance'? Could not the flood of proposals feared by Fosberg
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 be dammed more effectively at its very source, by imposing restric-
 tions to the authors of proposals?

 Margadant had been in favour of nomina specifica conservanda since
 he attended congresses, but shared the fears of Fosberg. Should not the
 flood be restricted by requiring that a proposal for conservation of a
 specific name must be signed by, e.g., 10 persons of at least 3 different
 nationalities? Would an amendment to that effect be acceptable?

 McNeill felt that the principle behind the suggestion was quite accep-
 table, that such proposals should have a broad support in different parts
 of the world. But to find a specific wording that was generally accep-
 table would be problematic.

 Demoulin wondered whether the recent lack of activity of the Com-
 mittee on Stabilization was not simply due to its failure. The example
 of the tomato, which according to the advice of that committee was to
 be named Lycopersicon lycopersicum, was the best example to show
 that people simply did not care for the committee's opinion: every
 physiologist or agronomist would still use the name L. esculentum. If
 the proposal was rejected, the same would happen with the name of the
 wheat. Instead of rendering service to the community of users of names,
 nomenclaturalists would become a body of people playing among them-
 selves.

 Faegri had to agree with Fosberg that nomina generica conservanda
 had to a certain degree got out of hand: c. 10 % of the conserved names
 were known only to specialists. Some of the special committees,
 contrary to others, had been too lax in this respect. But proposed
 nomina specifica conservanda would presumably go through a special
 committee on stabilization with restrictiveness as its predictable main
 concern, so that there would be no imminent danger.

 Chapman spoke to Nicolson's amendment, observing that it was
 surely species and not names which were of economic importance.
 What, by the way, was 'economic'? Economic to whom? He was
 worried by the tendency away from the basic principle of priority.
 At every congress new exceptions to that rule were put up, and even-
 tually priority would be deleted altogether. Name changes were distur-
 bing for the present generation, but were forgotten and accepted when
 the generation changed - and names would, one hoped, last for hund-
 reds of years. Also, should we conserve combinations and thereby a
 particular taxonomy, preventing the transfer of a species from one
 genus to another?

 Korf asked for a clarification: was the proposal to conserve names,
 meaning a particular combination and therefore taxonomy, or just epi-
 thets?

 Greuter explained that - except in the cases of homonymy - it was
 basionyms that would be conserved or rejected, and any combination
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 based on them would follow suit. The mechanism for this was provided
 by Art. 14.4 in the extant Code, as slightly modified by the proposal:
 "A rejected name, or a combination based on the rejected name, may
 not be restored for a taxon which includes the type of the correspon-
 ding conserved name".

 D'Arcy thought that, looking at the truly horrendous examples of
 wheat and tomato, nomenclaturalists as a body would look extremely
 foolish and be in contempt by the scientific community for a long time
 to come if they did not find a way to protect these names. He won-
 dered, however, how many more examples, and what kind of examples,
 were to be added to these two. Did the proposers have a list in their
 minds? What were the problems of these other names, and the degree
 to which they were well-known? Might some kind of numerical restric-
 tion, per congress or per year, be incorporated into the proposal?

 Voss pointed out that among the proposals to the Amsterdam Con-
 gress in 1935 was a list of names of trees and extensively cultivated
 plants proposed for conservation. Amongst these were Picea excelsa
 (against P. abies) and Pseudotsuga douglasii (against P. taxifolia). We
 had now got quite used to Picea abies and Pseudotsuga menziesii, res-
 pectively, in conformity with what Chapman had said. We had been
 threatened-every time this issue had come up that we would look
 foolish if we did not make the changes - and he was not aware that we
 did look more foolish than we did last time.

 Henderson spoke against the proposal. In applying the Code, one
 was changing correct names into incorrect names. The proposal would,
 through rejection, render legitimate names illegitimate.

 Thompson had made her studies in plant pathology and plant breed-
 ing on wheat and tomato, then known under quite different names
 than those one would now conserve: Triticum vulgare and Solanum
 lycopersicum. The changes that had taken place had not worried people.

 Walker opposed the proposal for three reasons. First, applied biolo-
 gists had begun to get used to name changes; taxonomy was thereby
 becoming recognized as something that was practically useful, while in
 the past biologists had sometimes wondered what taxonomists were
 doing up there in the herbarium all day. Second, not only the names
 of higher plants would be liable to be conserved, also e.g. pathogenic
 fungi would qualify whence a number of conservation proposals could
 originate. Third, conservation could tend to stifle taxonomic investiga-
 tions.

 Greuter observed that, in cases like Triticum, stabilization of a name
 was virtually impossible. At any one moment some overly punctilious,
 or 'lucky', investigator could dig up a still earlier, long forgotten publi-
 cation where the two Linnean species had been united under the name
 Triticum aestivum. Such repetitive switches of well-known names were
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 more than unfortunate, they were detrimental to what we were doing.
 They certainly made us better known to outsiders than the diligent writ-
 ing of monographs - but this was hardly the kind of notoriety we were
 out for. Nomenclature was not an ivory tower where one could handle
 the problems of the people outside with the certainty that they would
 just follow. There was by now an international association called 'New
 Biological Nomenclature' which had issued a set of 'Regulations', which
 few of those present would know of. Now this was no real danger and
 would hardly have much impact, being based on the philosophy of
 Esperanto. But any time, if we persisted in inflicting disturbing name
 changes on the user for which there was no objective necessity, a more
 serious threat and competicion to our Code could arise.

 Bates stated that in N. America alone there were presently more
 than 30,000 species of plants in cultivation, many of which had signifi-
 cant economic importance at least for small segments of society. The
 potential number of cases for conservation was therefore much more
 considerable than the three quoted examples led to believe. Anyhow,
 most changes of names of economically important plants did not come
 about because of the strict application of the Code, but were the result
 of serious taxonomic work and consequent changes in the circum-
 scription of taxa.

 Baer suggested a limit to the number of specific names to be conser-
 ved. The list should be restricted to the 100 names of most importance,
 and after that the door to further additions would be closed.

 Nicolson stressed that earlier limitations to the conservation of gene-
 ric names had never been inserted into the rules; his restrictive amend-
 ment, being part of the Code, would be more effective. Taking up Cron-
 quist's earlier suggestion, he moved a further amendment, to delete the
 word 'notably' from his former amendment. He would also insert the
 word 'species', following Chapman's advice. This motion was seconded
 and carried.

 McNeill, noting that most delegates representing institutions carried
 clear instructions as to how to vote on Prop. B, asked them to give due
 weight to the fact that what was now being voted was not the original
 proposal, but a significantly amended version. Margadant's suggestion,
 which was a good one, should be included in the forthcoming guidelines
 rather than in the Code. Margadant agreed.

 On a card vote, Prop. D was accepted as amended (257 yes, 165 no).

 Ahti, following Hawksworth's earlier suggestion, proposed that Ap-
 pendix III, Section VIII A (Lichenes) be fused with Section VIII (Fun-
 gi), under the new heading: 'VIII. Fungi (incl. lichen-forming fungi)'.
 Since no one objected, the chair ruled that the Editorial Committee be
 empowered to effect this change.
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 Article 16

 Prop. A (36 :97: 3 :2).
 Greuter explained that this proposal, concerning autonyms, repre-

 sented an issue entirely independent of those that had been dealt with
 before. The main effect of the proposal was not on Art. 16, but on Art.
 19.3. Names above the rank of genus, as the generic names themselves,
 were single-element names. Having autonyms at these ranks posed a
 number of problems unknown in the lower categories. From the form
 of a name, one could not tell whether or not it was used as an autonym,
 nor whether an autonym should at all be used. A well-known example
 among tribal names: Lactuceae was correct for a tribe of the Composi-
 tae (or Asteraceae), when placed in the Cichoriaceae the same tribe was
 to be called Cichorieae (an autonym). A more disturbing example: it
 was nomenclaturally impossible to recognize subfamilies or tribes within
 the Caricaceae, since the taxon including Carica could not bear any
 valid name other than Caricoideae/Cariceae, but could not bear either
 name because of earlier, valid homonyms based on Carex. Here, then,
 nomenclature directly limited taxonomy. A case like this could not be
 resolved, and was a strong argument for restricting the effects of the
 autonym rule to the ranks below genus. This was what the proposal
 would achieve.

 On a card vote (204 yes, 194 no) Prop. A failed to reach the required
 60 % majority and was therefore rejected.

 SIXTH SESSION

 Wednesday, 19 August 1981, 2:00 - 5:30 p.m.

 (Chair: Eichler)

 Recommendation 16 A

 Prop. A (11 : 132: 1 : 2): Ruled as rejected.
 On the wish of Hawksworth who had to leave, Art. 59 was discussed

 next.

 Discussion on names of fungi with a pleomorphic life cycle

 Art. 59 Prop. A had not been discussed by the Committee for Fungi
 and Lichens. Hawksworth stated that it would become redundant if

 Prop. B was accepted. Action was therefore deferred.
 Korf, supported by Meikle, suggested that Art. 59 Prop. C, being an

 amendment to Art. 59 Prop. B, be acted upon first. The published
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 committee report indicated a split vote on this, but a revised report
 now indicated a switch of opinion (7 yes, 1 abstaining).

 At the request of the vice-rapporteur, Hawksworth explained that
 Art. 59 Prop. B was basically a simplification and extension of the pre-
 sent rule, providing a much more workable system. This had been the
 subject of three different proposals at the Leningrad Congress, all refer-
 red back to the special committee. The present proposal had been
 worked out by a subcommittee of the International Mycological
 Association, and the wording was essentially that of the late Dr. Were-
 sub. Art. 59 Props. C and D, modifying parts of the basic proposal,
 arose from later work of the subcommittee, after the 2nd International
 Mycological Congress, and had not been debated by as large an audience.
 The difference between Art. 59 Prop. B and Prop. C was basically that,
 under the latter, transfer of the name of an anamorph into a teleo-
 morphic genus was not automatically accepted as constituting a new
 combination based on the anamorphic type. If at the same time the
 required elements for the valid publication of a new taxon, pertaining
 to the perfect state, were provided, the name was to be regarded as
 new, with a new, teleomorphic type. Hawksworth then explained the
 Mycosphaerella example hoping that it would help to clarify rather
 than to confuse - the matter being indeed very complex.

 McNeill wondered how the extraordinary switch in the opinion of
 the special committee, from 5 : 5 to 7 0, had come about. The rappor-
 teur explained that they had taken a new vote after remodelling the
 committee. Petersen, the secretary of the committee, had notified him
 of the revised vote in April. He recommended that the section should
 follow this clearcut committee vote, since the proposals had been consi-
 dered at great length both by the IMC subcommittee and the Commit-
 tee for Fungi and Lichens.

 Nicolson would vote exactly what the special committee advised, as
 soon as it was made quite clear which was the proposal they favoured.
 The rapporteur confirmed that it was Art. 59 Prop. C. This was accep-
 ted.

 The chair ruled that Art. 59 Props. D and E, also amending B, would
 be acted upon next. McNeill withdrew Art. 59 Prop. E which had been
 made immaterial by the acceptance of C. The Editorial Committee
 could still use the examples associated with his proposal.

 Art. 59 Prop. D, which had been favoured (9: 1) by the Committee
 for Fungi and Lichens, was accepted.

 Art. 59 Prop. B was supported by a majority (7 : 3) of the Commit-
 tee for Fungi and Lichens. Margadant asked for a statement of opinion
 by the dissenting minority - but none was present. The proposal, as
 amended by Art. 59 Props. C and D, was accepted.

 Art.59 Prop. A, being now redundant, was ruled to be rejected.
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 The proposed new Rec. 59B, favoured (9: 1) by the Committee
 for Fungi and Lichens, was discussed next. Greuter wondered whether
 this was not superfluous, since non-adherence to the recommendation
 would constitute an error to be corrected under the now adopted
 wording of Art. 59 (Prop. C). Korf explained that this was only partly
 true. The use of the designation 'anam. nov.' should be recommended
 and deserved a place in the Code.

 Margadant did not see the logic of the proposal. It stated in essence
 that a 'new form' should be published as a 'new species' or as a 'new
 form'. Forma was a definite taxonomic rank. Korf explained that
 'form', in this context, did not mean 'forma', but referred to an ana-
 morphic, or teleomorphic, state.

 Hawksworth further explained that an anamorph was not a species,
 but a part of the life cycle of a species. The recommendation made it
 clear that anyone describing such a state acted as though he was publi-
 shing a new species, but should preferably use the designation anamor-
 phosis nova instead of species nova. This was quite clear to mycologists
 (hilarity).

 Yeo asked whether a better wording could not be found. The phrase
 'a new form of propagation', to designate a taxon, sounded odd to a
 non-mycologist. Sutton proposed such a rewording, substituting
 'morph' for 'form of propagation' and for 'form', as in the original text.
 New Rec. 59 B Prop. A, thus amended, was accepted with the under-
 standing that it be modified by the Editorial Committee).

 Article 17

 Prop. A (4 : 134 : 1 : 6) was raised again from the floor by the pro-
 poser, Silva. It had three parts. The first was designed to eliminate an
 inconsistency of the present Code, which under Rec. 16A gave two
 ways of forming names at the higher ranks (division to subclass), then
 in Art. 17.1 (ordinal and subordinal names) began with 'if but never
 told what the second possibility was. The proposal corrected this defi-
 ciency, spelling out the alternative, i.e., descriptive names. The second
 part introduced the requirement of legitimacy for family names on
 which higher ranking names could be based. This principle had been
 accepted at the Montreal Congress, but got lost at the ranks above
 family when, also in Montreal, these ranks were exempted from priority
 and typification. These two parts should be taken up again, separately
 if required, in spite of the heavily negative mail vote. When he had read
 the rapporteurs' objection that the proposal led to names like 'Legumi-
 nosales' etc. he couldn't believe it - and then realized that the objection
 was just as valid with the present wording which, for that part, he had
 not cared to change. This would at any rate have to be considered by
 the Editorial Committee.
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 Greuter admitted the last point: the present Code was also, though
 less obviously, defective in this respect. There still were two valid objec-
 tions against the proposal: it would introduce yet another new date
 into the Code in its last sentence, removal of which would certainly
 make the remainder more acceptable; and it would continue to permit
 the formation of names ending in -ales from alternative family names
 that were not based on the name of a genus. He was prepared to sup-
 port the proposal if these points could be taken care of.

 Silva was quite happy to withdraw the last sentence of his proposal.
 He had not even mentioned it before, assuming that it was not salvage-
 able.

 McNeill had not even been aware of the existence of ordinal names

 that were not based on family names. How numerous were these, and
 did we need them at all? Nicolson pointed out that three such examples
 of ordinal names, and one descriptive subordinal name, were listed as
 examples in the present Code. Cronquist, although not a friend of de-
 scriptive ordinal names, did not think that we were ready at this time to
 rule them out. Let usage progress, first.

 Meikle noted that, now that the last sentence had been removed, the
 proposal did not in substance add to or subtract from the present rule.
 McNeill replied that, now that the last sentence had been removed, the
 wording of the proposal seemingly commended the use of descriptive
 ordinal names, whereas he himself favoured Cronquist's strategy to let
 them atrophy. He preferred to leave the present wording, and let time
 take its course.

 Greuter moved an amendment to the proposal, to insert the words
 'based on a generic name' after 'name of an included family'. This was
 admittedly new ground. There was presently no guidance on this matter
 in the Code. There was no family Leguminaceae nor Leguminosaceae,
 why should there be an order Leguminales or Leguminosales, and how
 to decide which variant was correct? Cronquist thought that the pro-
 blem was more theoretical than practical, and that no one would create
 such names now - or no one would be listening.

 Christensen addressed an editorial question. Ordinal names were not
 formed by adding -ales to the stem of a family name, as the Code had
 it, but to the stem of the generic name on which the name of the family
 was based. He drew attention to the existence of a few names of orders

 based on generic names without a corresponding family name, such as
 Bacillariales where Bacillaria was a member of the Nitzschiaceae.

 McNeill would have the proposal rejected and the Greuter amend-
 ment referred to the Editorial Committee, whereas Meikle wanted to
 vote the proposal except the last sentence but without further amend-
 ments. Nicolson would first vote down the proposal and then introduce
 the proposed amendment into the present text of Art. 17.
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 Greuter upheld his motion, replying to Cronquist that the present
 wording of the proposal could be taken to compel those using Legumi-
 nosae rather than Fabaceae, to use Legumin(os)ales rather than Fabales.
 The motion was seconded and carried.

 Prop. A, as amended, was accepted.

 Prop. B (23 : 33 : 0: 91). Margadant requested that the proposal be
 accepted, not merely referred to the Editorial Committee. Greuter
 explained that any change that affected the meaning not only the wor-
 ding had to be voted upon by yes or no; only if, in the spirit of the sec-
 tion, no factual change was involved should a proposal be referred to
 the Editorial Committee. The section felt that, here, the latter applied:
 Editorial Committee.

 Article 18

 Prop. A (13 : 131 : 1 : 4): Ruled as rejected.

 Prop. B (7: 120 : 2: 10). Demoulin raised the proposal again, since
 it conditioned many of the later proposals on orthography, and rejec-
 tion would leave many questions unresolved. He asked for a general dis-
 cussion of the question at this stage. The chair asked for the opinion of
 the section, and upon a vote it was decided that discussion be deferred
 to the orthography section (when the proposal was rejected and there-
 by referred to the Special Committee on Orthography - see p. 97).

 Prop. C (17: 112: 3:12) was similarly postponed (and rejected,
 being thereby referred to the Special Committee on Orthography -see
 p. 97).

 Article 19

 Prop. A (17 : 26 : 3 : 97): Referred to the Editorial Committee, to
 be disposed of in conformity with later decisions on Art. 61.

 Prop. B (54: 81: 3: 5).
 Brummitt found the proposal to be illogical, unnecessary, and very

 easy to be argued against, yet he found himself speaking as strongly as
 possible in its favour. The situation was unique, the Leguminosae being
 a large family of great economic importance. Many people worked on it
 all their life, and most of them used the subfamily name Papilionoideae
 and would, whatever we decided, continue to do so. A major revision of
 the family had recently been published, using the name Papilionoideae.
 One might ask: why yet another exception just to please a few people?
 There was no logic behind it whatsoever: this was an appeal from the
 heart to the heart.
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 Meikle was completely at one, and of the same heart, as Brummitt.
 We might be stupid, but why should we be dull. These little eccentrici-
 ties in the Code should be treasured. Cronquist was glad to find himself
 in agreement, both practically and emotionally, with Brummitt and
 Meikle. Frodin also agreed: people who wanted to use Faboideae could
 still do so under this proposal.

 Pedley opposed this on principle, irrespective of his regard for Brum-
 mitt and Meikle. He would rather eliminate the existing duplication of
 family names which, especially in the case of the Leguminosae, led to a
 great deal of confusion.

 Greuter drew attention to the last sentence of the rapporteurs'
 comments: "One may question the wisdom of inserting yet another
 provision into the Code dealing with the application of a single name".
 He wholeheartedly concurred with Meikle that the triplet rule on
 Leguminosae / Papilionaceae / Fabaceae now in the Code was an eccen-
 tricity, and was prepared to treasure that one - but should not one
 eccentricity be enough?

 On a card vote, Prop. B was accepted (255 yes, 151 no).

 Prop. C (50: 95 : 2 : 1): Rejected by previous action - see p. 30
 (but replaced by the new Demoulin-Korf proposal - see p. 32).

 Prop. D (33: 109 : 2 : 0): Rejected by previous action - see p. 29.

 Prop. E (69: 67: 4: 0): Rejected by previous action - see p. 31.

 Article 21

 Prop. A (98: 49: 1 : 2) and Prop. C (88 : 57 :: 13) were alterna-
 tive wordings having an identical effect. The chair ruled that, if they
 were accepted in principle, the choice of the wording would be left with
 the Editorial Committee.

 Brummitt said that this matter had come up as a side-issue in the
 Committee on Autonyms, which had voted 4 : 1 in-favour of Prop. C.
 The rule in question had been followed by some but ignored by others
 - he could not say what the proportion was, so he had no strong feel-
 ings either way.

 McNeill, as one who had in fact once applied the rule when rejecting
 Bromus sect. Bromopsis, spoke for the proposal. There was no point in
 rejecting such names which did not imply being the 'typical' section -
 rather the reverse.

 Chapman feared confusion of a subgenus whose name was formed
 from the generic name by the addition of -oides or -opsis, with related
 genera that might bear the same name.
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 Margadant felt that a name like Cenchrus cenchrusopsis or whatever
 it might be was illogical, meaning Cenchrus looking like a Cenchrus.

 Nicolson reminded Chapman that subgeneric names were binomial
 combinations, not monomials, so that the problem of confusion with a
 generic name did not arise.

 Veldkamp drew attention to the situation at the species level, where
 the same terminations were acceptable and had often to be used, as e.g.
 in Stipa stipoides. Having a different rule at the higher level was illogical.

 Greuter explained that the main reason for the proposal was not
 even that the rule was unfair and illogical, but that it had been virtually
 ignored by most people. As an editor, he had seen several examples of
 unawareness of this provision, including one case, the Andine Valeriana
 sect. Valerianopsis, where no other name was available.

 The proposals were accepted, the choice of the wording being left
 to the Editorial Committee.

 Prop. B (58: 82 : 1: 7) had been withdrawn - see p. 22.

 Article 22

 Prop. A (45: 96 : 1: 1): Rejected by previous action - see p. 29.

 Prop. B (46: 89: 1: 3).
 Brummitt recommended that this proposal, together with Art. 26

 Prop. B, be both referred to the Editorial Committee. Some parts of
 them had to be abandoned in view of the decisions taken on autonyms,
 while other parts were still most welcome clarifications of the present
 wording. The chair ruled that Brummitt's recommendation be treated
 as a motion, which was carried: Editorial Committee.

 Prop. C (88 : 52 : :1).
 Greuter stated that this proposal was antagonistic to Art. 26 Prop. C,

 both concerning the range of application of the autonym rule. There
 had been a curious asymmetry in the past Codes in this respect, which
 many people had not in fact noticed. Below the genus, the autonym
 rule was operative only at the ranks of subgenus and section, while
 below the species it applied at each and every rank. Both cited propo-
 sals aimed at establishing an equilibrium, but in opposite directions:
 that on Art. 22, by McNeill, would extend the application of the auto-
 nym rule to all ranks between genus and species, while that on Art. 26,
 by himself, would restrict it to the ranks of subspecies and variety,
 below the species level. In view, on one hand, of the rejection of the
 'generalized use' of autonyms and, on the other hand, of the clear pre-
 ference of the mail vote he now wanted to withdraw Art. 26 Prop. C in
 favour of the present proposal.
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 McNeill hoped that, after this withdrawal, the way was now free to
 rule for the consistent usage which most of us had assumed was already
 in the Code. It would be strange to keep excluding the ranks between
 section and species from the operation of the autonym rule for, appa-
 rently, nothing else than a historic reason.

 D'Arcy felt that all the proposal would achieve was improving the
 so-called beauty or symmetry of the Code. Work had been done, in the
 past, by using the Code as it stood without difficulty.

 Margadant, while usually against any change in the Code, would vote
 for this one because of symmetry.

 Meikle had, a little while ago, spoken in favour of little eccentricities
 in the rules - but here the present situation was not a little eccentri-
 city, it was an irregularity and a nuisance. He was all in favour of the
 proposal.

 Prop. C was accepted.

 Now that Art. 22 Prop. C had been so overwhelmingly accepted,
 Veldkamp presented van Steenis's congratulations to the section, who
 had asked him, in case this should happen, to say how very glad he, van
 Steenis, was that they had finally come to their senses: in 1950 he had
 been the only out of 300 delegates to vote in favour of what had been
 accepted now.

 Article 23

 Prop. A (37 : 101:0: 11).

 Fosberg opposed the proposal on the grounds that it would still
 further extend the application of the tautonym rule of which he had
 never approved.

 McNeill agreed with Fosberg's view of the tautonym rule as a nui-
 sance, but this led him to the opposite conclusion. We had unfortuna-
 tely had that rule for so long that it had become an inalienable part of
 the Code. A name like Lycopersicon lycopersicum came so close to a
 tautonym that it should be treated as such.

 Eichler noted that, in the last-named case, rejection against a con-
 served name was now a possibility.

 Greuter suggested that action be postponed till one knew what the
 decisions on Art. 75, dealing with orthographic variants, looked like.
 The present uncertain application of that article had been the main rea-
 son, for the rapporteurs, to advise against the proposal.

 Decision was postponed (and the proposal eventually rejected - see
 p. 102).
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 Prop. B(54: 78 :0: 11).

 Brummitt thought that there was nothing, in the Code, to prevent
 the use of epithets like, e.g., 99. A name could be taken from any
 source whatsoever. Art. 23.6 (b) was scarcely applicable. Was this really
 desirable?

 Greuter wondered whether 'Parodia centralis var. H-2', quoted as
 example, was actually published with a Latin description and citation
 of a type. If not, the 'name' was anyway not validly published, and he
 was unwilling to introduce into the Code rules that did not apply to
 any known example. Furthermore, was there not, somewhere in the
 Code, an exhaustive enumeration of signs not belonging to the Latin
 alphabet, permissible in Latin plant names? The letters w, g and k were
 listed there, but certainly not the Arabic numerals! [The relevant pro-
 vision is Art. 73.4].

 Prop. B was rejected.

 Prop. C (18: 36 :6: 81).

 Fosberg had no objection to the suggestion in the rapporteurs' com-
 ments, so long as the Editorial Committee was really instructed to in-
 sert this as an example. He believed, however, that we would thereby
 reject those names for the wrong reason. He had been discussing this
 question with many people, yet he was not convinced that we knew
 what Linnaeus intended, in spite of the lengthy introduction. His main
 concern was that we got rid of those names once and for all, without
 possibility of further argument.

 The rapporteur noted that there was precedent for instructing the
 Editorial Committee to insert a given example, while normally it had
 complete liberty to add or remove examples. Cronquist moved that the
 Editorial Committee be so instructed, in accordance with what was said
 in the rapporteurs' comments, and his motion was seconded and car-
 ried. Editorial Committee.

 Steam added a comment to the attention of the Editorial Commit-
 tee: 'Stickman's dissertation', as other Linnean dissertations, was essen-
 tially the work of Linnaeus, and authorship should be attributed to him
 alone, in accordance with academic procedure in Uppsala and in a few
 other Swedish and German universities at that time.

 The rapporteur asked whether any mycologist present intended to
 raise again the case of the Secretan example. This was not the case.

 Article 25

 Prop. A (32 : 12 : 88: 4), recommended (9: 1) by the Committee
 for Fungi and Lichens: Accepted.
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 Article 26

 Prop. A (46 94: 4: 1): Rejected by previous action - see p. 29.

 Prop. B (43: 87: 4: 3) had been referred to the Editorial Commit-
 tee together with Art. 22 Prop. B -- see p. 63.

 Prop. C (23 : 11 1 : 2) had been withdrawn in favour of Art. 22
 Prop. C - see p. 63.

 Article 28

 Prop. A (39: 5: 2: 102): Editorial Committee.

 Article 29

 Eichler introduced the question of effective publication, largely
 caused by new developments in duplicating techniques. The mail ballot
 tabulation that had been distributed had been typed on an IBM Com-
 poser then copied by photostat, but could hardly be distinguished from
 traditional printed matter. Several proposals had been made, two of
 them, Props. B and F, suggesting the set-up of a Special Committee on
 Effective Publication. This was presumably the only sensible action we
 could take at this stage, and should be voted upon first.

 Brummitt said that there were two aspects to effective publication:
 the definition of printed matter, which was a clear-cut issue (Prop. E)
 on which we might decide then and there; and the highly complex
 matter of the requirement of distribution which should be dealt with by
 a special committee. Many new names had been published in works that
 were mimeographed, cyclostyled, or duplicated by other non-conven-
 tional means, and their status was presently in doubt: a solution of this
 question was therefore urgent.

 Greuter, seconded by the chair and the rapporteur, explained that
 there would be a vote on the principle of establishing a special commit-
 tee, such as was suggested by Props. B and F. Such a committee would
 have power to study all questions relevant to effective publication,
 whether or not they were referred to it by the section. The other pro-
 posals on Art. 29 would then be voted on individually, rejection imply-
 ing that they were referred to the special committee.

 The chair added that a vote for a special committee would imply
 authorizing the General Committee to set it up. The establishment of a
 Special Committee on Effective Typification was accepted.
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 Prop. A (6: 89 : 64 : 0).
 McNeill introduced the proposal as an attempt, by Weresub and him-

 self, to come up with some ideas that would help to resolve the prob-
 lem. Clearly most of this should be referred to the special committee.
 He wanted to raise a single question now for further discussion: what
 was the status of theses published, primarily from N. American univer-
 sities, by University Microfilms of Ann Arbor Inc.? They were generally
 not regarded as effectively published. However in the light of present
 criteria for effective publication, as analyzed by Nicolson in 'Taxon',
 there was apparently no way of ruling them out. Was it not desirable
 that this Congress legislate against the effective status of such publica-
 tions? Upon a question by Greuter, McNeill made it explicit that, if a
 clear opinion of the section on this question should emerge, a concrete
 proposal to deal with that particular facet of the problem could be put
 forward at one of the next sessions. For the remainder, he moved that
 the proposal be referred to the special committee upon rejection, but
 would welcome some further discussion to enlighten the work of that
 committee.

 Voss had been using the microfilm provision as a criterion for
 denying the status of effective publications to such theses. They were
 initially microfilmed, and copies were produced from microfilm on
 demand. He realized, though, that there was a problem. We now had
 all kinds of texts published on demand by a publisher from a manu-
 script copy, and limiting the issue to theses was not justified.

 McNeill rephrased his former statement. He was happy to see his
 proposal referred to the special committee, but wanted to draw the
 section's attention to the fact that for the moment, in doing so, mate-
 rial such as he had described must be regarded as effectively published,
 and could be the source of validly published names taking their priority
 from the date at which at least two copies were deposited in institution-
 al libraries.

 Chapman asked McNeill whether he would be willing to include
 Props. B to G in his motion, so that they would en bloc be rejected and
 referred to the special committee. McNeill was prepared to do so for
 Prop. B, while Prop. C was an editorial matter, and the proposers should
 be asked for the remainder. Brummitt insisted on a separate vote on
 Prop. E; if rejected, it would still go to the special committee. The chair
 ruled that each proposal would be acted upon individually.

 Prop. A was referred to the Special Committee on Effective Publica-
 tion (and thereby rejected).

 Prop. B (101 : 41: 23 : 1) was referred to the Special Committee on
 Effective Publication (meaning in effect that it was accepted).

 Ahti drew attention to a sheet, with two proposals by Isoviita, that
 had been distributed in this session. The first of these proposals asked
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 that the special committee, under (iii) of Prop. B, pay special attention
 to the problem of new names appearing in non-scientific newspapers
 published before 1953.

 Prop. C (17 : 102 : 14 : 20) had been so heavily defeated in the mail
 vote that the rapporteur questioned the wisdom of referring it to the
 Editorial Committee as McNeill had suggested.

 Ahti moved to amend Prop. C in conformity with the second Isoviita
 proposal, as distributed, to the effect that, in Art. 29.5, the words 'a
 new name' be replaced by 'a nomenclatural contribution', and that the
 following sentence be added to Art. 29.1: "The provisions on effective
 publication apply to the publication not only of new names, but also
 to any other action that affects nomenclature".

 Voss declared that he would be very unhappy with such a broad
 wording. He did not know what either 'nomenclatural contribution' or
 'action that affects nomenclature' meant. The case of lectotypification
 was clear enough, but what with establishing an exact date of publica-
 tion? There were all kinds of actions 'affecting nomenclature'.

 McNeil thought that the negative mail vote just reflected the rappor-
 teurs' comments that the proposal was superfluous. This might possibly
 be so - but whereas Art. 29.5 referred specifically to 'publication of a
 new name', Art. 35.2 had 'a new name or combination'. It seemed as if
 in some cases we were considering a new name as covering all kinds of
 nomenclatural novelties while in others we made a distinction between
 new names and new combinations. This was a matter of editorial consis-

 tency and had little to do with effective publication.
 Greuter agreed that, insofar as the original proposal was concerned,

 this was an editorial matter. The proposed amendment, however, was
 far from being merely editorial. To him, it was perfectly clear what
 'actions affecting nomenclature' were: all those actions based on prio-
 rity which affected the status of names, such as lectotypification and
 the 'first reviewer's rule'. It was an obvious lacuna that the Code no-

 where explicitly required effective publication of such 'nomenclatural
 contributions' - although this requirement was, tacitly, universally
 accepted. The wording of Ahti's amendment would, if carried, de-
 mand editorial attention. The new sentence should presumably begin
 with 'The requirement for' (not: 'provisions on'): 'action that affects
 nomenclature' might be replaced by 'nomenclatural action involving
 priority'. In essence, though, the proposed amendment would fill a real
 gap in the Code.

 Voss stressed that the problem addressed by the Ahti amendment
 should be solved - but not by referring it to the Editorial Committee.
 As the Code now stood, it was not required that the designation of a
 lectotype be effected in print: you could scrawl it on a herbarium spec-
 imen. If someone wrote 'type' on a herbarium sheet and someone else
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 later designated a different type in print, which one was to be follow-
 ed?

 Demoulin moved that, except for the original Prop. C, all proposals
 on Art. 29, including Ahti's amendment, be referred to the special
 committee, and that the Editorial Committee be instructed to place a
 note into the next Code, reading: "A special committee has been ap-
 pointed to investigate the problems of effective publication. Caution
 should be used in any move to accept or reject dubious names in the
 meantime".

 Brummitt asked again for a show of hands on Prop. E, to find out
 whether the section favoured its being referred to the special committee
 or wanted to vote it straightaway. He felt that members from the floor
 should not keep usurping the chair's prerogatives by proposing motions
 on how to proceed. Hnatiuk moved an amendment to the Demoulin
 motion so as to allow a separate vote on Prop. E. Demoulin accepted
 the amendment.

 Faegri hoped that acceptance of Prop. E would not be construed to
 bind the hands of the special committee. It was useful as an interim
 stop-gap measure, but was obviously incomplete.

 V. Jones wanted a separate vote on Prop. F which had been over-
 whelmingly supported by the mail vote.

 In view of an increasing trend toward chaos, Greuter noticed that if
 the goal of Demoulin's motion had been to save time it had obviously
 failed. The rapporteur recommended that the section should vote down
 the motion so that we could proceed stepwise. Demoulin's motion, as
 amended by Hnatiuk, was voted upon and - carried!

 Prop. C - excluding Ahti's amendment, referred to the Special Com-
 mittee on Effective Publication by acceptance of the Demoulin motion
 - was then referred to the Editorial Committee.

 Prop. D (20: 42 : 18 : 72): Referred to the Special Committee on
 Effective Publication through adoption of the Demoulin motion (and
 thereby rejected).

 Prop. E (56: 40: 58: 3): Rejected - and explicitly referred to the
 Special Committee on Effective Publication by an additional vote.

 Prop. F (117 : 25 : 24 : 1): Referred to the Special Committee on
 Effective Publication through adoption of the Demoulin motion (mean-
 ing in effect that it was accepted).

 Prop. G (12: 90: 55 : 0): Referred to the Special Committee on
 Effective Publication through adoption of the Demoulin motion (and
 thereby rejected).
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 Baer, commenting on Prop. E and on Art. 29 generally, foresaw
 rapid developments in communication technology which would very
 likely make obsolete any current means of publication and text duplica-
 tion. These would be replaced by electronic means including digital
 storage and microwave communication, so that hard copy would be
 available on demand anywhere in the world. Already by the next Con-
 gress, important changes in this field would have taken place This was
 an ammonition, to the special committee, to be ready for the electronic
 age.

 Steam, as a former librarian, called attention to the question of
 permanency of the printed material. A number of the earlier methods
 had resulted in non-permanency, and their products were now hardly
 readable at all. Botany was not merely a science for today, but for
 future ages.

 Recommendation 29A

 Greuter brought up a late proposal by Dahlgren and Friis (Taxon 30:
 500), affecting this recommendation, and asked Demoulin whether this,
 if accepted, would take care of the suggested cautionary note in his
 earlier motion, of which no written text was available. The proposal
 explicitly intended to provide a non-mandatory interim solution, pen-
 ding the deliberations of the Special Committee on Effective Publica-
 tion and, hopefully, consequent action on Art. 29 at the next congress.

 Cronquist found the proposal unacceptable. He had himself publi-
 shed new combinations and names of new taxa in floras, and these had
 a wider circulation than most periodicals in which such names might
 otherwise be validated. There was no reason to discriminate floras

 against journals in this respect.
 Faegri disagreed: Floras often had a dense distribution locally, but

 very few had as wide a distribution as a good journal.
 Steam said that there were very different kinds of floras. In Britain,

 for example, there was any number of small local floras of very limited
 distribution. He recommended to amend 'floras' to 'local floras' in the
 proposed Rec. 29A.1.

 Voss pointed out that, unfortunately, there were also small local
 journals. We were getting into this whole matter of definition again,
 which we should leave to the special committee and not try to antici-
 pate their decisions by adopting such detailed recommendations.

 Christensen proposed that Rec. 29A.1 and 29A.2. as submitted, be
 voted upon separately. The second seemed uncontroversial.

 The proposal was seconded. Margadant formally moved Steam's
 suggested amendment of 29A.1 by insertion of 'local' before 'floras',
 which also was seconded.
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 McNeil agreed with Voss and recommended that the whole proposal
 be referred to the special committee. The amendment to 'local floras'
 misunderstood the thrust of the proposal, to ban effective publication
 of names from anything else than serials, and eventually to a limited
 number of these.

 Fosberg pointed out that these were recommendations, not rules.
 They were, in his opinion, mostly perfectly good suggestions and might
 deter some people from doing foolish things until the special committee
 had functioned - which would not be soon.

 Christensen's motion to split the proposal was carried.

 Referring to the proposed Rec. 29A. 1, Cronquist remarked that it
 was sometimes difficult to distinguish between a flora and a serial. The
 'Vascular Plants of the Pacific Northwest' appeared as vol. 17 (1-5) of
 the 'University of Washington Publications in Biology'.

 Greuter stated that Rec. 29A.1, as proposed, was entirely new
 matter and, to judge from the comments just made, was highly contro-
 versial. The proposed Rec. 29A.2 was only a rewording and slight
 expansion of the present Rec. 29A. 1.

 Veldkamp spoke against Margadant's motion to amend the proposal.
 'Flora malesiana' might be regarded as a local flora by some, although it
 covered a fairly large portion of the world. Fosberg replied that some
 things could be safely left to individual judgement, especially in a recom-
 mendation.

 McCusker, representing an organization charged with preparing a
 flora of an area in which there were literally thousands of undescribed
 species, found it impossible to support the recommendation. She also
 opposed the amendment, the term 'local' being too vague. The 'local'
 flora of Western Australia covered an area about the size of continental
 Europe.

 Frodin, in preparing a 'Guide to standard floras of the world', had
 tried to work out the admittedly difficult distinction between 'major'
 and 'minor' floras. This 'Guide' might provide a useful standard.

 Faegri wondered that no one had mentioned the most interesting
 consequence of the proposal: it would recommend against monographs.

 On a vote, Margadant's amendment was defeated. The proposed Rec.
 29A. 1 was rejected (and thereby referred to the Special Committee on
 Effective Publication).

 Hnatiuk moved an amendment to the proposed Rec 29A.2, since he
 opposed its portion giving examples because these were incomplete and
 partly objectionable - offset printing, too, was a photocopying process!
 This enumeration simply did not make sense, and would do so even less
 in two years from now. The portion from the words 'as for example'
 down to 'typewriter' should be deleted. Cronquist objected that the
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 following 'i.e.' clause was an illustration of what we were going to
 delete. The rapporteur replied that the Editorial Committee would take
 care of this. Hnatiuk's motion, having been seconded, was voted upon
 and carried.

 The newly proposed Rec. 29A.2 was accepted as amended.
 The chair brought up for discussion another proposal that had been

 handed in late: the proposal, by Eichler, of a new cautionary note
 under Art. 29 (Taxon 30: 501).

 Margadant thought this to be a very good warning, but that it would
 be faster and much more appropriate to repeat its publication in
 'Taxon' rather than to include it in the Code where it did not belong.

 Greuter moved an amendment, to remove the last sentence of the
 proposed note. After this, the proposal could be referred to the Edito-
 rial Committee in order to be suitably combined with the note in
 Demoulin's earlier motion, with which it largely coincided at least as
 to intent. Demoulin agreed, and the motion was seconded and put to
 the vote. Since the issue on a show of cards was uncertain, and time was
 running short, Greuter withdrew his motion. He explained that, if the
 proposal was now rejected, the Editorial Committee would have to
 insert a note in conformity with the accepted Demoulin motion, and
 that this note would in essence coincide with the first sentence of the

 Eichler proposal but omit the second sentence. The chair ruled that
 rejection of the proposal would mean that it was referred to the Edito-
 rial Committee.

 McNeill felt that the proposal was predicting in the wrong way what
 the special committee was going to recommend. It was more likely that
 it would tighten the requirements on distribution than the definition of
 'printed matter'. He hoped that the Editorial Committee, in drafting
 their note, would not take the present wording too literally.

 The proposed note was rejected and thereby referred to the Editorial
 Committee.

 SEVENTH SESSION

 Thursday, 20 August 1981, 9:05 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

 (Chair: Rollins)

 Article 32

 Prop. A (41 : 99 :4 : 6).
 Greuter moved an amendment, that the proposal be treated as three

 distinct proposals, corresponding to its three numbered paragraphs. This
 was agreed by the proposer and the chair.
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 Meikle had been surprised by the negative mail vote, since the aim of
 his proposal was to bring Art. 32 in line with current practice. The
 situation was best explained by the example of Adenanthera bicolor
 Moon, a name validly published by reference to a Rumphian description
 and plate, to be typified by an element from the Rumphian protologue
 (and a nomenclatural synonym of Inga clypearia) - but which, as
 demonstrated by a specimen at Kew, was in the author's intent to apply
 to a quite different taxon. The words 'of it', in Art. 32.1 (which, inter-
 estingly, were absent from the French and German text of earlier edi-
 tions of the Code), seemingly implied that A. bicolor was not validly
 published: the description did not apply to the taxon to be named. A
 literal application of this would signify a departure from the type
 method and a return to the circumscription method. In cases when
 conspecificity of the plant to be named and the plant described was
 open to doubt or argument, validity of publication would be altogether
 uncertain. The proposed deletion of the words 'of it' - which, inciden-
 tally, were extremely bad English - would resolve the problem.

 Prop. A (1) was accepted.

 Prop. A (2), Greuter explained, ruled on the way in which a type
 was to be selected. A similar issue had been addressed by Art. 8 Prop. A,
 now referred to the Special Committee on Lectotypification. He was
 inclined to recommend the present proposal for immediate adoption,
 although the wording would require editorial attention: the term 'pro-
 tologue' was here applied in a sense that was inconsistent with its defi-
 nition elsewhere in the Code. Should the proposal be rejected, the chair
 might rule that it be also referred to the Special Committee on Lectoty-
 pification. The proposal was, however, accepted.

 Greuter moved an amendment to Prop. A (3), the present wording
 being unsatisfactory since it did not even say that the previous descrip-
 tion had to have anything to do with the taxon at all. The intent of the
 proposal would be achieved by taking the present text of Art. 32.3
 after deletion of the last 10 words, placing a full stop after 'applies'.
 Meikle accepted the amendment, which indeed took care of his concern
 - even if it meant that the sentence would end rather abruptly.

 Cronquist had not quite grasped the significance of deleting these
 words. The provision meant the same to him either way, the deleted
 words being still implied. Greuter replied that there was a difference in
 philosophy: the present wording clearly implied use of the circumscrip-
 tion method, while after the proposed deletion the type method could
 be applied. Demoulin still did not see the point: could there be a way
 to consider, upon validation by indirect reference, that there was a dis-
 crepancy between the concept of the validating and that of the origina-
 ting author?

 Prop. A (3) was accepted as amended.
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 Prop. B (15: 125: 2 : 6): Ruled as rejected consequent to rejection
 of Art. 11 Prop. B and C.

 Prop. C (37 94: 2 : 2) could, as Greuter explained, be referred to
 the Editorial Committee to be dealt with in conformity with earlier
 decisions on autonyms. This meant that the fiist part of the proposal
 would stand, whereas the second part had become irrelevant. Editorial
 Committee.

 Article 33

 Brummitt said that the more one had to deal with indexing names as
 valid or invalid the more one realized that the Code was ambiguous on
 many points. In the compilation of the 'Index kewensis' such problems
 came up almost daily. In 1969 in Seattle a number of his proposals to
 clarify some of the issues - some of which he would not any longer
 favour now - had been rejected, leaving the old ambiguities. Kew had
 therefore felt obliged to put on paper its own policy in the matter,
 which had been published in 'Taxon' in 1974; but this had no other sta-
 tus than that of an internal, institutional policy. Because of all these
 problems it had now been felt at Kew that it was appropriate to ask for
 a Special Committee on Valid Publication, to which Art. 33 Props. A-C
 could be referred, and also Art. 37 Prop. A. He formally moved that the
 General Committee be instructed to set up such a committee. Chapman,
 having experienced daily exactly the same problems while preparing the
 'Australian plant name index', seconded the motion. In hundreds of
 cases, under a strict application of the rules, names that had been com-
 monly accepted for a couple of centuries, such as many of Poiret's in
 Lamarck's 'Encyclopedie methodique', proved to be invalid, which
 would lead to a lot of bibliographic work, many name changes and a
 general lack of stability.

 Hennebert had always considered that 'page', in Art. 33.6, meant
 'pagination' and had been surprised when discovering that the 'Index of
 fungi' applied a different policy. He was in favour of the intent of
 Prop. A.

 Cronquist was opposed to a special committee with a charge to con-
 sider valid publication in general, and moved an amendment to Brum-
 mitt's motion to the effect that the mandate of the special committee
 be limited to the issues raised by Art. 33 Prop. A, B, C and D. Brum-
 mitt, having been secretary of such a special committee, saw no way in
 which one could restrict what the committee wanted to talk about.

 Cronquist's motion was seconded and defeated.
 Fosberg asked whether the establishment of a special committee

 would prevent discussion of, and individual action on, proposals affec-
 ting Art. 33. The chair assured that these would be considered individu-
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 ally irrespective of the present issue. Faegri feared that such a commit-
 tee, if established, would have to some extent to cover the same ground
 as the Special Committee on Effective Publication.

 Greuter felt that the whole problem had arisen out of an abusively
 narrow interpretation of the present rules, but that it was not sufficient-
 ly complex and controversial to warrant the set-up of a special com-
 mittee. The rapporteurs, as was obvious from their comments, were in
 full agreement over the proper meaning of the words 'page reference'.
 It would be a waste of time and nomenclatural skill to let a whole com-

 mittee do their home-work on a quite clear portion of the Code
 which no future section, anyhow, would dare to change in view of the
 far-reaching consequences of any even minor modification on nomen-
 clatural stability. Fosberg, too, reminded the section that setting up a
 committee required that one found willing and competent people to
 serve, and that such people were not plentiful: one should save them
 for the really important tasks. Margadant opposed the committee, pre-
 ferring not to defer the decision on the individual proposals until the
 next congress.

 Meikle said that, while the attitude of Kew with respect to validity
 was indeed strict, it was not unduly strict. There was every transition
 between an obviously invalid name and one that fell just because of one
 minute technicality. The compilers of the 'Index kewensis' had found
 by bitter experience that one could not start to compromise here, but
 needed fixed principles to work on. In these circumstances he was all in
 favour of setting up a special committee, and suggested that so far as
 possible some of the people who worked on the indexing of names,
 having day-to-day experience of the difficulties involved, be appointed
 to membership of the committee.

 Henderson thought that the new autonym rule, leading to the valid
 publication of names that needed not be effectively published, also
 posed a problem that such a committee should consider. The chair
 noted that this would be taken care of by the Editorial Committee.

 Brummitt's motion to set up a Special Committee on Valid Publica-
 tion was carried on a card vote (217 yes, 190 no). After some debate,
 the chair had ruled that only a simple majority was required since this
 was a procedural matter and not a proposal to modify the Code.

 The chair suggested that the Special Committee on Valid Publication
 and that on Effective Publication might be combined. Faegri disagreed,
 but felt that some overlap in membership would be appropriate.

 Prop. A (52 : 80: 15: 11).
 Nicolson felt that regarding a multiple page reference as not warran-

 ting valid publication was inconsistent with the provision that indica-
 tion of a single, wrong page was a correctable bibliographic error. He
 strongly favoured the proposal.
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 Sutton endorsed Meikle's previous comments and opposed the pro-
 posal, although adoption would certainly simplify the problems faced
 by indexers, since it would provide the opportunity for abuse. Accep-
 ting as 'page reference' the citation of the full page spread of, say, a
 major monograph would be contrary to the spirit of the Code.

 Yeo interpreted the present requirement of 'page and plate reference'
 to stand for 'page reference and plate reference', where 'page reference'
 could easily be interpreted as 'reference to one or more pages'. Even the
 present wording, therefore, took care of Nicolson's point. McNeill con-
 curred and suggested that referral of the proposal to the Editorial Com-
 mittee would be amply sufficient.

 Prop. A was rejected and could be considered by the Special Com-
 mittee on Valid Publication.

 Prop. B (124 : 17 : 14: 5).
 Fosberg thought this to be an important, welcome change. 'Cited'

 was a precise and well understood term, whereas 'indicated' was com-
 pletely vague.

 Brummitt, without expressing a preference for one term or the other,
 pointed out that the choice would have an effect on the status of quite
 a number of names. This was one of the difficulties which the special
 committee should consider, and would have to consider upon a nega-
 tive vote.

 Prop. B was rejected (and thereby referred to the Special Committee
 on Valid Publication).

 Prop. C (123 : 15 : 14: 10) was, again on the advice of Brummitt,
 rejected (and thereby referred to the Special Committee on Valid Publi-
 cation).

 Prop. D (7 : 147 : 0 : 2): Ruled as rejected.

 Article 34

 Prop. A (16: 121: 1: 10).
 A.G. Jones agreed that the proposal, as it stood, was not acceptable,

 but wondered whether it could be salvaged by an amendment, to insert
 after 'simultaneously' the words 'for the same taxon and rank'. Greu-
 ter's advice was negative, since the amended wording would still appa-
 rently rule to make a taxonomic choice mandatory when, e.g., alterna-
 tive names of one species were published, with the same epithet, under
 different genera. Withdrawn.

 Prop. B (25 : 29 : 70 : 3), favoured (8: 2, 1 abstaining) by the Com-
 mittee for Fungi and Lichens, was accepted after correction of a mis-
 print (change of 34.3 to 34.1 (b)).
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 Prop. C (24 : 11: 61: 32), favoured (10: 0) by the Committee for
 Fungi and Lichens, was accepted.

 Prop. D (30 : 25 : 72 : 2), favoured (10 : 0) by the Committee for
 Fungi and Lichens, was likewise accepted.

 Prop. F (90 : 47 : 4 : 2).
 Fosberg had discussed this matter with Brummitt and conceded that

 all or most names of new taxa that had been mentioned incidentally
 were either accepted as validly published or else lacked a description.
 The same was not true, however, for new combinations. For these the
 provision was still needed.

 Demoulin still opposed the proposal and had got a few more possible
 examples of 'incidental mention', too involved to be explained here. He
 moved that the proposal be referred to the Special Committee on Valid
 Publication, and thought that it might also involve some aspects rele-
 vant to the work of the Special Committee on Effective Publication
 insofar as publication in non-scientific newspapers was concerned. One
 of his examples was Anabaena azollae, a well-known algal species whose
 first post-starting-point use appeared to be in a laboratory manual by
 Gerard.

 Margadant was against the proposal, knowing from his experience
 with the 'Index muscorum' that the rule was useful in many cases, al-
 though it was admittedly open to divergent interpretation.

 Cronquist, too, spoke against dropping the 'incidental mention' pro-
 vision, and also against referring it to the special committee. There were
 many cases of names casually introduced in primarily non-taxonomic
 publications, and the provision allowed to dispose of such names quick-
 ly without having to determine whether or not the other requirements
 for valid publication were met.

 Voss re-issued the plea for an example. The Editorial Committee had
 not, in 12 years, been presented with a single case of a name rejected
 solely on the basis of this rule. The proposal should be referred to the
 special committee, so that it could try and come up with some exam-
 ples. He was now inclined to retain the provision, not because of speci-
 fic names but of some generic names which nobody, apparently, had
 ever thought of.

 Greuter thought the Demoulin motion to be out of order. It was
 normal procedure that, when an appropriate special committee existed,
 proposals were, upon rejection, considered as referred to it for further
 consideration if appropriate. If one had to vote yes in order to refer the
 proposal to the special committee, those who wanted to accept it had
 no opportunity to do so. Thereupon, Demoulin withdrew his motion.

 Silva drew attention to the fact that the definition of 'incidental
 mention', in Art. 34.3, was completely nonsensical. That definition was
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 not of 'incidental', but of 'unintentional' mention, which was like
 defining an apple by giving the characteristics of an orange. Bory de
 Saint-Vincent, in a geographical work, had published an appendix of
 new taxa: this was 'incidental', but certainly not unintentional!

 Brummitt, who had now inflicted this issue on three successive con-
 gresses, had in the last six years corresponded with all who had former-
 ly opposed the proposal, and no one had come up with an example to
 the point. If taken seriously, the provision would invalidate many cur-
 rently accepted names. Why should we leave in the Code a provision
 that was not to be taken seriously? He would like not to inflict this
 issue on the Special Committee on Valid Publication, which would have
 enough up its sleeve without this one.

 Greuter agreed and would go even further. There were very many ex-
 amples the Editorial Committee could list under this provision - all of
 currently accepted names. Any name published in a footnote belonged
 here. This rule was not just superfluous by not being applicable to a
 concrete case: it was dangerous because its application would over-
 throw literally thousands of names, many of them in common use.

 Demoulin was well aware of the need for some change in this provi-
 sion, but change was not deletion. The rule had been in the Code for a
 very long time without harm, so why not leave it for 6 more years and
 give the special committee time to examine the new examples and pre-
 sent a suitable rewording. The proposal should be rejected and thereby
 referred to the special committee.

 Fosberg gave an example of incidental new combinations, frequent
 before 1953. Egler had, in 1938 or 1939, published a key to Hawaiian
 Legumes, including unpublished combinations which he did certainly
 not intend to introduce on his own but which had been suggested to
 him in the field by Fosberg himself.

 Prop. F was rejected (and thereby referred to the Special Committee
 on Valid Publication).

 Prop. G (55 : 75 : 4: 3) and Prop. H (56 : 72: 2: 4) were both
 withdrawn consequent to withdrawal of Art. 21 Prop. B.

 Prop. I(66 : 63 : 1: 7).
 Greuter introduced the proposal which, now that the 'generalized

 use' of autonyms had been once and for all rejected, was highly rele-
 vant. Consequent to the restriction of the autonym rule in 1969, re-
 commendations had been introduced into the Code to encourage the
 validation and use of names of the same form as the former autonyms.
 These recommendations were well-intentioned and indeed commend-

 able, but led in many cases to an apparent conflict with Art. 34.4 as
 presently worded. One and the same combination was, under those
 recommendations, often used by one author on one publication at dif-
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 ferent ranks, with the same type, and even for taxa with an identical
 circumscription. Such use was invalid under the present rule. Those
 cases would, by this proposal, be exempted from the provision against
 alternative names in Art. 34.4.

 Nicolson quoted a very clear example of exactly this problem. Hill
 (Brittonia 32: 474. 1980) had simultaneously published Malvastrum
 bicuspidatum subsp. tumidum var. tumidum, subsp. et var. nov., with a
 single type and a single description. The present proposal solved the
 problem and made it all o.k.

 Margadant also supported the proposal, which filled a gap caused by
 the Seattle change. Cronquist added that this was one of the few house-
 keeping proposals, of which there were so many, which the New York
 Botanical Garden team had found useful.

 The proposal was accepted.

 Article 35

 Prop. A (15 : 131 : 2 : 3): Ruled as rejected.

 Article 37

 Prop. A (121: 14: 15: 3).
 McNeill introduced an amendment to his own proposal, to add the

 sentence: "Designation is by the use of the word type or by the inclu-
 sion of a single typifying element". It was generally agreed that inclu-
 sion of a single species under a new genus, or of a single specimen under
 a new species, was acceptable as equivalent to explicit type designation.
 He would not, incidentally, object to having the proposal referred to
 the Special Committee on Valid Publication.

 Brummitt observed that the terms 'indicated' and 'designated' were
 very different. He feared that the change might retroactively rule as
 invalid a number of names previously considered as valid. There was a
 whole host of problems associated with the expression 'indication of a
 type'. He favoured a 'no' vote in order to have the proposal referred to
 the special committee.

 Prop. A was rejected, to go to the Special Committee on Valid Publi-
 cation.

 Recommendation 37B

 Prop. A (7 : 146 : 2 : 0), deferred (6: 1, 4 abstaining) by the Com-
 mittee for Fungi and Lichens.

 Korf admitted that the proposal had been rightly rejected by the
 mail vote, its wording being defective. It covered an important point
 however. The IMC subcommittee had pointed out that Rec. 37B deser-
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 ved mandatory status, but had not intended to make such an article
 retroactive. Although new dates in the Code were generally frowned at,
 one should consider that one of the great difficulties facing taxonomists
 was the tracing of type specimens. He proposed the following new
 wording for Rec. 37B, to become Art. 37 bis: "On and after 1 Jan.
 1983, when the nomenclatural type of a taxon is a specimen, the place
 where it is permanently conserved must be indicated". Perhaps this pro-
 posal did not even go far enough, and should further rule that the type
 was to be deposited in one of the herbaria listed in the 'Index her-
 bariorum'.

 Voss suggested that the proposal should go to the Special Committee
 on Valid Publication upon rejection. Korf agreed, being generally
 against raising new proposals from the floor.

 Parkinson suggested to the Editorial Committee to replace, in the
 present text of Rec. 37B, 'nomenclatural type of a taxon' by 'type of a
 name of a taxon'.

 Cronquist, assuming that the proposal would go to the special com-
 mittee, called the latter's attention to the fact that types did not always
 reach the herbarium where, in the protologue, they were stated to be
 deposited.

 Prop. A was rejected and thereby referred to the Special Committee
 on Valid Publication.

 New Recommendations 39A and 39B

 Townsend brought up for consideration two proposals which had
 been submitted belatedly (and had been published in Taxon 30: 499).
 The problem with Art. 39 were the words 'illustration or figure show-
 ing the distinctive morphological features'. It had happened that some
 authors had not followed the spirit of this provision, which had promp-
 ted her to recommend that an actual specimen, preferably the holotype,
 should be the base of such an illustration.

 Fosberg objected against the reference to 'an actual specimen' in
 the singular. He had just published an illustration of a new species made
 from several specimens, some showing features not shown by the holo-
 type. 'Actual specimens' would be preferable. Townsend accepted this
 as an amendment to her proposal.

 Voss enquired on the intended application of this. As the text read,
 it was not restricted to algae, although Art. 39 dealt only with algae.
 Townsend asked the Editorial Committee to make it clear that algae
 only were concerned.

 Faegri thought that the matter was also very pertinent to fossil
 plants, where illustrations were also mandatory under Art. 38. Could
 the Editorial Committee bear this in mind when editing the wording?
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 Greuter wondered whether, for such a marginal question, it was
 worth while adding another 15 lines of text to the Code. Was the pro-
 posal supported by the Special Committee for Algae? Could that com-
 mittee, and possibly also the Committee for Fossil Plants, state their
 opinion before the end of the sessions?

 Steam, as an editor, suggested addition of the words: 'those figures
 that are based on the holotype being specially indicated'.

 Papenfuss recommended that the proposals, which were hardly
 controversial, be accepted then and there; there was no need of refer-
 ring them to the special committees.

 Chaloner asked what the implied limitation of the proposed injunc-
 tion was to be; was it algae only, or algae and fossil plants? The rappor-
 teur replied that he was waiting for instructions from the section; this,
 obviously, was not an editorial question. McNeill again solicited that
 the proposals be referred to the special committees concerned. Fosberg
 did not see why application should be limited at all: the recommenda-
 tion seemed equally pertinent for all groups. Nicolson thought that the
 proposers had only the algae in mind - which Townsend confirmed.
 McNeill also opposed the suggestion to apply this more broadly, since
 in most groups illustrations were not mandatory for the validation of
 new names. Parkinson observed that insertion of the word 'mandatory'
 before 'illustration' would accomplish limitation to the algae and fossil
 plants. The appropriate place for a recommendation concerning all
 groups would be in the context of Rec. 32D.

 Yeo pointed out that, if the wording was now changed to read
 'actual specimens', it should certainly continue 'preferably including
 the holotype'. This was accepted as a further amendment by Townsend.

 The proposed new Rec. 39A, as modified by the two accepted
 amendments, was accepted on a show of cards, on the understanding
 that it should apply only to the algae.

 The proposed new Rec. 39B was rejected.

 Article 41

 Prop. A (27 : 1: 1119): Editorial Committee.
 Meikle introduced a new proposal from the floor, consequent to the

 earlier acceptance of Art. 32 Prop. A (1), as suggested by the rappor-
 teurs' comments to that proposal. A new Art. 41.2 was to be added,
 reading: "In order to be validly published, a name of a family must be
 accompanied (a) by a description or diagnosis of the family, or (b) by a
 reference (direct or indirect) to a previously and effectively published
 description of a taxon in the rank of family, subfamily, tribe or sub-
 tribe". This would exactly parallel the provision of Art. 41.1 regarding
 generic names. The situation at the higher ranks had never been expli-
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 citly ruled on, but the former, vague wording of Art. 32.1 might have
 been interpreted as limiting abuse. This proposal would make the situa-
 tion perfectly clear, and was nothing more than a tidying-up proposal.

 Fosberg had no doubt that this should be accepted, but wondered
 whether Art. 41 dealing with generic names was the proper place for it.
 The chair ruled that this was to be left to the Editorial Committee.

 Cronquist thought the proposal to be innocuous but unnecessary. If
 it was necessary, why did we not need similar provisions at the ranks
 above family? Greuter felt that the question, at the higher ranks, was
 less important since they were exempt from the principle of priority.
 As to the question of necessity, he pointed out that the lack of such a
 provision would open the door to the validation of family names by
 reference to, say, generic descriptions, which had never been accepted
 in the past, and was undesirable.

 Cronquist further enquired what would happen to the names of
 families with a single genus. There must be a number of these which
 had been validated solely by reference to a generic description. Nicol-
 son replied that even names of monotypic genera, under Art. 42, could
 be validated by a specific description only under very strict provisions.
 There had never been such special provisions at the family level, and
 names of monotypic families without their own validating description
 would be nomina nuda.

 Silva strongly supported the proposal, and foresaw the need for
 similar provisions at the ranks of order, class and division. Those who
 compiled indices knew that names at the higher levels were just as im-
 portant as those at the lower levels.

 Meikle's proposal of a new Art. 41.2 was accepted.

 Article 42

 Prop. A(117 :20:5: 14).
 Brummitt explained that the Committee for Spermatophyta, as

 other committees too, had repeatedly come up against problems of
 interpretation of Art. 42 - e.g. in the cases of Pterolobium, Aptosimum
 and Stemodia. The present wording was ambiguous. What was a 'mono-
 typic genus'? What was a 'new genus'? And what was a 'new species'?
 These apparently simple questions had often split the committee into
 three blocks of about equal size. The rewording of the article had requi-
 red a lot of thought and careful editing, in particular with respect to the
 provisions linked to the 1908 date limit.

 Henderson, while in general agreement with the proposal, would
 have replaced 'may not be' in the second sentence, and 'may be' in the
 third sentence, by 'is not' and 'is', respectively. Voss pointed out that
 the very same kind of problem had arisen, last time, with a proposal
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 from the Committee for Fossil Plants. Did 'may not' mean that it was
 not allowed, or was it giving an option? This the Editorial Committee
 would have to know. Brummitt replied that 'may not' could, in the pre-
 -sent context, be replaced by 'cannot'.

 Steam recommended that Editorial Committee, upon acceptance of
 the proposal, reconsider the new example.

 Prop. A was accepted.

 Prop. B (45 :40: 51 :3).
 Demoulin explained the reasons for the proposed substitution of

 'non-vascular' for 'microscopic' in Arts. 42 and 44. The term 'analysis'
 was open to highly subjective interpretation when lower plants were
 concerned. With fungi, some works showed a complete range of transi-
 tion between single figures and figures accompanied by several analyti-
 cal details. The change as proposed was in line with current practice and
 traditional usage. He had asked Margadant and Silva who had agreed
 that the proposal was acceptable from the bryologist's and algologist's
 point of view, respectively.

 Eichler pointed out that we had just accepted a proposal including a
 new definition of analysis. Did Demoulin take this into account? De-
 moulin asserted that the new definition did not resolve all the problems
 associated with lower plants.

 Prop. B was accepted.

 Article 44

 Prop. A (105 : 28 : 2: 11): Accepted.

 Article 45

 Prop. A (48 8 : 8: 88) was, with the agreement of Silva, referred
 to the Editorial Comittee.

 Prop. B (121 : 23 : 1: 6): Accepted.

 Prop. C (95 : 40: 1: 6).
 Korf felt unhappy with the proposed backdating by 20 years of the

 effect of Art. 45.1. The tradition of these congresses had been not to
 introduce retroactive limitations, but to give botanists fair warning
 ahead of time.

 Greuter explained the reasons for his proposal. Art. 45.1, requiring
 full and direct citation of the place(s) of publication of validating ele-
 ments of a name, had a date limit in 1973; Art. 33.2, requiring full and
 direct citation of the place of publication of a basionym of a new com-
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 bination, had a date limit in 1953. The effect was that the former pro-
 vision, for the period 1953-1972, provided a loophole to the latter, so
 that names that were not valid as new combinations under Art. 33.2
 could be accepted as valid names of new taxa under Art. 45.1 - which
 was particularly disturbing since it implied a loss of priority. There were
 cogent reasons, in this particular case, for asking that the two dates
 should coincide.

 Margadant did not understand Greuter's point. Acceptance of the
 proposal would mean that he would have to go over the whole litera-
 ture of 20 years again, for his work on the 'Index muscorum'.

 Veldkamp favoured the proposal in principle, but a colleague work-
 ing on algae - who unfortunately had just left to buy post-stamps -
 had told him that acceptance of the proposal would cause a problem.

 Meikle, while entirely in sympathy with the proposal, pointed out
 that it would cause a practical problem in cases like the 'Index kewen-
 sis'. There was no means of expunging names which had already been
 entered there and treated as validly published.

 Prop. C was rejected.

 Article 46

 Prop. A (32: 92: 0: 10).

 Greuter explained that the proposal, originally made in the context
 of the 'coordinate status' provisions, should be dealt with in the light of
 the decisions that had meanwhile been taken on autonyms. Now that
 these were validly published names with priority, one would have to
 cite them in some way, with an author and place of publication. He
 believed that the proposed rule could be made to work under the new
 provisions on autonyms.

 Cronquist was not sure whether he understood the proposal. Would
 it lead to ascribing an autonym to an author who created it inadvertent-
 ly by describing another, say, variety? Greuter tried to explain the
 situation with the aid of an example. Autonyms would have parentheti-
 cal author citations only. Pedley felt that this would mean adding yet
 another eccentricity to the Code.

 Prop. A was rejected.

 Prop. B (42 : 89 : 0: 9), now immaterial, was withdrawn.

 New Recommendation 46A. bis

 Prop. A (153 : 3: 1: 3): Accepted.
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 Article 48

 Prop. A (104 : 26 :: 025): Accepted.

 Prop. B (30: 40 : 0: 75): Editorial Committee.

 Prop. C (23: 42 : 0 : 81): Editorial Committee.

 Prop. D (44: 54 : 0: 50).
 Brummitt explained the reasons for, and implications of, his propo-

 sal. If Miller had transferred the epithet of Bellis perennis L. under
 Taraxacum, simultaneously excluding the Linnean type, then Taraxa-
 cum perenne Miller would not be a later homonym of the earlier name.
 He suggested that the proposal be referred to the Editorial Committee.

 Parkinson pointed to an alleged conflict of the proposal with Art.
 55.2. This was disproved by the rapporteur, who pointed out that Art.
 55.2 referred solely to new combinations.

 Prop. D was referred to the Editorial Committee.

 Article 49

 Prop. A (72 : 70 : 1: 8): Rejected.

 Article 55

 Prop. A (6: 77: 1: 60): Ruled as rejected.

 Prop. B (2: 147 : 0: 1): Withdrawn.

 Article 57

 Prop. A (19:11:1:121): Editorial Committee.

 Prop. B (6 : 39: 1: 103): Editorial Committee.
 A correction to the Eclipta example, proposed by Koyama and

 Boufford (Taxon 30: 505), was also referred to the Editorial Committee,
 as suggested by Nicolson.

 Article 59

 Prop. A (9 : 38 : 75 : 2): Rejected by previous action - see p. 58.

 Prop. B (38 : 10 : 73 : 2), favoured (7 : 3) by the Committee for
 Fungi and Lichens: Accepted by previous action - see p. 58.
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 Prop. C (29: 20: 73 : 2), favoured (7 : 0, 1 abstaining) by a revised
 vote of the Committee for Fungi and Lichens): Accepted by previous
 action - see p. 58.

 Prop. D (21 : 27: 72: 3), favoured (9 : 1) by the Committee for
 Fungi and Lichens: Accepted by previous action - see p. 58.

 Prop. E (14 :33 : 70: 5) had been withdrawn upon acceptance of
 Prop. C - see p. 58.

 New Recommendation 59B

 Prop. A (31 : 16 : 78 : 0), favoured (9 : 1) by the Committee for
 Fungi and Lichens: Amended then accepted by previous action - see
 p. 59.

 Article 61

 Prop. A (38 : 55 : 3 : 52) was supported by Nicolson who felt that
 parenthetical author citations, at these ranks, served no useful purpose
 whatsoever, the type being obvious from the name itself. Greuter poin-
 ted out that the main proposal relevant to this question, Art. 49 Prop.
 A, had just been rejected without discussion, so that the present propo-
 sal had become immaterial. Brummitt requested that the decision on
 Art. 49 Prop. A be reconsidered - it had been all through before he
 had collected his thoughts. The chair was reluctant. L.A.S. Johnson
 showed a way out of the dilemma: the Code (Arts. 46 and 49) did not
 make it mandatory to use parenthetical author citations after suprage-
 neric names, and those who did not wish to use them could omit them.
 The proposal was rejected.

 Prop. B (19 : 73:4: 51).
 Silva pointed out that there was a rule (Art. 17) governing the for-

 mation of ordinal names, and disagreed with the rapporteurs' comment
 that provisions governing their transfer could, at most, be in the form
 of a recommendation. The wording should be altered, however, to res-
 trict the provision to automatically typified names.

 Prop. B was rejected.

 Prop. C (99 : 34: 1: 16).
 Brummitt confessed that he (not only he!) had been surprised when

 realizing that Art. 61 effectively ruled that names had priority outside
 their own rank, and that this indeed reflected the intent of those who
 had introduced the rule. The rapporteurs had expressed their sympathy
 with the proposed change. Accepted.
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 Article 62

 Prop. A (30: 8: 90: 5), recommended (9: 1) by the Committee
 for Fungi and Lichens: Accepted.

 Article 63

 Prop. A (27 : 109 : 4 : 3): Ruled as rejected.

 Prop. B (55: 81: 2: 5) and Prop. C (69: 66: 2: 5), were, as
 Greuter explained, alternative ways of solving the same problem, and
 had an identical effect. This was a case where the principle of the
 change could be voted first and, if accepted, the choice between the
 options would be effected by a simple majority vote. Brummitt com-
 pletely agreed on this, and would be happy with either wording - but if
 Prop. C was preferred, the Editorial Committee should place a cross-re-
 ference to Art. 63.3 under Art. 63.1, to avoid apparent contradiction.
 This, incidentally, was equally true for the present text of the Article.
 On the advice of the rapporteur, the chair moved that both proposals
 be accepted and referred to the Editorial Committee for choice of the
 appropriate wording. Accepted.

 Prop. D (4: 139 : 2: 4).
 Korf read a statement drafted by Parkinson. The controversial and

 objectionable aspect of Art. 63, it said, clearly was its requirement for
 the automatic typification of a superfluous name, irrespective of the
 intentions of the author and even if such a typification was entirely
 discordant with the protologue. This automatic typification was at pre-
 sent mandatory unless a holotype had been indicated. He moved that
 Art. 63 Prop. D, and the related Art. 7 Prop. D, be referred to the
 Special Committee on Lectotypification. It would provide a draft text
 for their considerations, and a good set of examples to start from.
 Incidentally, the 'procedure widely open to diverging interpretations',
 objected to in the rapporteurs' comments, was merely conventional
 lectotypification, and the statement that a distinction was introduced
 between illegitimate homotypic synonyms and merely superfluous
 names which were just incorrect, was a misinterpretation of the propo-
 sal. The motion was seconded.

 Greuter observed that any rejected proposal could be considered as
 referred to the special committee concerned, which would consider it if
 appropriate. The chair stated that the motion was, in effect, to extend
 the mandate of the Special Committee on Lectotypification, to consi-
 der matters relevant to the two named proposals.

 L.A.S. Johnson opposed the motion. It was indeed most unfortu-
 nate that the provision on automatic typification of illegitimate names
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 had been placed in the Code, and had not been removed 30 or 40 years
 ago. Now it was too late. The rule had been applied in too many cases,
 and had resulted in the presently applied names of so many well-known
 plants, that its elimination would cause chaos and dismay.

 McNeill agreed with Johnson, and added that the issue to be dealt
 with by the Special Committee on Lectotypification was quite different
 from that addressed by the motion. Automatic typification under the
 combined Arts. 63 and 7.11 had nothing to do with lectotypification
 since it involved no choice.

 Cronquist, while recognizing that it was too late to change the rule
 that a superfluous name must in all instances be rejected, still favoured
 consideration of the possibility to get rid of the automatic typification
 of superfluous names.

 Brummitt could not understand why people got so worried about
 what was the type of a superfluous name. If it could not be used any-
 way, being illegitimate, the only effect of a different typification was
 on where it was to be placed in synonymy - and this was of little prac-
 tical importance.

 The motion was defeated, and Prop. D ruled as rejected.

 Article 64

 Prop. A (23 :51:0: 76).
 Brummitt disagreed with the rapporteurs' statement that this was

 simply editorial. Greuter suggested that all proposals on Art. 64 should
 be treated in the context of Art. 75. The chair ruled that action be

 deferred, and the proposal was later rejected (i.e., referred to the
 Special Committee on Orthography - see p. 101).

 Prop. B (14 : 63 : 0 : 68): Action deferred, and proposal later rejec-
 ted (i.e., referred to the Special Committee on Orthography - see p. 102).

 Prop. C (7 : 139 : 0 : 1): Action deferred, and proposal later rejec-
 ted (i.e., referred to the Special Committee on Orthography - see p. 102).

 Article 66

 Prop. A (112: 19:4: 7): Accepted.

 Article 67

 Prop. A (28 : 14: 81 : 4), favoured (9 : 1) by the Committee for
 Fungi and Lichens: Accepted.

 Prop. B (3 : 132 : 3 : 3): Withdrawn.
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 Article 69

 Prop. A (5 : 154 : 1: 1): Withdrawn.
 Henderson suggested that Prop. D be dealt with first: if accepted,

 consideration of the other proposals would be superfluous. The chair
 agreed.

 Greuter noted that Art. 69 was causing problems at every congress.
 Obviously, the decision made in Leningrad, to list formally recognized
 nomina rejicienda in a separate Appendix, had not resolved these diffi-
 culties. Three options were now before us: to delete Art. 69 without
 replacement: to improve the rule and try to make it work; and to deal
 with all exceptional cases at species level in one and the same way, by
 allowing the cases of nomina ambigua, too, to be dealt with by conser-
 vation under Art. 14. He did not believe that having two different
 appendices both dealing with species names, one under Art. 14 the
 other under Art. 69, was a satisfactory situation.

 Being the father of the baby - meaning the present Art. 69 - Faegri
 admitted that it was not a nice baby, and he would have liked to kill it,
 but with the restriction presently imposed on the conservation of spe-
 cies names under Art. 14 we would unfortunately have to lve with it.
 There were cases which, without applying to plants of economic impor-
 tance, were so confusing that they had to be dealt with by the way of
 exception; for these, Turdus musicus could stand as a parallel example
 from zoology.

 McNeill, too, believed that in view of the clearly expressed will of
 the section to restrict nomina specifica conservanda to species of major
 economic importance, that route could not now be considered as a
 possibility for dealing with nomina ambigua. These would have to be
 dealt with under a suitably amended Art. 69.

 Korf pointed out that, although most were under the impression
 that Art. 69 applied only to species names, he had proposed a generic
 name for rejection under this article - much to the surprise of the
 editors of 'Taxon'.

 Demoulin supported strongly the maintenance of Art. 69. Names
 must be informative, and this article was designed to get rid of names
 which were the source of mis-information. He deeply resented that this
 provision was threatened at each congress by people who, working on
 the extra-European flora, had not the same problems and the same vital
 need for this safeguard clause as their ill-fated European colleagues.

 Henderson drew attention to the fact that the Leningrad Code had
 not been ratified and become effective until it was approved by this
 section three days before. There was no list of rejected names yet. He
 accepted that there was a need for something in Art. 69, but did not
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 find the present wording and principle acceptable. He felt for this arti-
 cle exactly as someone had put it for autonyms: we should never have
 accepted it, but now we had accepted it we were stuck with it. The list
 of nomina rejicienda however, that was introduced in Leningrad, should
 be nipped in bud.

 Nicolson addressed the question of the list of nomina rejicienda pro-
 posita, in the 'Synopsis of proposals' (Taxon 30:153-154). Only one
 case had been approved by the General Committee so far, but there had
 been a very marked acceleration in the submission of proposals: in vol.
 25 of 'Taxon' there was only one; in vol. 26, 3; in vol. 27, 5; in vol. 28,
 5; in vol 29, 6; and in the first issue of vol. 30, 16. He would like, at
 this early stage, to get rid of the list.

 Steam stressed that Art. 69 was very valuable and important for
 those working on the flora of Europe and the Near East. He gave the
 example of Allium ascalonicum L., a name consistently applied to a
 cultigen for almost 200 years but whose type specimen, in fact, belon-
 ged to a wild Near East species for which it had never been used. The
 consequent switch of names would introduce unbearable confusion.

 Kanis had been horrified when seeing Art. 69 as modified in the
 Leningrad Code, and was not impressed by the examples that had just
 been cited. In cases like the Allium, if it really was of horticultural and
 economic importance the name could now be conserved. Two lists of
 species names in the appendices were too much. He did not like either,
 but saw a stronger case for conserved specific names than for rejected
 ones. The establishment of the latter list had in no way been an improve-
 ment of Art. 69, and the provision of names to be rejected outright,
 without a corresponding conserved name, was a blemish on the prin-
 ciple of priority that was not justified by the small number of cases
 involved. This was our last good opportunity to get rid of Art. 69.

 Lack stated that we did not, in fact, have nomina specifica conser-
 vanda, but nomina specifica plantarum economicarum conservanda.

 Thompson pointed out that Art. 69 as it now stood ruled in a com-
 pulsory way that any name that had been widely and persistently used
 in the wrong sense must be rejected. The wrong use of a name in a
 major, widely followed flora like 'Flora europaea' and 'Flora of Austra-
 lia' would therefore result in its eventual rejection.

 Faegri made it clear that the rejection principle was not introduced
 in Leningrad, it had been in the Code all along. The Leningrad Congress
 had only tried to provide a mechanism for implementing it.

 Brummitt, addressing Thompson's objection, announced that Meikle
 and himself, as authors of Prop. C, were going to accept the replacement
 of 'must' by 'may', also proposed as a separate issue (Prop. E), as an
 amendment to their text.

 Prop. D was rejected.
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 EIGHTH SESSION

 Thursday, 20 August 1981, 2:05 - 4:25 p.m.

 (chair: Meikle)

 Article 69 (continued)

 Brummitt briefly introduced Prop. C, as modified by replacing 'must'
 by 'may' in the first line - which, if the proposal was carried, would
 lead to the withdrawal of Prop. E by Eichler and Kanis. The Committee
 for Spermatophyta had found the present wording of Art. 69 to be
 inoperative in certain cases. The proposal would get round these diffi-
 culties.

 Henderson asked whether the change from 'must' to 'may' made it
 optional to reject a listed name. Brummitt replied that it would make it
 optional, for the committees concerned, to accept proposals for rejec-
 tion.

 Fosberg was in doubt with respect to the meaning of 'combinations
 based either on a rejected name or on the basionym of a rejected name'.
 Were the epithets to be rejected? Meikle denied this. Exactly as with
 nomina conservanda, nomenclatural synonyms would be automatically
 rejected once the basionym had been rejected.

 Parkinson enquired on the status of a generic name if the name de-
 signating its type was rejected under Art. 69. McNeill replied that this
 was such an improbable situation that it needed not be considered here.
 If a generic name thus endangered was really needed, it could be conser-
 ved.

 Voss pointed out that there was still no procedure in the Code for
 drawing up the list. There was only an interim footnote put into
 the Code by the Editorial Committee. A motion was required, to make
 official the procedure outlined by that footnote. The chair ruled that
 this point was to be dealt with in the context of Prop. B.

 Veldkamp wondered how the rule would work in the case of com-
 plex, critical groups. A name might be correctly applied to a species in
 the broad sense, but have been misapplied to the wrong segregate spe-
 cies. Rejection would then be required under a narrow taxonomic con-
 cept, but unnecessary and possibly unwanted under a wide concept. In
 the latter case, however, subspecies might be recognized, and the type
 of the name would not belong to what had been considered as the
 'typical subspecies'. Brummitt admitted that such cases caused pro-
 blems. It was up to the committee concerned to take the right decision.
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 Yeo questioned whether the amended wording of Prop. C made it
 really obligatory to discontinue the use of names placed on the list of
 nomina rejicienda. Meikle thought it did.

 Cronquist felt that Veldkamp's question was still valid, on how the
 rule would operate if lumping resulted in removal of the conflict. There
 were two quite different approaches: that suggested by Yeo, and a pro-
 cedure analogous to that under nomina conservanda for rejected taxo-
 nomic synonyms which would be restored if not considered synony-
 mous. He wondered whether the proposal was necessarily interpreted in
 one way or the other.

 McNeil explained that Art. 69, on rejected names, worked almost
 in an opposite way from Art. 14 on conserved names. Veldkamp's
 problem was not resolved by the present wording, and he did not, at
 this late stage, dare to move a new proposal from the floor to take care
 of that point. It was a relatively rare situation, whose importance was
 dwarfed by the many other cases, without such complications, for
 which Art. 69 was needed.

 Voss suggested a simple, editorial way to take care of Yeo's problem,
 by addition, after the second sentence in Prop. C, of the words '... and
 none are to be used'.

 Kanis took up McNeill's point and made it clear that names rejected
 under Art. 69 were rejected for always and ever, under any one taxo-
 nomic concept. This was essentially different from the status of names
 rejected against conserved names under Art. 14.

 Fosberg wanted to insert a restriction into the rule in order to nar-
 row down its field of application to really disturbing cases, by analogy
 to the restriction now placed on nomina specifica rejicienda. Meikle ob-
 jected that the rule was already restricted: to names that had been
 widely and persistently misapplied.

 Prop. C was accepted.

 Prop. B (71 : 74: 2 : 5).

 Greuter suggested that, since no concrete text had been put forward,
 the proposal might best be referred to the General Committee. Voss
 felt that it should be accepted on the understanding that this would
 sanction the present footnote on p. 57 of the Code. Accepted.

 Prop. C (80: 71 : 1: 9) had been accepted - see above.

 Prop. D (67: 91 : 1: 0) had been rejected - see p. 90.

 Prop. E (68 : 75 : 1 : 10): Withdrawn.
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 Article 70

 Prop. A (7- 152 : 0:1).
 Demoulin asked that this be referred to the Committee for Fungi

 and Lichens, to report at the next congress. The provision had been
 used essentially by mycologists. He believed that the rapporteurs'
 comments, which had heavily influenced the mail vote, were inappro-
 priate.

 Prop. A was rejected, and thereby referred to the Committee for
 Fungi and Lichens.

 Article 72

 Prop. A (55 : 47 : 2 : 51) should, Greuter advised, be acted upon in
 the same way as the related Art. 33 Prop. C: Rejected (and thereby re-
 ferred to the Special Committee on Valid Publication).

 Prop. B (25 : 116: 0:7).
 Yeo felt that the rapporteurs' comments had been somewhat unfair.

 The proposal did not intend to 'reiterate that one ought not to publish
 illegitimate names', but to warn against a pitfall by which illegitimate
 names were often inadvertently published. This being said, he would be
 happy to having the proposal referred to the Editorial Committee. Edi-
 torial Committee.

 Article 73

 Nicolson pointed to the antagonistic nature of Props. A and B, the
 latter having the effect of standardizing epithets derived from personal
 names, whereas some irregular Latin terminations as chamissonis (using
 3rd declension) instead of chamissoi, to commemorate Chamisso, were
 well established.

 Demoulin stated that Props. A and B would be unnecessary if Props.
 H and I were to be adopted. These, logically, should be dealt with first,
 in spite of the heavily negative mail vote - which, he thought, was not
 really relevant since most people appeared not to have carefully read
 the proposals, just rejecting everything that pertained to orthography.
 Prop. H and I were just a formal reintroduction of proposals made by
 Cronquist and McVaugh from the floor in Leningrad, which had achie-
 ved a much better score than the mail vote on the present proposals
 seemed to indicate.

 Greuter recognized that the somewhat unorthodox way, in Art. 73,
 by which procedure set out in recommendations was made mandatory
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 by the back door, had been causing some concern in the past. He felt,
 however, that by now everybody had got used to this, and applied the
 rule correctly. He advised against any change, even if in essence main-
 taining the present meaning, since this was liable to create renewed inse-
 curity and confusion.

 Voss stressed that the rapporteurs' comments on these proposals did
 not result from careless reading or failure to understand the issues. One
 issue had just been addressed by Greuter; a second, independent issue
 was whether there was a conflict between Art. 73.10 and Art. 73.1 plus
 73.7 - this was the reason for Props. A and B. Of these, B was essen-
 tially editorial, favouring the present situation. Demoulin's proposals to
 delete Arts. 73.8 and .10 would reverse the present rule and indeed, if
 accepted, make consideration of Props. A and B superfluous. The chair
 therefore ruled that Props. H and I be considered first.

 D'Arcy had experienced some difficulties in applying the provision
 on connecting vowels. An author who was a good latinist might easily
 come up with the right answer, but not a non-latinist. Not all editors
 were good latinists, either. Deletion of Arts. 73.8 and .10 would at least
 enable authors and editors to go back to the original source and use that
 spelling as correct.

 Eichler moved an amendment to Demoulin's proposals, to the effect
 that the provisions of Arts. 73.8 and .10 would not be deleted, but de-
 prived of their mandatory status, by replacing 'is' by 'may be' and dele-
 ting the words 'to be corrected'. The same change he proposed in Art.
 73.9. Demoulin accepted the amendment, which would reinstate the
 provisions decided at the Paris Congress and illegally modified by the
 Editorial Committee. He quoted from a letter by Leach, that respect of
 the original spelling with a minimum of corrections was the only posi-
 tion that made sense.

 Greuter pointed out that, formerly, we were faced with the alterna-
 tive of either knowing how to spell a name by applying some rules of
 Latin, or knowing how to spell it by going each time back to the
 original publication. This was not any longer so. Demoulin's amended
 proposal would rule that a great number of names would have two 'cor-
 rect' spellings.

 Cronquist, while supporting D'Arcy's comment, said that regardless
 of what might be decided, the rule or recommendation - as the case
 might be - would be largely ignored, as it had been before. In this par-
 ticular case, he had found it necessary to live outside the rule in sin,
 because the present wording was too complex for him to fathom.

 Margadant had tried to follow these rules in his work on the 'Index
 muscorum', but had found it difficult. He favoured the return to the
 original spelling.
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 Christensen thought that the main aim of the Code was to make
 things easy. Remembering that the original, hence correct spellings were
 Agaricus singeri but, at the same time, Clavaria singerii, would be very
 difficult. Someone could wish to use epithets for offending people, e.g.
 by using the female ending for a male botanist: this should be correct-
 able.

 Faegri believed that, under the amended Demoulin proposal, there
 would not be two different 'correct' spellings, but one 'correct' spelling
 and a second, 'accepted' spelling.

 Voss supported Christensen's plea for simplicity. To go back and
 look up in the original publication every one of these now standardized
 spellings would be a tremendous bibliographic burden, would render a
 great deal of literature obsolete and would throw us into more confu-
 sion than we now had. The Leningrad Congress did a great deal of work
 on these provisions which it thoroughly considered at the beginning of
 the sessions. It would be unwise to patch them up now in great haste at
 the end of the sessions.

 Demoulin stated that even under the present, standardizing rule a
 few cases were open to doubt, mainly epithets derived from names that
 were already Latin, like adriani (or adrianii?), bauhini (or bauhinii?),
 etc. Standardizing rules did indeed make matters more easy. But then,
 by consequence, one would also have to standardize in cases like sylva-
 ticus vs. silvaticus and caespitosus vs. cespitosus. The present system did
 not 'correct' spellings (the variants to be modified were perfectly cor-
 rect) but standardize them - the zoologists, in the case of-i vs. -ii, had
 for a long time been forced to make exactly the reverse 'correction'.

 Props. H and I, as amended (now concerning the three paragraphs
 Art. 73.8, 73.9 and 73.10), were put to the vote jointly and rejected.

 Prop. A (21: 103 : 2: 7): Rejected.

 Prop. B (42: 66 : 2: 22): Editorial Committee.

 Prop. C (49: 79: 1: 9): Withdrawn (by Brummitt and Meikle, with
 the assent of the members of the Committee for Spermatophyta who
 were present).

 Prop. D (27: 35 : 2: 77): Editorial Committee.

 Prop. E (41: 45: 2: 46): Editorial Committee.

 Prop. F (84: 44: 1: 9): Accepted.

 Prop. G (19: 57: 2: 63), as explained by Demoulin, was a clarifica-
 tion combined with a number of examples. Opposition, apparently,
 arose from the feeling that it was too detailed a provision. There still
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 appeared to be support for taking up some of the examples. A 'no' vote
 should, therefore, be interpreted as referring the proposal to the Edito-
 rial Committee. Rejected ( to go to the Editorial Committee).

 Prop. H (18 :115: 1: 5) and Prop. 1 (15 : 118 :1: 5) had both
 been rejected (see above).

 Prop. J (8 : 117 : 2 : 8): Withdrawn.

 Prop. K (16 : 17 : 1: 103): Editorial Committee.

 Papenfuss asked that the Editorial Committee should reintroduce an
 example to illustrate the use of the termination -eri (i.e., kerneri, not
 kernerii) that had been omitted from the Leningrad Code. The chair ad-
 vised that he should write directly to the Editorial Committee in order
 to suggest this.

 Recommendation 73B

 Prop. A (24: 102 : 2: 8).
 Demoulin reintroduced the question of the definition of the term

 'stem', and of the relevant Art. 18 Props. B and C whose consideration
 had been deferred to this point. The present difficulties in the Code re-
 garding orthographic matters were largely due to the inconsistent use
 of the term 'stem'. He had tried to obviate these problems by introdu-
 cing the term 'radical', but had found little positive response. He ex-
 plained that, linguistically, the combination of a word element called
 'root' with another called 'suffix' led to what was called 'stem' (in
 French: 'theme'). To this, an 'inflexion' could then be added. These
 elements were, however, often modified upon fusion, and were not well
 suited for use by the not philologically trained. The result was that a
 second, philologically inaccurate acception of 'stem' was often used by
 the English speaking, which had been termed an 'operating base' in
 Nicolson's relevant papers (in French: 'radical'): it consisted of the
 word less the case ending. E.g., the 'operating base' of the name Lilium
 was Lili-, but the philological stem, Lilio-. In past editions of the Code,
 'stem' was used in the sense of 'operating base'. In Leningrad, the
 correct philological stem notion was introduced instead in Art. 73 -
 with consequent increase of linguistic complexity. But in other articles,
 as Art. 18, the old inaccurate stem notion was still present (else we
 would have 'Vitiaceac ' not Vitaccae). This problem had somehow to be
 solved. Should the Code use the 'operating base' system of elementary
 grammars, as in earlier editions, or the philological 'stem' notion as in
 the present Art. 73? And which term should be applied? 'Stem' having
 become ambiguous, should not 'radical' be favoured instead of the
 unwieldy 'operating base'? This would parallel the replacement of
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 'suffix', an often misused term with a precise philological meaning, by
 the less specific 'termination' following Zabinkova's proposal in Lenin-
 grad.

 Nicolson suggested that Rec. 73G would be a more appropriate con-
 text for discussing the 'stem' question. The chair disagreed.

 Greuter felt that the general mood was toward less complication in
 matters of orthography, so that the provisions could be used. If the
 'radical' or 'operating base' notion was more useful for practical purpo-
 ses - and he believed it was - we should go back to this. If the term
 'radical' was unfamiliar - and it obviously was - we should revert to
 the traditional, inaccurate use of the term 'stem' and might still, for
 purists, state in a footnote that 'stem', in the Code, meant 'operating
 base'.

 L.A.S. Johnson knew that most people were not trained to under-
 stand these questions. He had made linguistics as a hobby, and could
 confirm that Demoulin was entirely correct in his points about philolog-
 ical concepts and terminology - and also in his judgement of the irrel-
 evance of the mail vote (as indeed of little-considered votes of the sec-
 tion) in such matters. The proposals should be seriously considered by a
 Special Committee on Orthography.

 The chair put to the vote the suggestion that a Special Committee on
 Orthography, to be appointed by the General Committee, be authorized
 by the section. This was accepted.

 Eichler drew attention to the fact that the Code provided for the en-
 tirely arbitrary formation of names and epithets (Arts. 20.1 and 23.2).
 How, then, could one regard a particular orthography of an epithet as
 an error?

 The chair ruled that Art. 18 Props. B and C were rejected and
 thereby referred to the Special Committee on Orthography.

 Prop. A was similarly rejected and referred to the Special Committee
 on Orthography.

 Recommendation 73C

 Prop. A (28: 92 : 3: 4): Ruled as rejected (to go to the Special
 Committee on Orthography).

 Prop. B (36 : 38 : 3 63): Editorial Committee.

 Prop. C (34: 96 : 2 3).
 Demoulin felt that the present rule, on this point, was aberrant.

 Epithets formed in obedience to it did not, if correctly pronounced,
 permit to recognize the names of the persons they purported to honour.
 The provision had been ignored for a long time, and it was unfortunate
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 that, in a time when knowledge of Latin and orthography was declining,
 some people had started to apply it.

 Steam had often felt embarrassed to tell gardeners asking for advice,
 that the traditional, philologically correct use in all fields of scholarship
 formed adjectives from personal names by adding -ianus, and that the
 removal of the i was a botanical aberration. It had been introduced mto

 the botanical 'Rules' long ago, without any comment or discussion
 whatever - quite possibly out of a fend between Briquet and Chodat
 (the example then quoted, Verbena hasslerana, had been published by
 Briquet while Chodat was editing his 'Plantae Hasslerianae', and Briquet
 had been deprived of a possible professorship by Chodat). The provi-
 sion was completely ignored at the time until Dandy had happened to
 spot it and started to apply it, because he was so conscientious. When,
 however, we were now taking out the i, we mustn't kid ourselves that
 we were correcting: we were essentially corrupting and distorting. We
 ought, Steam felt, to take botany back to where it was before. The
 statement had been made that it was too late to change. Well, the state-
 ment that it was too late to mend your ways might be true of drunk-
 ards, drug addicts, and the extremely aged - but looking around among
 his collagues here he could not spot any of these. He could go on for an
 hour, but hoped all were convinced to accept the proposal, restore a
 nice name like Tulipa gesneriana, and bring botanical nomenclature in
 touch with use in the English and French language!

 Pedley had thought that one of the main objects of having a Code
 was to get some stability in nomenclature. With all due respect to me-
 dieval Latin scholars he wouldn't like to see us moving back so far. Ha-
 ving become accustomed to the rule, and having applied it diligently for
 years, he would feel it as a very retrograde step to change it now.

 Brummitt hoped nobody would be persuaded by Steam's eloquence.
 He had strongly opposed the same proposal in Leningrad. Flora writers,
 journal editors, people writing labels in botanic gardens had now all
 been persuaded to take the i out - even Steam himself had been telling
 them so recently. It was just far too late to go back.

 Prop. C was accepted on a card vote (25 yes, 150 no).

 Prop. D (52 : 48 : 2 : 31): Accepted on a show of cards.

 Recommendation 73F

 Prop. A (25 : 115 : 1 : 3): Ruled as rejected.

 Recommendation 73G

 Prop. A (16 : 103: 4: 12): Referred to the Special Committee on
 Orthography, and recorded as rejected.
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 Prop. B (35 :76 : 4: 18): Referred to the Special Committee on
 Orthography, and recorded as rejected.

 Article 74

 Prop. A (56 : 81: 0 : 3).

 Demoulin stated that the proposal had been commented favourably
 upon by many people, including the rapporteurs. It would get rid of a
 very cumbersome article which few had ever used and which dealt with
 a restricted number of names. A simple two-line provision under Art.
 13, as proposed, would have the same effect except in a few cases.

 Steam, having been asked for an opinion, confirmed that there were
 only few divergences between the present rule and the proposed solu-
 tion. This would do no harm.

 Prop. A was accepted.

 Article 75

 Greuter suggested that Prop. K might be dealt with first, and the
 remaining proposals in sequence. The distinction between spelling
 variants of one name and confusingly similar different names was an
 important one, and it would clarify the Code as well as the forthcoming
 discussions if the consignment of the respective provisions to different
 articles was decided right from the start. Prop. K was accepted.

 Prop. A (19 : 83 1: 37): Withdrawn.

 Prop. B (5 : 130 : 1: 9): Ruled as rejected.

 Prop. C (94 : 47 : 0: 7).

 Brummitt thought that the proposal was all right, and there was
 certainly a strong need for clarification of Art. 75. He could not reli-
 ably tell how many currently accepted names would have to be rejected
 under the proposed rule, but the single example he was aware of was of
 Butia (Palmae) which would be treated as homonym of Butea (Legu-
 minosae). He thought it anyway impossible to regard these as anything
 other than homonyms.

 Parkinson pointed out the difference between homonyms (2 types,
 1 spelling), orthographic variants (1 type, 2 spellings) and 'parahomo-
 nyms' (2 types, 2 confusingly similar spellings). This distinction had
 been found useful in correspondence over the last few years. His Prop.
 L, as tied to Art. 64 Prop. C, was an alternative to Prop. C. It would
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 place provisions affecting the three mentioned categories of names in
 three different articles so that they did not get mixed up. Since both
 alternatives were quite long and hard to understand, both should be
 referred to the Special Committee on Orthography.

 Greuter considered Prop. C as very detailed and involved. The intent
 behind it, to bring some clarity into an utterly confusing article, was in-
 deed commendabie. There were two basic options for achieving clarity:
 (a) to have an operative decisionary mechanism with teeth, as by Props.
 F and M (and he would withdraw his own Prop. F in favour of M in
 view of the mail vote), or (b) to give detailed rules by which similar
 names could be defined. He had major apprehensions against inserting
 such detailed provisions into the Code at this time, especially in view of
 Brummitt's fair and open statement, in the committee report, "that
 there might be some danger in accepting the proposal without really
 knowing in detail the effects it might have". There was a nice supple-
 mentary example of such effects in the May issue of 'Taxon', by
 Nicolson et al.: Desmidium (Desmidiaceae) vs. Desmodiumi fLegumi-
 nosae). He favoured Parkinson's suggestion, and formally moved that, if
 defeated, this and other proposals on this article be referred to the
 Special Committee on Orthography. The motion was carried.

 Fosberg reiterated his earlier statement, in correspondence within
 the Committee for Spermatophyta: what confused one person might
 not confuse another, and some were confused by practically everything.
 The only easy and practical solution to the whole problem would be
 following the zoologists, to rule that - except for orthographic variants
 based on the same type - names differing in any respect other than in-
 flection be treated as distinct.

 Nicolson was yearning for supplementary criteria, other than simple
 orthography, to decide on the confusability of names - such as had
 been included in Prop. A.

 Yeo wished that the Editorial Committee, should Prop. C be accep-
 ted, clearly set off the point (a), dealing with names unlikely to be con-
 fused, from the other points dealing with names likely to be confused.
 As someone working in a botanical garden, he objected against recogni-
 zing the geographical distribution as a criterion for confusability, as
 again introduced under point (i).

 Traverse gave examples of names of form-genera of fossil spores dif-
 fering only by a connecting vowel, which would be declared as 'confu-
 singly similar' by Prop. C: Punctatosporites, Punctatisporites, Punctata-
 sporites. Paleobotanists had been getting along with these quite well for
 almost 50 years, and therefore opposed the proposal.

 Prop. C was rejected (and thereby referred to the Special Committee
 on Orthography).
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 Prop. D (94 :51: 0:5).
 This and Prop. H being alternatives addressing the same issue, they

 were declared as 'competing proposals'. The principle of a change was
 first put to the vote and accepted.

 Prop. D, on a vote requiring a 50 % majority, was rejected.
 Nicolson, as one of the authors of Prop. H, had sudden doubts. If

 we ruled that later orthographic variants were not validly published,
 what would then be the status of specific names published under invalid
 variants of a generic name? Greuter explained that, under the correlated
 Prop. J, they would still be validly published since variants were to be
 treated as if they had been printed in their correct form.

 Prop. H, on a vote requiring a 50 % majority, was accepted.

 Prop. E (14 : 119 : 1: 5): Ruled as rejected (to go to the Special
 Committee on Orthography).

 Prop. F (33: 97 : 2 4): Withdrawn.

 Prop. G (82: 38: 1: 15): Accepted.

 Prop. H (108: 33: 0 : 3) had been accepted (see above).

 Prop. I (94 : 38: 1: 6): Accepted.

 Prop. J (106 : 27: 1: 5): Accepted.

 Prop. K (60: 46: 1: 28) had been accepted (see p. 99).

 Prop. L (8: 123: 1: 3): Ruled as rejected (to go to the Special
 Committee on Orthography).

 Prop. M (105 : 32 : 0: 4).
 Voss, while in agreement with the proposal, wondered whether in

 this case and elsewhere it would not be appropriate to devise a means
 for removing names from the list. This was especially true for the lists
 of conserved names, and would have to be discussed at the next session.

 Lack was puzzled by the second 'may', in the proposal. What would
 happen if the General Committee would not put forward a recommen-
 dation? McNeill explained that this 'may' was deliberate. Frivolous sug-
 gestions, where the issue was quite clear, did not require a decision by a
 congress - a simple letter by, e.g., the rapporteur would suffice. The
 suggestion by Voss could certainly be edited into the present text if the
 section should later so decide.

 Prop. M was accepted.
 Voss stated that Art. 64 Prop. A had become irrelevant upon rejec-

 tion of Art. 75 Prop. C. It was rejected, to go to the Special Committee
 on Orthography.
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 Parkinson, in the context of Art. 64 Prop. B, pointed at what he
 qualified as an interesting anomaly: that a homonym was a name at the
 same time legitimate and illegitimate. He saw a contradiction there, in-
 cidentally, with Art. 6 Prop. A as earlier accepted. [N.B. In Parkinson's
 acception of the term, a homonym is one name with two different
 types.]

 Greuter felt that Art. 64 Prop. B was by no means merely editorial,
 now that Art. 75 Prop. E had been defeated. Brummitt said that, this
 being so, the proposal should be rejected, to go to the Special Commit-
 tee on Orthography - and the section so decided.

 Art. 64 Prop. C was also ruled as rejected and referred to the Special
 Committee on Orthography.

 Art. 23 Prop. A had, as Greuter explained, been postponed because
 the decision had to depend on the fate of the proposals on Art. 75.
 Since, after rejection of Art. 75 Prop. C, much work for clarification
 lay still ahead, it would be premature to accept this proposal now. It
 was not really matter for the Special Committee on Orthography, but
 could be put forward again at the next congress in the light of the solu-
 tions worked out by that committee. He advised rejection, and so did
 Nicolson.

 Eichler had, for many years, pleaded the cause of regarding diffe-
 rently spelt names as different. He strongly opposed any weakening of
 the tautonym concept.

 Demoulin thought that the main reason for the proposal had been to
 get rid of Lycopersicon Lycopersicum. Now we had, through conserva-
 tion, a better means for retaining L. esculentum.

 Art. 23 Prop. C was rejected.

 Recommendation 75A

 Prop. A (51: 4 : 0: 95): Editorial Committee.

 Appendix I: see pp. 11-15

 New Appendix IV

 Prop. A (3: 69 : 54 : 2), opposed (0: 14) by the Committee for
 Fossil Plants: Ruled as rejected.

 Guide for the determination of types

 Prop. A (36 : 107 : 38: 1): Ruled as rejected.
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 Prop. B (74: 52: 13 : 12).
 Killick explained that the circumstances in which one might select a

 neotype were differently defined in the 'Guide' and in Art. 7.8. The
 'Guide' had 'specimens cited in the protologue', whereas Art. 7.8 had
 'material on which the name was based'. Such material, often, was not
 explicitly cited in the original publication. The proposal would amend
 the wording in the 'Guide' and-make it consistent with the actual rules.

 Meikle pointed out that the 'Guide' had simply the status of a re-
 commendation, not of a rule, which one should bear in mind when con-
 sidering it.

 Brummitt confirmed that there were great anomalies in the 'Guide',
 and felt that something had to be done about, at least, the major ones.

 Voss wondered how we could know what an author had 'seen'. Also,
 a statement was missing to the effect that the author had not only
 'seen' the material, but had considered that it actually belonged to the
 taxon concerned. Nicolson suggested to replace 'seen' by 'used' in order
 to take care of that point; he agreed that the present wording, in the
 'Guide', was too restrictive. Killick accepted Nicolson's suggestion as an
 amendment to his proposal. This also took care of Yeo's objection, that
 the proposal did not say when the material had been seen; 'used' would
 be taken to imply 'in the preparation of the protologue'.

 Pedley objected to Meikle's earlier statement that the 'Guide' was a
 mere recommendation. The verb 'must', used in several places, demon-
 strated that it was in effect a rule. Henderson concurred, and specifical-
 ly mentioned the paragraphs 4a and 4c as examples. Voss explained
 that the 'Guide' had the status of a recommendation insofar as it sup-
 plemented the provisions of the Code; it also referred to the rules them-
 selves, as set out in the second sentence, and the rules were of course
 mandatory.

 Prop. B was accepted.

 Prop. C (23 :111 11: :6): Withdrawn.

 Prop. D (76 : 55: 12 : 3).
 Killick explained that the issue was similar to that under Prop. B.

 Again the 'Guide', under 4a, had 'elements included in the protologue',
 meaning: cited by the author. As this provision stood, a great many of
 the earlier names, whose protologues had no material cited, could not
 be lectotypified. This would create an untenable situation. After the
 proposed deletion, lectotypes were to be selected from among the ele-
 ments 'studied by the author', whether cited or not.

 Voss referred to the rapporteurs' comments, where the substitution
 of 'taxon' for 'protologue' had been suggested as a possible alternative
 to the proposed deletion. (Some confusion, apparently due to general
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 exhaustion, arose over the wording which would result from this
 straightforward amendment.)

 Pedley opposed the proposal, preferring the wording in the 'Guide'
 to that in the actual rule. Having to decide what specimens an author
 actually used was adding an imponderable to the typification proce-
 dure. In those cases where no specimens had been cited in the proto-
 logue, he preferred to designate, as a neotype, a well-preserved speci-
 men kept in a well-curated Australian herbarium rather than, as a du-
 bious lectotype, one of a few miserable fragments in some dungeon of a
 European herbarium.

 Greuter suggested that, in view of the subsisting unclarity in formu-
 lation, the proposal might be referred to the Special Committee on
 Lectotypification rather than accepted. Insofar as the matter was edito-
 rial, the Editorial Committee could still deal with it.

 Prop. D was rejected, to go to the Special Committee on Lectotypi-
 fication.

 Rollins commented on the question of the selection of neotypes, as
 brought up by Pedley. There was some very sloppy work going on
 around the world in this respect, and also regarding lectotypification.
 This matter would deserve more attention, and an increased effort in
 teaching. Some later authors chose neotypes even from among their
 own collections, rather than using the original material of the validating
 author for typification. This was very bad practice, certainly not cov-
 ered by the Code.

 Steam, in the same context, stressed the great importance of select-
 ing material from the area from where a taxon was originally described,
 when designating a neotype. Neotypes should always be 'topotypes'.

 NINTH SESSION

 Friday, 21 August 1981, 9:05 - 11:00 a.m.

 (Chair: Rollins)

 Report of the General Committee

 Voss introduced the report, copies of which had been distributed
 (see Taxon 31/2). It included record of approval, by the General Com-
 mittee, of names proposed for conservation by the special committees
 concerned, supplementary to previous action as summarized in the 'Syn-
 opsis of proposals'. By accepting this report, we would thus be up to
 date with respect to all 'nomina conservanda'. The Subcommittee for
 Family Names of Pteridophyta, authorized by the Leningrad Congress,
 had functioned and produced a list of names proposed for conservation,
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 recently published (Taxon 30: 163-168). It still included a number of
 uncertain issues on which Pteridologists ought to decide, so that action
 by the General Committee had been deferred.

 The second part of the report proposed a set of 'Guidelines for com-
 mittee operations'. The fact that there had been no such guidelines in
 the past had led to some criticism. Did a committee vote of, say, 2: 1,
 12 abstaining, constitute acceptance? The proposed guidelines had been
 considered and accepted by the General Committee at its last meeting.
 The endorsement of the guidelines by the section would add to their
 weight. The requirements for committee recommendations in matters
 of conservation were admittedly severe, but had been successfully ap-
 plied for many years by the Committee for Spermatophyta. In order to
 facilitate the application of the two-thirds majority rule, the Nomina-
 ting Committee had been asked to propose nominations in multiples of
 three for all committees.

 Greuter enquired on the effect of the adoption of Art. 75 Prop. M
 on point 1 under 'General Committee', in the guidelines ("On Art. 75
 questions, no opinion will be expressed unless a majority of General
 Committee members have explicitly concurred"). He took it that the
 General Committee would now feel bound to take a decision on each

 case of doubtful 'parahomonymy' that was submitted to him, even by
 a relative majority. The paragraph as it stood was an anachronism.

 To a question by Veldkamp, Voss replied that proposals to conserve
 and to reject had had to be published in 'Taxon' ever since that journal
 existed. The Code required that such proposals be referred to the
 General Committee, and this was normally effected by publication in
 'Taxon'. If proposals published elsewhere were submitted to the Gene-
 ral Committee, this might decide to insert only a reference to the
 published proposal in 'Taxon', having duly numbered it. But unnum-
 bered proposals not at all published in 'Taxon' would definitely not
 be considered.

 A motion to the effect that the section accept the report and en-
 dorse the 'Guidelines for committee operations' was seconded and
 carried.

 Committee reports approved by the General Committee over the last
 six years (Taxon 30: 142-152, and present report) included recommen-
 dations on names proposed for conservation or rejection. A motion to
 accept proposals to conserve and to reject names, as approved by the
 General Committee, was seconded and carried.

 Report of the Committee for Fossil Plants

 Traverse introduced the committee report of which copies had been
 distributed (Taxon 31/2). 6 committee members had been present in
 Sydney, a very good record. Storch's proposal to modify the starting
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 point for fossil plants (Art. 13 Prop. D) turned out to be very contro-
 versial, and the committee had been unable to gather sufficient infor-
 mation on all of its ramifications yet. The matter should be referred
 back to the committee, to formulate a recommendation to the next
 congress. The committee sustained the previous, negative opinion with
 respect to App. IV Prop. A after extensive discussions with its author.
 The hope that a consensus could be achieved on a new wording of the
 statement on fossil plants in Art. 3 had not materialized. The Leningrad
 Code, clearly, did not in either form or substance present the new ver-
 sion of Art. 3.2 adopted by the Leningrad Congress. However the com-
 mittee was agreed that it would not be helpful to amend the wording of
 Art. 3.2 at this time. Rejection of Art. 3 Props. C and D was therefore
 recommended.

 A motion to approve the report was seconded and carried. Art. 3
 Props. C and D were thereby rejected, and Art. 13 Prop. D, referred
 back to the Committee for Fossil Plants (and thereby also rejected).

 Guidelines for proposals in 'Taxon'

 Nicolson requested that guidelines be issued for the benefit of au-
 thors - not to mention editors and readers - of proposals to conserve
 or reject names. Such guidelines should define the minimum require-
 ments for the acceptance for publication in 'Taxon' of such proposals,
 to ensure (1) that the necessary research had been carried out by the
 proposer regarding typification, bibliography, current usage and, if
 relevant, economic importance, so that this work did not devolve on
 the editor, or the standing committees, nor readers, and (2) that satis-
 factory information was included to allow a considered judgement to
 be made on the merits of the case. He moved that the section instruct
 the General Committee to issue such guidelines, and his motion was sec-
 onded and carried.

 Report of the Committee for Hybrids: none

 Report of the Committee for Algae

 No written report was available. In the absence of the secretary of
 the committee, Silva informed the section that the 2 (of 14) committee
 members present had met informally, together with other phycologists
 who were interested in nomenclature. He had lately received the results
 of the committee's ballots on 46 generic and one family name that had
 been proposed for conservation. Only 10 out of 14 committee members
 had voted, and he wished that the new 'Guidelines' had already been in
 effect. At least two of the decisions were, he felt, erroneous, one case
 (7 : 2, 1 abstaining) where conservation was superfluous, and one (5 : 3,
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 2 abstaining) affecting a name published as recently as 1941 where con-
 servation was hardly justified. Could the chair advise on appropriate
 procedure, in such cases?

 The rapporteur advised that the new committee, to be appointed at
 this session, should be asked on how to act in such controversial cases.
 Issues that were not clear should be, he thought, re-voted.

 Report of the Committee for Fungi and Lichens

 Korf, as acting secretary of the committee, read out parts of the
 report prepared by the secretary, Petersen (see Taxon 31/2).

 Three committee reports had been published in 'Taxon', in which 10
 generic names were approved for conservation, and 4 proposals for con-
 servation of generic names were rejected. Two sets of committees had
 considered with utmost seriousness the proposals concerning the no-
 menclature of fungi. The special committee was grateful to the dele-
 gates who had heeded the advice of these committees, which represen-
 ted the sum total of over nine years' hard work.

 The secretary wished to thank all members of the special committee
 for their cooperative attitude over the past years. The past chairman,
 Luella Weresub, had died some months ago and the committee had
 in the meantime functioned without a chairman. Her sharp wit and sage
 advice had been and would be missed.

 The report was accepted without discussion.

 Report of the Committee for Pteridophyta

 This report (see Taxon 31/2) was summarized by the rapporteur on
 behalf of the committee secretary, Pichi Sermolli, who was unable to
 attend in person. The committee recommended, in essence, the rejec-
 tion of the proposal to conserve Stigmatopteris Christensen vs. Cyclo-
 dium Presl.

 The report was accepted without discussion.

 Report of the Committee for Spermatophyta

 Brummitt, as secretary, stated that the committee had published
 several reports in 'Taxon' since the last congress. No formal report had
 been prepared in view of this congress. The only unfinished business of
 the committee was to send a picture post-card to its retiring member
 and former secretary, McVaugh, which anyone outside the committee
 was welcome to sign.

 This informal report was accepted without discussion.
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 Report of the Committee for Bryophyta

 Crosby reported that bryologists had probably spent more time in
 trying to decide what were the differences between Tortula and Barbula
 than what to call them. 13 conservation proposals had come before the
 committee; 8 of these had just been ballotted, and 7 were recommen-
 ded, while one (Jubula) needed to be reconsidered due to a technicality
 A committee member, Grolle, had gone over the list of conserved
 names in the Hepaticae and had produced a list of recommendations for
 slight editorial changes. These, too, were passed over to the General
 Committee by the present report (Taxon 31/2).

 The report was accepted.

 Various items

 The rapporteur urged all persons who had any advice to be consid-
 ered by the Editorial Committee, either in the form of examples or im-
 provements of wording, to send them in writing to the secretary of the
 Editorial Committee, Greuter, by the 1st of January, 1982.

 He invited any volunteers to serve on the four special committees
 authorized by the section - on effective publication, valid publication,
 lectotypification, and orthography - to announce themselves to him as
 secretary of the General Committee that would appoint these commit-
 tees in the coming weeks. All names suggested to him would be consi-
 dered.

 The Nominating Committee report would include no nominations
 for the Standing Committee on Stabilization since it had apparently
 outlived its usefulness and had submitted no report during the last six
 years. In the past, a number of cases had been submitted to it in order
 to find out which the correct name of a plant was. If, in the future,
 anybody wanted this kind of advice, he could submit the case to the
 General Committee which would refer it to the special committee for
 the group of plants concerned.

 Another small item of business concerned the 'lifeboat motion', by
 Faegri, passed at the closing session of the nomenclature section in
 Leningrad: "In case there shall not be another International Botanical
 Congress, the authority over the International Code of Botanical
 Nomenclature must be transferred to the International Union of Biolo-
 gical Sciences through its Division of Botany, or an organization at that
 time corresponding to it. The Bureau is asked to present to the next
 International Botanical Congress a proposal for the machinery to do
 this". Since, apparently, there would be at least one more congress,
 action in this matter could be postponed. Also, the General Committee
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 would be a more appropriate body to be entrusted with such responsi-
 bility than the Bureau of Nomenclature, which was just an organ of the
 section and became active only a short time ahead of a congress.

 The rapporteur then moved the following resolution, to be passed on
 by the section to the Resolutions Committee of the Congress and to be
 submitted at the final plenary session of the Congress: "Be it resolved
 that the decisions of the Nomenclature Section with respect to the
 International Code of Botanical Nomenclature as well as the appoint-
 ment of officers of the nomenclature committees, made by that Section
 August 17 to 21, be accepted". The motion was seconded and carried.

 Since the earlier 'lifeboat motion', at some time, might become
 serious, Faegri suggested that it should be formally amended to take
 care of the point just mentioned by the rapporteur. The chair granted
 that the amendment should stand and be put on record.

 The chair ruled that Art. 7 Prop. D, on which no formal action had
 yet been taken, was rejected on the base of the mail vote.

 Correction and removal of entries in the Appendices

 Voss proposed that, at the end of the first line of Art. 14.9, the
 words 'changes and deletions' be added, to read: "The list of conserved
 names will remain permanently open for additions, changes and dele-
 tions". There was no procedure, presently, to remove a name from the
 list, no matter how ill-advised it might appear; nor even, indeed, to
 make a change to the list in order, say, to correct an erroneous type
 citation.

 Brummitt recalled lively discussions, in the Committee for Sperma-
 tophyta, following a proposal to delete entries from Appendix III. The
 point had then been made that names listed as rejected should be rejec-
 ted once and forever. Nobody would object to removing names from
 the list that were not any longer in need of conservation. One should
 not, however, open the door to renewed discussion and, eventually,
 reversal of an earlier decision to conserve a name.

 Johnson felt that the addition of the word 'corrections' would be an

 improvement, but any mechanism potentially leading to reverse earlier
 decisions should be avoided.

 Fosberg supported the proposal and moved that it be accepted. A
 supposedly binding list without a provision for correcting its mistakes
 might eventually cease to be taken seriously.

 Korf, while not objecting to 'corrections', was strongly opposed to
 any mechanism for removing names listed in the Appendices. Even
 though such names were sometimes listed without a corresponding re-
 jected name, they were still conserved implicitly against all competing
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 names based on the same type, and against all earlier homonyms. One
 could never be quite sure whether conservation was really unnecessary.

 Margadant, too, was in favour of an easy way to correct obvious mis-
 takes in the entries of conserved names, but opposed to deletions.
 There was no harm in keeping a name on the list even without an ap-
 parent need.

 Henderson drew attention to a concrete example of an erroneous
 entry in Appendix III: No. 1360, listed as 'Tapeinochilos Miquel'
 whereas the original spelling of the name was Tapeinocheilos. There was
 no apparent reason for the name to be conserved (no rejected name was
 listed); it could remain there without harm, but it should also be pos-
 sible to have it removed by submitting an appropriate proposal.

 Greuter made it clear that it had never been intended to remove

 from Appendix III all names conserved without a corresponding rejec-
 ted name. Many of these were purposely listed to conserve, e.g., a parti-
 cular type or spelling. But some entries were really superfluous, and
 maintaining them was a waste of space. Would it be acceptable to write
 'deletion of superfluous entries' rather than simply 'deletion', as pro-
 posed by Voss?

 Voss would accept an amendment to his proposal, to omit explicit
 reference to deletion and add only the words 'and corrections'. After
 all, 'deletion of superfluous entries' was no more than a correction.

 Cronquist felt that deletion of superfluous entries of conserved
 names, although logical, would be unwise from a practical standpoint.
 It could cause a problem to people who were not fully aware of the rea-
 sons for such a removal. For him, the only arguable case for removing a
 name from the list would be the conviction of a nomenclature section
 that an earlier decision had been mistaken and a name listed as conser-
 ved should better not be used.

 On a question by Demoulin, Voss formally amended his proposal to
 the addition of the words 'and corrections' - instead of 'changes and
 deletions' as originally proposed.

 Korf reiterated his point that it was impossible to be sure that con-
 servation of a listed name was superfluous, since all these names were
 potentially conserved against other names of which we might not even
 know that they existed.

 Parkinson would welcome the amended proposal provided that it
 was clear that entries of conserved names were not to be deleted. How-
 ever the deletion of names listed as rejected that were found not to be
 validly published should be authorized.

 Margadant drew attention to the special case of generic names of
 fungi whose conservation was no longer needed owing to the change of
 the starting point back to Linnaeus. These entries could, exceptionally,
 be deleted by a decision of the next congress.
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 Fosberg assumed that the nomenclature committees would continue
 to carry out their assignments responsibly, and trusted that they would
 recommend deletion - if it was authorized - only when necessary or
 desirable.

 Walker offered a further friendly amendment, to add 'and editorial
 corrections' instead of 'and corrections'. This was not accepted by the
 proposer, being too restrictive. Even without a formal authorization,
 corrections that were by no means simply editorial had often been de-
 cided in the past.

 Hennebert opposed the proposal. 'Corrections' could be interpreted
 in too extensive a sense.

 Chapman stated that it was essential that corrections to the Appen-
 dices be authorized. E.g., No. 5600 Agonis had been found to date
 from 1830 when it was validated by Sweet, not from 1839 as now lis-
 ted, and the entry should be changed accordingly.

 Korf asked whether the proposer would accept an amendment, to
 add the words 'and corrections, but not deletion of names'. Voss agreed
 to a rewording of his proposal, to make the addition read 'and correc-
 tions, but not deletion of conserved names'.

 McNeill wondered whether it was necessary to explicitly preclude
 deletions. It had always been understood, in the past, that no entries
 were to be deleted.

 Greuter feared that the amended wording might lead to difficulties.
 In some cases it was necessary to replace a conserved name by, e.g., a
 homonym based on a different type. In such a process, the original con-
 served name was indeed, in a way, deleted. If anything, the addition
 should read '... but not deletion of entries'.

 Christensen supported the original idea of authorizing deletions. He
 cited the example of Vaucheria DC., formerly listed as nomen conser-
 vandum, which had been removed from the list long ago when it was
 found that it had priority over the name listed as rejected.

 Silva observed that nomenclature, supposedly, was flexible enough
 to reflect changes in taxonomy. This should apply also in the case of
 conserved names. It was rather embarrassing to maintain an entry like
 Rhodymenia, listed as conserved against the 'taxonomic synonym' Pal-
 maria - now that these were recognized as distinct genera placed in dif-
 ferent orders!

 Fosberg announced that, if the amendment was incorporated, he
 wanted to withdraw his earlier motion that the proposal be accepted.

 Voss restated the wording of his proposal as presently amended, to
 insert at the end of the first line of Art. 14.9: '... or corrections (but
 not deletions of entries)'. Faegri suggested making the parenthesis a
 separate sentence, to read: '... and changes. Entries of conserved names
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 cannot be deleted'. This latter wording of the proposal was put to the
 vote and accepted.

 The rapporteur then took up a suggestion by Kanis and proposed a
 parallel change in the footnote to Art. 69: addition of '(or changes)'
 after 'rejection'. This proposal, too, was accepted.

 Institutional votes

 The rapporteur then introduced the subject of institutional votes, as
 provided for in Division III (4.B.2) of the Code. The Bureau and the
 General Committee had the delicate responsibility of ranking institu-
 tions throughout the world on a scale ranging from 1 to 7. There had
 been all sorts of disagreements and complaints over this, yet it would be
 premature, he felt, to move to eliminate this hateful task from the Code.
 It had even been suggested to him that the maximum number of votes
 per institution be raised from 7 to 10, in order to increase the weight
 of some very big institutions as compared to the smaller ones. The
 problem was that the term 'institution' was not defined. A given
 university, or institute, or museum, might be subdivided into several de-
 partments each of which had traditionally been assigned its own institu-
 tional votes. In some cases, the total votes of individual departments of
 an institition exceeded 7. Some had been cut down this time - to a
 total of 10. Should we cut them down even more next time, or raise the

 maximum number of votes to 10, on the understanding that institu-
 tions in the broad sense were meant? If, instead, a narrow definition of
 'institution' was adopted, then e.g. Kew could justifiably argue that
 they were made up of a dozen different departments.

 Fosberg asked (1) whether institutional votes were limited to institu-
 tional members of IAPT - the answer was: no - and (2) whether large
 organisms like CSIRO or USDA, under a broad definition, would qua-
 lify as single institutions.

 The chair replied that there had been a general understanding of
 what an 'institution' amounted to: an integrated group involved in sys-
 tematic work, usually with a herbarium, library, publication, and servi-
 ces to the taxonomic community. All these criteria were taken into ac-
 count for ranking such institutions. The list was not perfect, but in a
 way reflected the integrated systematic activity of each such institution.
 Governmental agencies spread over a large number of individual re-
 search bodies, such as CSIRO and USDA, did not qualify as institutions
 in this sense. On the other hand, no systematic institution requesting a
 vote had, by tradition, ever been refused such a vote.

 The rapporteur, on a question by McNeill, confirmed that the main
 problem he had addressed was not that of the criteria applied in ranking
 institutions, it was the case of institutions such as the Biosystematic
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 Research Institute in Ottawa, or Harvard University, or the Museum
 in Paris, where separate votes had been allocated to individual subunits.
 Following the last revision of the list, no single institution even in the
 broad sense had now more than 10 votes, and if we officialized this
 there would be no difficulty.

 Demoulin asked a first question. How should non-listed instiutions
 proceed in order to acquire a vote: apply in advance in writing to the
 General Committee, or ask for it upon registration at the Congress? The
 chair and rapporteur replied that the former procedure was preferable.
 The General Committee would want to make sure that the applicant
 institution had an actual research activity in the field of systematic
 botany. Work on the present list had started in January 1980, and a call
 for suggestions of additions had been published in 'Taxon'. However,
 the Bureau of Nomenclature of the congress had power, in exceptional
 cases, to assign institutional votes upon request at the beginning of a
 Congress. The list of institutional votes allotted for the Leningrad Con-
 gress was published in the 'Proceedings' of that congress, and similarly
 the new list would be included with the nomenclature proceedings of
 this congress.

 In a second question, Demoulin wondered whether the suggestion by
 Voss would mean that the formerly distinct votes of subunits of an in-
 stitution were to be pooled, so that, e.g., the Museum in Paris would be
 allotted 10 votes globally, instead of 5 being allotted to (P) and 5 to
 (PC). The chair replied that no such change was proposed, but that an
 upper limit would be set to the total amount of such votes. The rappor-
 teur explained that acceptance of his suggestion would simply result in
 the substitution of the figure 10, for 7, in Division III of the Code. Pre-
 sently some institutions, like Kew, were unfairly treated since, not
 being subdivided, they could not get more than 7 votes.

 McNeill wondered whether the Bureau of Nomenclature was really
 the right body to draw up the institutional list. Should it not, rather, be
 the General Committee? The chair agreed that there was a problem: the
 officers of the section, i.e. the Bureau, were not usually appointed until
 the congress was well under way, and could not really function between
 the congresses. Only the rapporteur was appointed already by the pre-
 vious congress. The advantage of having the responsibility placed with
 the Bureau, the rapporteur explained, was that those were the people
 actually present at the Congress, and able to deal with last-minute pro-
 posals affecting the list. Actually the General Committee had taken the
 initiative and presented the Bureau with a list duly prepared in advance
 - so that, from a practical standpoint, the procedure worked.

 Greuter definitely opposed the suggestion to raise the maximum
 number of institutional votes. There had, in the past, been a certain
 balance between the weight of the section members in attendance and
 the weight of the institutions they represented. Maintenance of this ba-
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 lance was essential if we wanted to have a continued attendance, at the
 section meetings, not only of institutional representatives but also of
 those carrying only their personal vote. A strong voting power of the in-
 stitutions was certainly justified, being a stabilizing element and a coun-
 terbalance to shifts in the personal membership due to the change of
 location of the successive congresses; but it should not be so strong as
 to make meaningless the expression of the personal opinion of the sec-
 tion members. The second part of Voss's suggestion, that the term 'insti-
 tute' should be interpreted in the sense of the comprehensive unit and
 not of individual subunits, was to be strongly supported. Nothing was
 to be said against the split-up of the votes of an institution among its
 subdivisions - but they should never total more than 7. The bodies res-
 ponsible for the drawing-up of the list should be instructed accordingly.
 The point raised by McNeill was perfectly well taken: the procedure for
 drawing up the list, as presently defined, was not operative and had not,
 in effect, been applied. The General Committee and not the Bureau had
 drawn up the list; and last-minute additions to the list allowed by the
 Bureau had not, as stipulated, been approved by the General Committee.

 Cronquist, as a member of an institution with a considerable number
 of votes, also felt that 7 was enough. He would oppose any motion to
 the effect of raising that limit.

 Fosberg presented a motion to the effect that no institution, in the
 broad sense, would be allowed a total of more than 7 votes. The motion
 was seconded.

 Meikle moved a second motion, that in the relevant portion of the
 Code the maximum number of votes allocated to each institution be
 raised from 7 to 10. This was an alternative to the first motion which

 was to retain the status quo.

 Kanis pointed out that the Fosberg motion was not merely main-
 taining the status quo. If accepted, it would mean that the number of
 votes of certain institutions be reduced from the present number of 10
 to 7.

 Steam would have found it more logical to vote on the Meikle mo-
 tion first, and then on the Fosberg motion. He further asked whether
 certain societies, such as the Royal Horticultural Society, which main-
 tained a herbarium, a library and a taxonomist, did not qualify as insti-
 tutions having a voting right - although he understood that others, like
 the Linnean Society that held a herbarium but employed no taxono-
 mist, had to be excluded.

 Greuter explained that the two motions were in fact unrelated and
 independent. The first wanted to instruct the body responsible for the
 list on how the term 'institution' was to be interpreted, namely 'in the
 broad sense'. The number 7 was not really part of the motion since it
 was already in the Code. The second would effect a substitution, in the
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 Code, of the number 7 by the number 10. The Fosberg motion was
 thereupon carried.

 Meikle reasserted his earlier motion, which was seconded.

 Brummitt felt that the present proportion was unfair: an institution
 with a single taxonomist held one vote, while Kew with 60 taxonomists
 only held 7. Rollins noted that this, frankly, was not a bad way to have
 it. The present regulation was a delicately balanced stabilizing device,
 hindering a body like this section to run away with itself. The votes of
 big institutions were often committed in advance, following delibera-
 tions among their scientific staff, thereby reflecting a broader base than
 could be assembled in a meeting room.

 McNeill called attention to the fact that rejection of the motion
 would force the Bureau, or the General Committee, to cut down quite
 a number of institutional votes. The motion was nevertheless defeated.

 Fosberg wondered whether it would be appropriate to introduce a
 motion to the effect that such societies as did support taxonomic work,
 maintain taxonomic libraries and herbaria could qualify as institutions
 entitled to votes. The rapporteur thought that no such motion was re-
 quired: the decision of each case should be left with the bodies that
 were responsible for drawing up the list. The Royal Horticultural So-
 ciety actually held a vote now, just as it did in Leningrad.

 Report of the Nominating Committee

 Cowan presented the report, copies of which had been distributed
 (see Taxon 31/2). The Nominating Committee, comprising Lourteig,
 Almborn, Hiepko and himself, had sought and received advice and sug-
 gestions from very many people. Some misspellings and mistaken ini-
 tials, in the lists, would need correction, for which he apologized. It
 had been assumed, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, that the
 two Subcommittees on Family Names - Spermatophyta and Pterido-
 phyta - would continue to serve with an unchanged membership. The
 proposed new composition of the special committees relied almost ex-
 clusively on advice received from the committees themselves. The basic
 criteria for nomination had been interest in nomenclature and willing-
 ness to respond. (Those who, finding their names on the list, were not
 prepared to do the actual work should better withdraw now!) Cowan
 moved on behalf of the Nominating Committee that the listed names
 be placed in nomination.

 Brownsey enquired why the Committee for Pteridophyta was consi-
 derably smaller than any of the other committees. He was particularly
 concerned about the Subcommittee on Family Names, which consisted
 of only three people. This was unsatisfactory, as borne out by the
 published subcommittee report where some votes were one in favour,
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 one against, one vote not received. He suggested that the subcommittee
 be increased to at least 5 members.

 Cowan explained that the Nominating Committee, following instruc-
 tions by the rapporteur, was submitting nominations which, for each
 committee, were a multiple of three (except that the Committee for
 Fossil Plants had deliberately opted for a number of 14). The choice of
 the actual size was left to the specialists within the extant committees.
 Nothing precluded additional nominations from the floor, however.

 The chair asked whether the subcommittees were not supposed to
 report through the appropriate special committee. The rapporteur re-
 plied that this had not so far been the policy, and that the term 'sub-
 committee' was, in this respect, somewhat misleading. In the case of the
 report of the Subcommittee on Family Names of Pteridophyta, the
 General Committee was however referring it back to the full Committee
 for Pteridophyta, because there was some controversy. McNeill sugges-
 ted that a provision should be added to the 'Guidelines for committee
 operations', that subcommittees were to report through the appropriate
 committee. The rapporteur noted that the subcommittees had been set
 up precisely in order that the main committees should not have to deal
 with the same issues. This was not however an objection to McNeil's
 suggestion, it was just a statement of the historical background.

 Fosberg noted that none of the members of the Editorial Commit-
 tee was French, although at least two of them undoubtedly spoke
 French rather well. Would not addition of a French member be appro-
 priate in view of the fact that French was an official language of the
 Code? Cowan replied that nominees for the Editorial Committee had
 been selected in view of their ability to handle the languages and in
 order to represent the several subdisciplines of taxonomic botany,
 rather than nationalities. There had been no French person on the last
 Editorial Committee. Lourteig explicitly concurred.

 The nominations as presented were voted upon en bloc and accepted.

 The chair had been petitioned by several members to allow recon-
 sideration of Art. 3 Prop. A. He asked the section whether they wanted
 to reconsider this or not.

 Thomas explained the reasons for this request. We had agreed to ac-
 commodate the needs of botanists in the various applied fields by
 adopting Art. 14 Prop. D on the conservation of species names. Logical-
 ly we should, for equally good reasons, accept Art. 3 Prop. A and
 substitute 'phylum' for 'division'. He did not at this point wish to use
 'Brummitt's bleeding heart appeal', but just to observe that the ration-
 ale for both proposals was very much the same. Art. 3 Prop. A had been
 submitted by eight of the most distinguished botanists, or rather
 biologists, of the world. If we could not deal with it now, it would be
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 brought up again at the next congress. On a vote, the section declined
 reconsideration.

 Fosberg moved a vote of thanks to the people who had been handing
 the microphone around and collecting the written statements (applause).

 The chair then declared the meeting to stand adjourned.
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 Appendix A

 List of registered members of the Nomenclature section1

 Ahti T.T. ........
 Ali S. I............
 Almbor 0.........

 Armstrong J. A.....
 Aston H. I ........
 Baer D. F..........
 Banks H. P.........
 Barker W. R .......
 Barkworth M. E......
 Bates D. M.........
 Baum B. R. .......
 Bedford D. J........
 Blaxell D. F .......
 Boivin B. ..........
 Boonnitee W........
 Borowitzka L. J......
 Borowitzka M. A.....

 Braggin J. E ..... Ne,
 Briggs B. G.........
 Brownsey P. J. ... Ne,
 Brummitt R. K......
 Bulfin M. J. A ....Ne,
 Burdet H. M ..... Si
 Carolin R. C........
 Chaloner W. G.......

 Chapman A. D .....
 Chinnock R. J.......
 Christensen T......
 Churchill D. M .....
 Cole M. A..........
 Connor H. E .. . Nee
 Conran J. G .......
 Court A. B.........
 Cowan R. S .......

 Cronquist A .......
 Crosby M. R........
 Curtis W. M .......

 D'Arcy W. G........

 Finland
 Pakistan

 Sweden
 Australia
 Australia
 ... USA
 ... USA
 Australia

 ... USA
 ... USA
 .Canada
 Australia
 Australia
 Canada
 Thailand
 Australia

 Australia
 w Zealand
 Australia

 w Zealand
 ... UK

 w Zealand
 witzerland
 Australia

 .... UK
 Australia
 Australia
 Denmark
 Australia
 Australia

 w Zealand
 Australia

 Australia

 ... USA
 ... USA
 ... USA
 Australia
 .. USA

 Degener II. .
 Degener 0..
 Demoulin V. E.
 Dirzo R....
 Dressler R. L..

 Edgar E.....
 Eichler H ..
 Everett J ...

 Faegri K.....
 Fosberg F. R..
 Frodin D. G.
 Garbary J. W. D
 Gao Q ......
 George A. S.
 Gibbons D. S.
 Gibbs Russell G

 Green P. S.
 Greuter W. . .

 Guymer G. P..
 Haegi L. A. R.
 Hara H. .....
 Harden G. J..
 Hawksworth D.

 Haynes R. R.

 Hellquist C. B.
 Henderson R. J.
 Hennebert G. L.

 Hiepko P ...
 Hnatiuk R..

 Huang T.-C...
 Huck R. B...
 Inoue H.....
 Iwatsuki K..
 Jacobs S. W. L.
 James P. W...

 Jessup L. W.

 ......... USA
 ......... USA

 P. G.. .. Belgium
 ....... Mexico
 ....... Panama
 . . New Zealand
 ...... Australia
 ...... Australia

 ....... Norway
 ......... USA

 . New Guinea
 ....... Canada
 ........ China
 ...... Australia
 ...... Australia

 . .... S. Africa
 .......... UK

 ...... Germany
 ...... Australia
 ...... Australia

 ........ Japan
 ...... Australia
 L ....... UK
 ......... USA
 ......... USA
 F. ... Australia

 ....... Belgium
 ...... Germany
 ...... Australia
 ........ China
 ......... USA

 ........ Japan
 ........ Japan
 ...... Australia
 .......... U K
 ...... Australia

 Johnson L. A. S...... Australia
 Johnson R. W ....... Australia

 1P. G. Parkinson, New Zealand, attended the sessions as a guest.
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 Johnston L. D ......... USA
 Johnstone P. C. ..... Australia
 Jones A. G ........... USA
 Jones V . .......... Australia
 Jonsell B. E ......... Sweden
 Kanis A . ......... Australia

 Kawano S ........... Japan
 Kiew R .......... Malaysia
 Killick D. J. B ...... S. Africa
 Korf R. P ............ USA
 Kukkonen T . I. K. .. Finland

 Lack H. W. ........ Germany
 Lee A. T .......... Australia
 Lourteig A ..........France
 Mackay M. A ...... Australia
 Margadant W. D.... Netherlands
 Masli 1 R ......... Australia
 Mason R. ...... New Zealand
 McCusker A ....... Australia
 McNeill J .......... Canada
 Meikle R. D. .. ....... UK
 Michael P. W ........ Australia
 Mould W. S ........ Australia

 Mozingo H. N .......... USA
 M'Shigeni K. E ...... Tanzania
 Muller J ........ Netherlands
 Nelson W. A .... New Zealand
 Nicolson D. H ......... USA
 Onim J. F. M. Kenya
 Orchard A. E ...... Australia

 Papenfuss G. F ........ USA
 Parsons M. J. .... New Zealand

 Pedley L. ........ Australia
 Pegler D. N ............ UK
 Perry G ........... Australia
 Prud'homme van Reine W. F ...
 .............. ..Netherlands
 Puttock C.... .. Australia
 Robinson E. R. ..... S. Africa

 Rodo A. N......
 Rollins R. C....
 Rouleau E .....
 Schaarschmidt F.
 Schultz L. M.....
 Short P. S.......
 Silva P. C. ......
 Simon B. K......
 Steam W. T ....
 Sutton B. C ....

 Symon D. E ....
 Thiers H. D......
 Thomas J. H.....

 Thompson J.....
 Tindale M. D.....
 Tolken H. R ....
 Tort M.........
 Townsend R. A...
 Traverse A......
 Tucker D. J ....

 Veldkamp J. F.
 Voss E. G.......
 Walker J........

 Wang X .......
 Wasshausen D. C.
 Weber J. Z .....
 West J.........
 Weston P. H ....
 Wilson H. D ....
 Wilson J. B.....
 Wilson K. A ....
 Wilson K. L ....
 Wilson P. G......
 Wood A........
 Wu Z .........
 Yeo P. F ......
 Yim K.-B.......
 Zardini E. M....

 Zheng R........

 ... Australia
 ...... USA
 .... Canada

 ... Germany
 ...... USA
 .. Australia
 ...... USA
 ... Australia
 ....... UK
 ....... UK
 ... Australia
 ...... USA
 ...... USA
 ... Australia
 ... Australia
 ... Australia
 ..... France
 ... Australia
 ...... USA
 ....... UK
 . Netherlands
 ...... USA
 .. Australia
 ..... China
 ...... USA
 ... Australia
 ... Australia
 .. Australia
 New Zealand
 New Zealand
 ...... USA
 ... Australia
 ... Australia
 ... Australia
 ..... China
 ....... UK
 ..... Korea
 . . . Argentina
 ..... China
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 Appendix B

 Institutional votes

 A revised list of institutional votes was drawn up and approved as fol-
 lows by the Bureau of Nomenclature and the General Committee, in
 accordance with Division III of the Code. This replaces the list in the
 Leningrad report (XII International Botanical Congress, Proceedings:
 183-186, Leningrad 1979). Institutes are briefly identified by the name
 of the city in which each is located, followed in general by the herba-
 rium symbol from the 'Index herbariorum', ed. 7. An asterisk (*)
 indicates that the institution was represented at the Nomenclature
 Section in Sydney. The number of votes allotted to each institute is
 given in the right-hand column.

 * Aarhus (AAU) .........
 Aberdeen (ABD) ......

 * Aberystwyth (ABS)
 Abidjan (ABI) .........
 Abidjan (UCJ) .........
 Adelaide (AD) .........
 Adelaide (ADU) ........
 Adelaide (ADW) ........

 * Agana (GUAM) ........
 Albany (NYS) .........
 Albuquerque (UNM) .....
 Alice Springs (NT) ......
 Alma-Ata (AA) ........

 * Ames (ISC) ...........
 Amherst (MASS) .......
 Amsterdam (AMD) ......
 Amsterdam (AVU) ......
 Ankara (ANK) .........

 * Ann Arbor (MICH) ......
 Arcata (HSC) ..........
 Athens, Greece (ATH) ....
 Athens, Greece (ATHU) ..
 Athens, USA (GA) ......
 Auburn (AUA) .........

 * Auckland (AK) ........
 * Auckland (AKU) .......

 Austin (TEX) ..........
 * Baarn (CBS) ..........

 Bangkok (BKF) .......

 3
 1
 1
 1
 1
 3
 1

 1
 1
 1
 1

 1
 1
 1

 3
 1
 1
 1
 5
 1
 1
 1
 1
 I
 1
 1
 3
 3
 1

 Barcelona (BC)......... 2
 Basel (BAS) ........... 1
 Belem (IAN) ......... 1
 Belem (MG)........... 1

 * Beltsville (BARC) ....... 1
 * Beltsville (BPI) . ........ 3
 * Bergen (BG) .......... 1
 * Berkeley (UC) .........5
 * Berlin (B) ......... .. 7
 Berlin (BHU) .......... 1
 Birmingham (AAS) ..... 1

 * Birmingham (BIRM) ..... 1
 Blacksburg (VPI) ....... 1

 * Bloomington (IND) ......
 Bogor (BO) ...........3
 Bogota (COL) .........3
 Bombay (BLAT) ....... 1

 * Boulder (COLO) ........ 1
 Bratislava (SAV) .... ... 1

 * Brisbane (BRI) .........5
 Brno (BRNU) ......... 1

 * BruxeUes (BR) ......... 7
 3ruxelles (BRLU) ....... 1
 Bucuresti (BUCA) ....... 1
 Budapest (BP) ......... 2
 Budapest (BPU) ........ 2
 Buenos Aires (BA) ...... 2
 Buenos Aires (BAA) ..... 1
 Buenos Aires (BAFC) .... 1
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 Cagliari (CAG). 1
 * Cairo (CAI) . .......... 3
 * Calcutta (CAL) ........ 5

 Cambridge, UK (CGE) .... 1
 * Cambridge, UK (CGG) .... 1

 Cambridge, USA (A) ..... 3
 Cambridge, USA (AMES) . . 1

 * Cambridge, USA (FH) .... 1
 * Cambridge, USA (GH) .... 4
 * Canberra (CANB) ....... 4
 * Canberra (CBG) ....... 1

 Canton (IBSC) ......... 2
 * Cape Town (BOL) ......

 Cape Town (CT) ....... 1
 Cape Town (NBG + SAM) . 1
 Caracas (VEN) ........ 2
 Carbondale (SIU) ....... 1

 * Cardiff (NMW) ........ 1
 Chapel Hill (NCU) ...... 2
 Charkow (CW) ........ 1
 Chengtu (SZ) ........ 1
 Chicago (F) ........... 5

 * Christchurch (CHR) ..... 2
 Claremont (RSA) ....... 3

 * Clermont-Ferrand (CLF) . . 1
 Cluj (CL) . ........ .. 1
 Coimbra (COI) ........ 2

 * College Park (MARY) .... 1
 * Columbus (OS) ........ 1

 Concepcion (CONC) .....1
 * Copenhagen (C) ........ 6

 Copenhagen (CP) .......1
 C6rdoba (CORD) ..... 1
 Corrientes (CTES) ...... 1

 * Corvallis (OSC) .... 1
 Davis (DAV) ........1
 Delhi (HCIO) ........ 1

 * Dublin(TCD) ....... 1
 Durham (DUKE) ....... 2

 * East Lansing (MSC) ...... 2
 * Edinburgh(E) ......... 5
 * Edmonton (ALTA) ...... 1

 Erevan (ERE) ........ 2
 * Firenze (FI) .......... 4

 Fort Collins (CS) ...... 1
 * Frankfurt (FR) ....... 1

 Gainesville (FLAS) ......
 Gatersleben (GAT) ......

 * Geneve (G) ...........
 Gent (GENT) ..........

 * Goteborg (GB) ..... ...
 Gottingen (GOET) ......

 * Graz (GZU) ...........
 Greifswald (GFW) .......
 Grenoble (GR) .........
 Guangzhou (IBSC) ......

 * Guelph (OAC) ........
 Guilin (IBK) ..........
 Habana (HAJB) ........
 Habana (LS) ..........
 Halle (HAL) ..........
 Hamburg (HBG) ........
 Haren (GRO) ..........

 * Heidelberg (HEID) ......
 * Helsinki (H)...........

 Hiroshima (HIRO) ......
 * Hobart (HO) ..........

 Honolulu (BISH) .......
 Iasi (I) ..............
 Ibadan (FHI) ..........
 Innsbruck (IB) .........
 Iowa City (IA) .........
 Istanbul (ISTF) ........

 * Ithaca (BH) ...........
 * Ithaca (CUP) ..........

 Jena (JE) ............
 Jerusalem (HUJ)........

 * Johannesburg (J) .......
 * Karachi (KUH).........

 Kent (KE) ............
 * Kew (IMI) ............
 * Kew (K) .............

 Kiev (KW) ............
 Kingston (IJ) ..........
 Knoxville (TENN) ......

 * Krakow (KRA) ........
 Krakow (KRAM) .......

 * Kuala Lumpur (KLU) ....
 * Kunming (KUN) .......
 * Kyoto (KYO) .........

 Lae (LAE) ............
 La Plata (LP) ..........

 1
 3

 6
 1
 3
 1

 1
 1

 1
 1
 1
 1

 1
 1
 2

 3
 1
 1

 6
 1
 1
 2
 1
 1
 1
 1
 1
 3
 1
 1
 2
 1
 1
 1
 3
 7
 1

 1
 1
 1
 1
 2
 2
 3

 1
 3
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 La Plata (LPS) .........
 Laramie (RM) .........

 * Lausanne (LAU) ........
 Leeds (LDS) ..........
 Legon (GC) ...........

 * Leicester (LTR) ........
 * Leiden (L) ............

 Leningrad (LE) ........
 Leningrad (LEC) .......
 Leningrad (WIR) .......

 * Liege (LG) ...........
 Lima (USM) ..........
 Lisboa (LISC) .........
 Lisboa (LISI) ..........
 Lisboa (LISU) .........

 * Liverpool (LIVU) .......
 * Ljubljana (LJU) ........
 * London, UK (BM) ......
 * London, Canada (UWO) ..

 Los Angeles (LA) .......
 * Louvain-La-Neuve (MUCL).

 Lucknow (LWG) .......
 * Lund(LD) ...........

 Madison (WIS) .........
 * Madrid (MA) ..........
 * Madrid (MAF) .........

 Manaus (INPA) .......
 Manchester (MANCH) ....
 Mandalay (ASM) .......
 Manila (PNH)..........
 Maracay (MY) .........

 * Marburg (MB) .........
 Marseille (MARS) .......
 Mayaguez (MAPR) ......
 Mayaguez (MSM) .......

 * Melbourne (MEL) .......
 Merida (MER) .........
 Mexico (ENCB) ........

 * Mexico (MEXU) ........
 Milwaukee (UWM) ......
 Missoula (MONTU) ......
 Montevideo (MVM) ......
 Montpellier (MPU) ......

 * Montr6al (MT) .........
 Montreal (MTJB) .......
 Montreal (MTMG) ......

 l
 1
 1
 1
 1

 1
 7
 7

 2
 1

 2
 1
 5
 1

 1

 1
 1
 7

 1
 2

 1
 1
 4

 3
 1

 1
 1

 1

 3

 1

 1

 I

 1

 5

 1
 1

 3
 1
 1
 1
 5

 1
 1

 1

 Morgantown (WVA) .....
 Moscow (MHA) ........

 Miinchen (M) ..........
 * Nairobi (EA) ..........

 Nairobi (NAI) .........
 Nanjing (NAS) .........
 Napoli (NAP) ..........
 Nashville (VDB) ........

 * Neuchatel (NEU) .......
 New Haven (YU) .......
 New Orleans (NO) ......

 * New York (NY) ........
 Nichinan (NICH) .......
 Nova Lisboa (LUA)......
 Novosibirsk (NS) .......
 Oeiras (LISE)..........
 Olomouc (OL) .........
 Orlando (FTU).........
 Orono (MAINE) ........

 * Oslo (O) .......... .
 * Ottawa (CAN, CANA, CANL,

 CANM) ......... ....
 * Ottawa (DAO) ........
 * Ottawa (DAOM) ......
 * Oulu (OULU) .........
 * Oxford, UK (FHO) .....
 * Oxford, UK (OXF)......

 Oxford, USA (MU) ....
 * Palermo (PAL) ........

 Panama (PMA) ........
 * Paris P) ... ......... .
 Paris (PC) ............

 Patras (UPA) ..........
 * Pavia (PAV) . .......
 * Peking (PE) ...........

 Peradeniya (PDA) .......
 * Perth (PERTH) ........

 Perth (UWA) ..........
 * Perugia (PERU) ........

 Peshawar (PES) ........
 * Philadelphia (PH) .......
 * Pisa (PI) .............

 Pittsburgh (CM) ........
 Pittsburgh (Hunt. Bot. Inst.)
 Pondicherry (HIFP) .....

 * Port Moresby (UPNG) ...

 1

 3

 6
 2
 1

 I

 7

 3
 I 1

 1
 1
 1
 1

 4

 5

 3
 3

 1
 1
 1
 1

 1
 1

 6
 4

 1
 1
 7

 1

 3
 I

 1
 2
 1
 1
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 Porto (PO) ...........
 Porto Alegre (ICN) ......
 Poznain (POZ) .........
 Praha (PR) ...........
 Praha (PRC) ..........

 * Pretoria (PRE) .........
 Pretoria (PRU) .........
 Providence (BRU) .......
 Provo (BRY) ..........
 Pullman (WS) ..........
 Pullman (WSP) .........
 Quebec (QUE) .........
 Quezon City (PUH) ......
 Rabat (RAB) ..........
 Raleigh (NCSC) ........
 Rawalpindi (RAW) ......

 * Reading (RNG) ........
 Recife (URM) .........
 Rennes (REN) .........
 Rio de Janeiro (HB) .....
 Rio de Janeiro (R) ......
 Rio de Janeiro (RB) .....
 Riverside (UCR) ........
 Roma (RO) ...........
 Roma (ROPV) .........
 Roma (ROML) .........
 Sacramento (SACT) .....

 * Saint Andrews (STA) ...
 * Saint Louis (MO) .......

 Saint Paul (MIN) .......
 Salaspils (LATV) .......

 * Salisbury (SRGH) .......
 * Salt Lake City (UT) .....
 * San Francisco (CAS) .....

 San Francisco (SFSU) ....
 San Isidro (SI) .........
 San Jose (CR) .........
 Santa Barbara (SBBG) ....
 Santiago (SGO) ........
 Sao Paulo (SP) ........
 Saskatoon (SASK) ......

 * Sassari (SASSA) ........
 Seattle (WTU) .........
 Shenyang (IFP) ........
 Singapore (SING) .......
 Sofia (SOM) ..........

 1 * Stanford (DS) .........
 1 * Stellenbosch (STE) ......
 1 * Stockholm (S) .........
 3 * Stockholm (SBT) .......
 3 Storrs (CONN) .........
 5 * Suva(SUVA) ..........
 1 * Sydney(NSW) .........
 1 * Sydney(SYD) .........
 1 * Taipei(TAI) ..........
 1 Taipei (TAIF) .........
 1 Tallahassee (FSU) .......
 1 Tampa(USF)..........
 I Tartu (TAA) ..........
 1 Tartu (TU) ...........
 1 Tbilisi (TBI) ..........
 1 Teheran (IRAN) ........
 2 Teheran (TEH)........
 3 Tempe (ASU) .........
 1 * Tokyo(MAK) .........
 2 * Tokyo(TI) ...........
 2 Tokyo (TNS) ..........
 3 Tomsk (TK) ..........
 1 * Torino (TO)
 1 * Toronto (TRT)
 1 Toronto (TRTC) .......
 1 Toulouse (TL) .........
 1 Toulouse (TLA) ........
 1 * Townsville (JTC) .......
 6 * Trieste (TSB) ..........
 2 Trinidad (TRIN) ........
 1 * Tromsoe (TROM) .......
 1 * 'Irondheim (TRH) ......
 1 Trujillo (HUT) .........
 3 Tucuman (LIL) ........
 1 Turku (TUR) ..........
 1 Tucson (ARIZ) ........
 1 Ulan Bator (UBA) .......
 1 Umea (UME) ..........
 1 * University (UNA) .......
 3 * University Park (PAC)....
 1 * Uppsala (UPS) .........
 1 * Uppsala (UPSV) ........
 2 * Urbana (ILL) ..........
 1 * Urbana (ILLS) .........
 1 * Utrecht (U) ...........
 2 * Vancouver (UBC) .......

 3
 1

 6
 1
 1
 1
 5
 1
 1
 1
 1

 2

 2

 2 2
 1
 1
 1
 1
 3

 5
 1

 1
 1
 1

 1
 1

 2
 1
 1
 1
 1

 3

 1
 1
 1
 1
 1
 1
 4

 1

 5
 1
 5
 2
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 * Victoria (DAVFP) ......
 Vladivostok (VLA) ......
 Waco (BAYLU) ........
 Wageningen (WAG) ......
 Warszawa (WA) ........
 Washington (NA) .......

 * Washington (US) .......
 Washington (US Geol. Surv.)

 * Waterloo (WAT) ........
 * Wellington (WELT) ......

 Wellington (WELTU).....

 1

 1
 4

 1
 1
 7

 3
 1
 1
 1

 * W ien (W) .............
 * Wien (WU) ...........

 Winnipeg (WIN) ........
 * Wisley (WSY) ..........
 * Wolfville (ACAD) .......

 Worcester (CUW)......
 Wroclaw (WRSL).......

 * Wuchang (WH) ........
 Ypsilanti (EMC) ........
 Zirich (Z)............

 * Zirich (ZT)...........
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 4

 3
 1
 1
 1
 1
 1

 1
 1
 3
 1
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